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Abstract 

This dissertation attempts to describe the grammar of Dobbi and document the 

traditional values and practices of the people using various technological software, 

these are, Language Explorer (FLEx) version 7.2.6, Phonology Assistant version 3.3.4, 

Elan version 4.6.2, digital audio, and video recorders . Consequently, the dissertation is 

categorized into four major sections. 

The first section deals with the introductory part of the dissertation. The introduction 

section has different sub-sections and each sub-section is briefly described. Thus, the 

sub-sections include about the people of Dobbi, the language, the language 

consultants, statement of the problem, the objective of the research project, 

significance of the project, review of related literature, and methodology. The second 

section deals with the grammatical description, which includes the phonology, 

morphology, and syntax. The third section deals with the textual analysis of selected 

social genres of the Dobbi people. They are riddles, narrations of different types, 

storytelling. Each of these textual data is interlineally analyzed. The fourth section 

deals with the preparation of a mini Dobbi-English dictionary with its reversal index of 

'English-Dobbi.' In preparing the dictionary, all the entries are obtained from the data 

corpus used in this dissertation. 
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Thus, the documented data corpus is organized into Audio, Video, and picture file to 

capture all the significant cultural and traditional scenes of the Dobbi community. Most 

of the data corpus is collected while they are naturally performed by the native Dobbi 

community. Some data are collected using elicitation forms. Thus, almost all the data 

collected are properly documented and archived by using the different technological 

soft wares. Each of the documented data has its own metadata and has its own code 

number, which is helpful for the user to select and react on the data he wants to. For 

instance, vLf.f.OOl refers to the first video file fo lder and vi.f.m.Ol refers to the first 

video file metadata and vi.f.f.002 refers to the second video file folder and vLf.m.02 

refers to the second video file metadata and so on. 

Finally, all the pertinent data, which have link with those analyzed data in the body of 

the dissertation, are annexed in the appendix section. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1 The people 

The Dobbi people are one of the Gurage peoples who live in the North West high lands 

of Butajira. They call themselves and their language Dobbi. However, many scholars use the 

term Goggot to refer to the people and their language. On the other hand, the term Gurage 

is used as an umbrella term to refer to all the different Gurage peoples and languages 

Sometimes the Dobbi language informants themselves refer to their language as GuragiJ1J1a 

with the Amharic Language ending -J1J1a. In this regard; scholars understood the term 

Gurage in various ways. Hetzron (1972 :6-7) states the following: 

The term Gurage has been used for a Semi tic speaking group of tribes 

in Cushitic territory, South-West of Addis Ababa. They speak 

languages rep resenting two different branches of South Ethiopic, East 

Gurage (Zway (Zay), Ulbarag, Enniinqor, (Miisqan), Selti, Wiiliine, 

Gafat) and North Gurage (Soddo, (Aymellel, Kistane), Goggot, Mux;}r, 

with Western Gurage (Miisqan, Central Western Gurage: Chiiha, Eza, 

Gumar, Gura-Chiiha, Peripheral Western Gurage (Gyeto, Enniimor, 

Eniir, EndiigaJ1). The latter two groups are called together Gunniin 

Gurage. 

Accord ing to Aleqa Tayye (1946 E.C.: 48).the term Gurage originates from Gura-

which is a place fowld in Akale Guzay of Eritrea. The suffix -ge which means 'place, 

position or land ' is suffixed to the word Gura resulting in Gurage. Therefore, the term 
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Gurage re fers to land of the Gura peop le. Eventually it only refers to the people called 

Gurage presently. 

In relation to the location of Gurage land, Worku (1996:133) states that 

The Gurage land is bounded by the Rift Valley in the east and 

northeast, extending as far as Lake Zway; the rivers Gibe (Omo), 

Wabe, and Awash in the West and Northwest, and north; the Kambata 

massifs in the South. 

At times the name Gurage is used as a general term to refer to the people and their 

language as a si ngle unit. On the other hand , the various languages spoken by the 

Gurage people considered as dialect clusters Leslau (1965:34). The Gurage people 

predominantly live in the Gurage zone within the SNNPR. However, great number of 

Gurage people lives Addis Ababa and other parts of the country as traders and 

business people. The Gurage Zone is divided into thirteen Weredas: Cheha, Inor, Ezha, 

Endegegn, Abeshge, Gumer, Soddo, Qabena, Geyto, Masqan, Libido, Muher-Aklil, and 

Wolane . The Dobbi people live in Masqan Worda. The regions, which border the 

Gurage Zone, are Oromiya region in the North, East and Northwest, the Hadiyya Zone 

in the South, the Yem sp ecial Wereda in the Southwest, and the Silte Zone in the 

Southeast. Map 1.1 shows tlle administrative map of the Gurage Zone. 
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ADMIN I STRA TI VE M A P OF GURAGE ZONE 
. 
A 

/ 

Figure 1.1 Administrative map of the Gurage Zone
1

, 

The Dobbi people are one of the Gurage people who live in Southern Nation and 

Nationali ties People's Region (SNNPR) in the Gurage Zone, p articularly in Miisqan 

Wereda (district) . The following Fig 1.1 shows the Administrative unit of the 

SNNPR where in the Gurage Zone is included as part of it. 

1 
Source: ww\"".s nnprboefd.gove.el 
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Figure 1.2 The Administrative map of the SNNPR2 

Dobbi is found about 138 km Southwest of Addis Ababa bordering Sabat Bet Gurage in 

the west, Masqan in southeast and Kistane in the north Dimberu et al (1995:42).The 

people predominantly live in the mountainous area called Goggot, which is believed to 

be their indigenous settlement area (according to the key consultants). Consequently, 

sometimes they are known by the name Goggot and their language too. As Dobbi is 

surrounded by Muher, Kistane, Masqan and Wolane speakers, it is not surprising to 

know that most Dobbi speakers are bilinguals in one or more of these languages. It is 

2 Sou rce: www.elh iodemog raphyand health.o rg/sl1n pr.html 
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equally not surprising to find some loan words, which entered into Dobbi from these 

neighboring languages. 

It is well known that the Dobbi community has alternative names such as Goggot, 

Sdbat Goggot Dobbi, DOQbi, and Gurage. Likewise, their language has alternative 

names such as, Goggot, Dobbi, Dobbi]1J1a, and Guragi]1]1a (with the Amharic language 

suffix ]1]1a). Goggot is the most used name in the previous literature to refer to the 

people and their language. However, the people call themselves and their language 

Dobbi. 

Thus, fo llowing the native people's interest we will use the term Dobbi to refer to both 

the people and the ir language throughout this study. According to Dimberu et al. (1995 

:42), the term Dobbi is first used during the reign of Zara Yaqobin the medieval age 

(i.e. from 1434 up to 1468). He further, elaborates that the name Dobbi is mentioned 

for the first time in the chronicle of Zara Yaqob as one of the major taXpayer regions of 

the country. Thus, since then the name Dobbi was well established. 

According to Tariku Fekadu, one of my key language consultants, the term Goggot 

refers to the highlands and hillsides of the area that include: Mado (Anis) Dobbi, 

Yittdne, ArrdtS'at, Mdhal Amba, Sdginndt, Gogga, KdtJin Amba and Lemamdf. As a 

whole, they are known as Sdbat Goggot Dobbi Dimberu (1995 et al: 42). 

Recently, these areas as a whole with the other areas, which the Dobbi inhabit, that are 

Arigume and Dobbi, are sometimes called Dobbi-Goggot. The acceptance of this 
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naming is dubious, as it did not get the common consent of all the Dobbi. Dimberu 

(1995 et a1. 42). The area names collected by the researcher from the fie ld research are 

somehow different from the area names indicated on the map. Nevertheless, many of 

the area names indicated on the map matches with the names collected by the 

researcher. On the other hand, there are few area names on the map, which are not 

found at all in the researcher's record such as Weyo and K'dtJ'ine 

However, the researcher has discussed the problem with the Central Statistical Agency 

cartographer3
• According to him the problem happened for two reasons. Firstly, the 

data at hand are collected quite long ago and hence there might exit some change of 

the place names in between; and that is why there are some miss matches of names. 

Secondly, most probably the data collectors' mistakes create such problems by then. 

When the map was prepared, no correction was made on the data. Thus, probably this 

might be the reason for the miss matching of the area names on the map with the area 

names that the researcher has collected in his fieldwork. Notwithstanding, the 

researcher discussed the issue with the cartographer and with one of the main key 

language consultants Tariku and resolved the problem by making the necessary 

corrections. 

3 This infOlm ation is taken from the Central Statistical Agency cartographer Abebe Belachew, Addis 

Ababa, February, 2013. 
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Figure 1.3 Geographical location of Dobbi speaking commtmities 4 

According to the key language consultant Tariku the Dobbi people predominantly live 

in the three dis tinct areas namely DdgaGoggot (the highland area), Dobbi (the 

temperate area or sub-tropical area), and WdlenSo Anddj1j1a and WdlenSo Huldtdj1j1a 

(the low land area or tropical area). 

Moreover, many other Dobbi people live in Butajira and many other part of the 

country particularly in Addis Ababa. Since the studies done so far on Dobbi people and 

language are incomplete and insufficient, hence it is not possible to know in detail the 

origin and history of the Dobbi people at present. Thus, this fact proves that Dobbi is a 

least known and studied language of the Gurage group. 

'I So urc e: Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia, Addi s Ababa, February, 2013 . 
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Consequently, we understand that Dobbi is not well documented Gurage language. 

However, with regard to the language the present study may fill the gap by describing 

and documenting the Grammar of Dobbi language. On the words of Dimberu et a1. 

(1995:43), foreign or loca l historians so far did not write the history of the Dobbi 

people. 

Thus, there is no opportunity to know the history of the people of Dobbi other than 

relying on legends. According to the elders of Dobbi, very long ago the Dobbi 

community had 99 different clans. However, presently these clans are reduced to 

17.Contrastingly, according to Tariku Fekadu, Dobbi has originally 99 major clans, 

however, presently they are reduced more than fifty percent. These clans live by 

spreading over the various surrounding areas usually known as S;}bat Goggot Dobbi 

(Lit. 'the seven Goggot Dobbi') and these include: Dobbi, Argume, Gogga, K';}chin 

Amba, S;}gin;}t, Lemamar and M;}hal Arnba. 

Thus, this seems to some extent different from Dimberu's et a1. (1995:44) which is 

mentioned above. The area where these seven clans live is called S;}bat Goggot 

Dobbi . Other Dobbis are out of the S;}bat Goggot Dobbi area, such as j;}b;}re, 

W;} lenjo Andij1Jla Budin, W;} lenjo Hul;}t;}j1j1a Budin, d301e , which reside around 

Butaj ira town. 

If we consider one of the clans for instance , G;}mij;}, it has the following sub clans: 

Ben;}sin, Widiw;}, Dintjo, G;}rima, Nunuja, M;}7i, and Sart'o. Each of the other major 
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clans in turn also has so many sub clans under them. Among these G;)mije is 

considered a high-class clan as Azmach 'war leaders' are elected from this clan and 

are considered economically well off as compared to the other clans. The second high 

class clan is DintJo. Yet, this does not imply that the other clans are as such that poor. 

In general, all the Dobbi people are hardworking and self-sufficient.s 

It is know from the existing literature that Dobbi is one of the least known, least 

studied Gurage languages. Hence, there are uncertain and varied information about 

the number of speakers and about alternative names of Dobbi. According to Kebede 

(2002:1-2) the alternative names of Dobbi are Goggot, Dobbi and GuragiJ1J1a he 

estimated the population to be 15,000 On the other hand, Alemayehu (1985:2) 

estimated the population of Dobbi to be 8,000, and Meyer (2005:829) mentioned that: 

Goggot is the name used by linguists for the language Spoken by the 

Dobbi, who refer to their language as yiiDobbi qal or yiiDobbi 

qwanqwa (language of the Dobbi's ). The name Goggot originates 

from a unity-treaty of several Gurage groups. Alternative names are 

Diiga-Dobbi, Dobbi-Goggot. The population Dobbi on of Goggot 

speakers is approximately, 4000. 

Nonetheless, according to my language consultants and some native Dobbi, whom 

I communicated with, strongly claim that the population of Dobbi is more than what 

is being estimated so far by different scholars. However, it is obvious that the Central 

5 This information is taken from one of the key in formants Tariku Fekadu who belongs to the G"mij" 

clan of Dobbi. 
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Statistical Agency repot is the most acceptable information about population and other 

related issues; the researcher could not find even the name Dobbi in the recent report 

i.e. the 2007 Housing and population census of the Agency. Thus, due to this gap now 

it is not possible to state the right number of population of Dobbi here. 

Scholars who are engaged in studying the Gurage cluster and some elders of Dobbi 

communities witnessed that the various Gurage communities such as Dobbi, Muher, 

Kistane, Sabat Bet Gurage came from different parts of the country and settled in a 

compact mountainous area where they presently reside. Thus, as Dobbi is one of these 

Gurage communities the same thing holds true to it. With regard to their religion, 

according to the elders opinion the majority of the Dobbi people are followers of 

Ethiopian Orthodox Church and a few of them are followers of Islam. 

Nonetheless, they used to believe in domamujet who is highly worshiped by the various 

Gurage communities particularly by the Dobbi people. Thus, damamujet is considered 

as the goddess or godhead of peace, health, and prosperity of the Gurage 

communities. Every year the Orthodox Church followers who live in the various part 

of the country, will go to their rural vicinities to celebrate the Feast of the True 

Cross Mdsk!JW holiday with their parents by preparing all the necessary things needed 

for the holyday. Similarly, the Muslims go to their rural vicinities for the feasting of 

Ardfa and celebrate the holiday with their parents. Both the Christians and the 

6 The comprehensive and complete !lallation of MJsk :>1 will be presented under the texts section. 
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Muslims do th is in order to obtain blessin gs from their resp ective parents. Actually, 

th is is an obliga tion for the entire Gurage people in order to continue as member 

of their respective communities. Otherwise, the elders of the communities will curse 

them and they will no more be considered as members of their respective 

communities. 

The Dobbi people live a sedentary life for the most part based on agriculture and they 

cultiva te Ensete 'false banana'as their main staple crop, which is supplemented by 

maize, barely, wheat, potatoes, Tef (a millet-like grain). In addition, they grow other 

cash crops such as coffee and khat. Besides, they practice animal husbandry 

primarily for milk supply and dung. 

Moreover, the Dobbi people are well known for their hard work and skill as traders 

Many of them reside in Addis Ababa and other cities, as by making and selling shoes. 

The Dobbi people take pride in their hospitality and often serve coffee (boiled in a 

clay pot which is flavored with salt and butter) and roasted grain to serve their guests. 

This socialization for their neighbors and for passers- by guests is their conunon 

behavior. Thus, the Dobbi people are well known for their hard work and their good 

hosp itali ty. 

1.2 The Dobbi Language 

The Ethio-Semitic languages originated from the Southern Semitic branch of the West 

Semi tic language family Bender (1976:14) The Gurage languages, being Semitic 
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languages, belong to the Southern branch of the Ethiopian Semitic anguage family 

particularly to the 'OuterSouth-Ethio-Semitic group' and to the TransversaISouth-Ethio-

Semi tic group'.The Gurage cluster is linguistically problematic as the dialect continuum 

is difficult to divide and to classify the languages/dialects properly. Of course, this is 

due to lack of extensive and comprehensive studies on the Gurage languages . Thus, 

the statu s and the classification of the Gurage languages are still controversial 

Hetzron (1972 :1 ff.). 

Semitic family 

Ancie Semitic 

Akkadian West Semitic 

(East Semitic) 

South Arabian Ethhio-Semitic* 
I 

Arabic Canaanite 
\ 

Aramaic 

So u thl S~mi ti c 

(Hebrew, Phoenician) 

Figure 1.4 Family-tree diagram of the Semitic languages, adapted from Bender, 

Ferguson & others (1976:14). 
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* ez Tigrinya Tigre 

outh-Ethiop ic Trans ersal South Ethiop ic 

Ce al Eastern 

n-group tt-gro ArTIharic Argoba ~ H",,' 

Selti, (etc.)Zway 

Ga at Northern Gurage Western Gurage 

P.W.G Central W. Gurage 

Kistane Dobbi Muher Enor, Indegegn Eza, Chaha, Gwner, Gura Innemor, Geyto 

Figure 1.5 The genealogy of the Ethiopian Semitic languages 

Adapted from Hetzron (1977:17) 

In rela tion to the Gurage people residence and the grouping or classification of their 

languages within the Ethio -Semitic family, Hetzron & Bender (1976:28).states the 

following: 
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In a compact mountainous area of Shewa province south of Addis 

Ababa, live several tribes of people know as Gurage. It has usually 

been assumed that the several languages they speak all belong to one 

subgroup, also known as Gurage. The supposed subgroup is divided 

into three smaller subgroups: Northern Gurage. Eastern Gurage, 

Western Gurage 

Though, the status and classification of the Gurage languages/ dialects seems 

controversial, it seems that most scholars agree on the three major divisions within 

the Gurage language/dialect cluster as suggested by Goldenberg (2005:925): North-

Eastern, Western and Eastern Gurage. 

According to Hetzron (1972:6-7) Northern Gurage, which comprises Kistane, Dobbi, 

and Muher and Western Gurage; Masqan, Chaha, Eza, Gumar, Gura, Gyeto Ennemor, 

Enar and Endagaii are genetically different from Eastern Gurage, and hence, he coined 

the term Gunniin -Gurage to refer to these languages/dialects, leaving East Gurage 

aside. Thus, we can clearly observe from this proposal that Dobbi is considered as 

an independent language, which appears as a sister language of Muher and Kistane 

under the Northern Gurage group. On the other hand, Leslau (1965:1) has 

suggested the status and classification of the Gurage languages as follows: 

There is a group at'South Ethiopian languages known as Gurage. In my 

investigation either of the morphology and/or the vocabulary of this 

cluster, I came across twelve dialects. They are: Chaha, Gyeto, Eza, 

Ennemor, Endegeii, Muher, Masqan, Goggot, Soddo, Selti, Wolane, and 

Zway. There are three distinct groups in this cluster: East Gurage 

including Selti, Wolane, Zway.West Gurage including Chaha, Gyeto, 
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Eia, Ennemor, and Endegei\.; North Gurage with Soddo ~s its only 

representative. In my previous studies I provisionally classified Muher, 

Masqan and Goggot as a sub division of West Gurage, but further 

investigation is still necessary. 

According to Leslau (1965:1) investigation stated above, we can understand that the 

Gurage languages are taken as simple dialect cluster with three distinct groups. 

Moreover, in terms of his classification Dobbi is not seen in any of these three groups. 

Perhaps, it may be taken as a sub -dialect of the Northern Gurage language Kistane. 

This is because; Leslau (1965:1) has taken Kistane as the only representative of the 

Northern Gurage group. Moreover, in Ethnologue Languages of the world (2005:116) 

Dobbi is recognized as a dialect of Kistane . 

Therefore, taking into account the controversy observed so far about the status of 

Dobbi, for the most part, it is plausible to assume that Dobbi is a distinct language 

than considering it as a dialect of Kistane, which belongs to the Northern Gurage 

group. This is of course based on the available literature assessed and expressed above 

and the researchers fieldwork observation. In the fieldwork, the researcher has taken 

the opinion of the different Dobbi native speakers in relation to the similarity 

between Dobbi and Kistane. All the Dobbi native speakers claim that Dobbi is quite 

distinct from Kistane . 

Consequently, the researcher became aware of the degree of the dialectal difference 
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between Dobbi and Kistane. Thus, at the present knowledge of the researcher even 

though there seems to be certain similarity between Dobbi and Kistane they cannot 

communicate without a translator. Thus, provisionally Dobbi and Kistane should be 

considered as separate languages. However, to come up with the right decision, the 

researcher believes that there is a need to conduct mutual intelligibility test and other 

dialectal study within each group of languages and across the different groups. 

Thus, we can observe that Dobbi is one of the Gurage languages, which lacks proper 

linguistic description and documentation. Because of this, it is assumed as one of the 

endangered languages of Ethiopia. 

Since, Dobbi is one of the Gurage languages, which lacks proper linguistic description 

and documentation; any linguistic description and documentation of the present type 

has great significance to the development of Ethiopian languages study in general and 

to Dobbi in particular. 

1.3 Statement of Problem 

Only some Ethiopian languages are fairly studied and documented and used as medium 

of instruction at elementary and junior high school levels. Moreover, they are used as 

languages of wider communication and as official languages of their respective regions 

and zones where they are predominantly spoken. On the other hand, most Ethiopian 
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languages still remain unstudied and undocumented; Dobbi is among the least studied 

and least known Ethio-Semitic languages. 

Therefore, describing and documenting this language is not only vital and believed to 

be an immense contribution to the study of Ethio -Semitic languages but it is also a 

way of preserving the value system, tradition, and indigenous knowledge of the speech 

community. Leaving aside an unstudied and undocumented language may create a gap 

in our knowledge of the world 's languages. Thus, the description and documentation 

of endangered languages should be given top priority as documentation is "a lasting, 

multipurpose record of a language" which provides us with a comprehensive database 

and valuable information about the language under discussion. 

Dobbi is one of the least studied and endangered languages of the Ethio-Semitic family 

which needs to be well described and documented. So far, no comprehensive and 

exhaustive description of Dobbi is available. One of the major priorities of linguistic 

research is to preserve endangered languages by describing and documenting their 

available lexical and grammatical data. Therefore, in order to preserve the linguistic 

facts, tradition, value systems, and indigenous knowledge of the Dobbi speech 

community it needs to be described and documented well using modern technology 

and equipment. 
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1.4 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to preserve and document the Dobbi language by 

preparing a grammatical description and by recording words and phrases, some social 

expreSSIOns, oral narrative, and stories. The specific objectives of this project are the 

following: 

1) To describe and annotate selected social events, value systems, traditions, 

indigenous and cultural expressions of the Dobbi speech community. 

2) To describe and analyze the basic phonological, morphological and syntactic 

features of the language and document them. 

1.5 Significance 

The major importance of this study is to produce a comprehensive description of Dobbi 

and to save it from extinction. Such a detailed linguistic description of Dobbi could 

serve as a basis for other linguistic and sociolinguistic studies on the language. It also 

serves as a valuable source of data for the preparation of educational and other related 

materials in the language. Moreover, such comprehensive descriptive work helps us to 

understand the linguistic and the socio-cultural facts of the community. 

Thus, this may contribute to the social and economic development of the Dobbi 

community. It also enables different professionals and users to react on the primary 

data documented in this research. Moreover, the study would contribute to solve the 

problems exhibi ted in the existing literature. 
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1.6 Review of Related Literature 

Studies on the Dobbi language are very scarce, scattered, and incomprehensive. These 

include the works of Leslau (1 965, 1968, 1979), Hetzron (1968, 1970, 1972, 1977), 

Alemayehu (1 985) and Kebede (2002). 

Mostly, these published works focus on tl1e sta tus and classification of the Gurage 

languages. In addition, certain phonological and morphological aspects of Dobbi are 

also trea ted. Leslau (1965 :34) assumes tl1at all the Gurage languages can be subsumed 

. in to a cluster of twelve dialects He provisionally classified Muher, Masqan and Dobbi 

as a subdivision of West Gurage, mentioning tl1e need for furtl1er investigation for tl1e 

tru th -value of this proposal. 

Opposi ng, Leslau (1965), Hetzron (1968:4) claims tl1at Nortl1ern Gurage comprises of 

Muher, Kistane and Dobbi, which form distinct typological unit mentioning tl1at Muher 

is the most archaic representative of tl1is group or unit. Furtl1er, Hetzron dissociates 

Masqan from Dobbi by putting it as the easternmost representative of Western Gurage 

and classifies Muher, Dobbi and Kistane as Northern Gurage using a single feature tl1e 

main verb markers in the perfect and imperfect, which is common to Muher, Dobbi, 

and Kistane . 

Accordingly, Dobbi can be considered as one of tl1e least studied and tl1us, least lmown 

Gurage language of tl1e Semitic language family. Strengtl1ening tl1is fact Meyer 

(2005:185) stated, There are almost no written records on the Dobbi-Sabat-Goggot' 
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Furthermore, Meyer (P.829) explained some linguistic and sociolinguistic facts about 

the Dobbi language and people 

1.7 Methodology 

Language documentation involves integra tion of linguistic, cultural, and social 

components of the speech community under study Hill (2006 :113) asserts that a 

researcher needs to incorporate ethnographic and cultural elements of the speech 

community into the very groundwork of his research. Thus, considering this 

assumption, ethnograp hic approach is used to collect reliable data from the Dobbi 

native speakers' community in the natural context. Hence, participants and non

participants observation of natural interactions, interview, focus group discussions are 

used to achieve the intended objective. 

To a ltain the goal of this project, different techniques of data collection are 

emp loyed; different stories, oral narration, observation, structured and semi-structured 

in terviews with key informants and target group discussion; audio/ video recordings 

and data elicitation forms are used to collect primary data. The primary data collected 

include: elicitation of more than 1500 lexical and phrasal items with their English 

equivalents by using SIL Comparative African Word List (SlLCAWL, additional 

morphological and syntactic paradigms recorded using elicita tion fOTITIS , and 

furthermore, three different stories, narrations, riddles, dialogues and poems have been 

used. 
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Through a pi lot survey the researcher had the chance to know the location where the 

Dobbi people reside and acquaint himself with the community members and key 

informants . In addition, he gathers some information about the speech community and 

their consent to cooperate and participate in the actual research from the inception up 

to the final stage of the research activity. Thus, in the pilot survey, careful selection of 

the language consultants (informants) was done with the help of Yacob Sija who is a 

native Dobbi and he puts the researcher in contact with the key language consultants. 

He also served as a key informant at the initial stage of the first fieldwork. 

Using structured and semi-structured interviews, the researcher has collected primary 

linguistic data directly from native key informants and other native speakers about the 

language and the speech community. Moreover, he has collected data about their 

traditions, va lue sys tems, and indigenous knowledge. Further, social expressions, 

stories, and sayings have been recorded using digital audio equipment and transcribed 

in IPA. 

Through target group discussion, he has collected information about the language and 

the people that is more detailed. The collected information include about the language 

situation and its degree of use within and outside of the speech community. Besides, 

addi tional linguistic and sociolinguistic data were collected. 

Using audio/video recordings, all the possible and available cultural, social, and 

linguistic data have been collected from the naturally performed communicative 
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events such as, holyday celebrations, dialogues, oral narratives, riddles, puzzle 

questions, and storytelling These data have paramount importance for the description 

and documentation of the linguistic structure i.e. grammar and the cultural and social 

structure of Dobbi. 

Finally, using various elicitation forms as a starting point of the project, phonological, 

morpho-syntactic, lexical, and grammatical data have been collected. Moreover, 

selected oral narratives, communicative events, and folktales have been collected 

directly from the native informants and from the community elders and other native 

male and female community members. Additionally, prior researches' outputs are also 

used as sources of data for this study. Then, all the lexical and grammatical data 

collected have been transcribed phonetically. 

For this project, a pilot survey and two successive field works, which have taken all 

together more than ninety days have been conducted in Butajira and the surrounding 

areas, where the Dobbi native speakers predominantly reside. Moreover, whenever a 

certain data gap occurs the research works with one of his key language consultant 

who lives in Addis Ababa permanently. Subsequently, the collected data have been 

properly organized and are used to fully describe and document the grammar and the 

cultural components of Dobbi speech community. 

Audio and video data are recorded using digital audio and video recorders, while text 

data are collected by using data notebook manually and Ms-word processor. 
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Subsequently, the collected data are edited using different tools such as video and 

audio editors. The audio data are edited by using audacity and analyzed using Praat 

and ELAN. The video data are edited using virtual dab and analyzed using ELAN. The 

text data are analyzed using ELAN and Fieldwork (FLEx) . Afterward, the following 

technological tools and software packages have been employed to achieve the intended 

objectives of the project: 

• A digital audio recorder IS used to record the sounds of Dobbi native 

speakers, which are pertinent to the description of the grammatical and 

Ie xi cal da tao 

• Digital video recorder is used to record selected communicative events, riddles, 

folktales, and other traditional performances of the native people. 

• Digital still camera is used to take selected scenes or pictures of the Dobbi 

people. 

• Audacity is used to edit the recorded sound before transferring it to Elan. 

• Elan is used to transcribe, and translate the data transferred from audacity. 

Elan is used to align the audio/video recordings and for annotation. In 

addition, it is used to synchronize narration with the movie. Therefore, it is 

major software to document the various performances of the native community. 

Thus, it is a means of archiving the various cultural and traditional activities. 

• Virtual Dub is used for video editing. 

• Fieldworks (Language explorer) and Lexique Pro are used to compile lexemes 

and morphemes into a dictionary and to make automatic glossing. 
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The data corpus collected, will be transcribed, translated, and annotated using the Elan 

software, while some of the data corpus will only be video recorded, transcribed, and 

translated. The others are audio recorded and archived with their respective metadata. 

The software and tools are complementing each other to accomplish the task of 

describing and documenting the language under discussion. Most of the data were 

collected in Butajira and Dobbi area. The rest of the data were collected in Addis 

Ababa from the native Dobbi speakers. My language consultants included young and 

old, male and female, farmers, merchants, government employees; University 

graduates and a high school student. 

Thus, the languages consults are from various social and education backgrounds. In 

what follows, their brief background and respective roles as language consultants of 

each of them will be presented as follows. 

The key language consultant Yacob Sija was born and brought up in Butajira. He is 

native Dobbi speaker and he speaks a little Masqan and Kistane. He has attended his 

primary school education around his birthplace and completed his high school 

education at Butajira Comprehensive High School. Further, he continued his higher 

education at Addis Ababa University and held his BA degree in Foreign Languages and 

literature. 

As he was so busy by then in his office routines, he served as a key language 

consultant for only a few days in the first fieldwork and departed. However, he puts 
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the researcher in contact with other key consultants and when need arises he 

sometimes join us and contributes a lot. He has strong personal interest to see the 

development of the language. 

One of the main language consultants was Tariku Fakadu, a Dobbi native speaker, who 

also turned out to be a good friend of the researcher has been contributing a good deal 

of linguistic and socio -cultural information. He still serves as a main language 

consultant as he lives in Addis Ababa permanently. Moreover, he was also the 

researcher's contact with other knowledgeable elderly Dobbi speakers and brought him 

informants for the cultural and traditional data. 

Tariku was born and brought up in Dobbi a place called Mehal Dobbi particularly in a 

place called Kokobe . He has attended his primary school education in Dobbi, and he 

went to a high school in Addis Ababa known as Bethele Mekaneyesus Secondary 

school. Then he further continues his college education at General Winget TVET 

College. He is 31 years old and shoes maker and seller in Addis Ababa. Tarim has two 

children and he is always willing to provide important language data to the researcher. 

With regard to his language ability to some extent, he speaks Kistane , and Masqan. He 

has excellent knowledge of spoken and written Amharic. Moreover, he has good 

knowledge of spoken and written English. Tarku has special interest in history 

particularly about the Ethiopian history. 
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Generally, as he is interested in history he usually reads history books and hence he has 

good knowledge of the Ethiopian history. Consequently, he is very much interested in 

the history of the Dobbi people too and he knows quite a lot about the Dobbi people. 

Thus, the researcher has taken a good deal of information about the people of Dobbi 

from him. 

Sintalem Sija is 29 years old who was born and brought up around Dobbi. She was one 

of the key language consultants. She is a native speaker of the Dobbi language and 

speaks a little Kistane and Masqan. She has attended her elementary and high school 

education in Butajira town. Further, she went to Jimma University and continued her 

education in the Department of Ethiopian Languages and literature, and held her BA 

degree seven years now. At present, she is a high school teacher in Butajira town. She 

is very much interested in developing the Dobbi language and she has contributed a 

great deal of information about the language. Moreover, she is always willing in 

providing the necessary data whenever the researcher asks her. 

The other key language consultant is Tekabech Sija who is 18 years old and a high 

school student. She is a sister of Sintalem Sija and Yacob Sija, and she was also born 

and brought up in Dobbi. At present, she is attending her high school education at 

Butajira Comprehensive High School. She is native Dobbi speaker and she speaks 

Kistane language a little and she fa irly hear and understand Masqan. Tadele Bogale is 

27 years old, private businessperson who has completed gradel0. He is a native 

speaker of Dobbi. Tadele was born and brought up around Welensho Huletegna Budin. 
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He also speaks a Dobbi, Amharic, Kistane, Muher, Masqan and a little Silte . Presently, 

he is living in Butajira town. He is so cooperative and very much enthusiastic to see 

the development of his language. Thus, he has contributed quite a lot about the 

language the people of Dobbi. 

The other main key language consultants Mengstu Kassa is 49 years old farmer who 

has completed grade 10. He was born and brought up in Dobbi particularly at a place 

called Welensho Huletegna Budin. He is a native speaker of Dobbi and he has deep 

knowledge of the language and the people of Dobbi. He speaks many local languages 

including Dobbi, Kistane, Masqan, Silte, Wolane and Amharic. Most of the language, 

cultural and trad itional data were taken from him. He is one of the knowledgeable 

elderly language consultants. 

Abegaz Mitiku Sima is 67 years old farmer who has completed grade 4. He was born 

and brought up in Dobbi at a place called Kokobe. He is a model farmer who still lives 

around his birthplace. He also speaks many local languages such as, Dobbi, Amharic, 

Kistane, Masqan, Wolane, Wolayita, Hadiya, Oromo, and a little Tigriyna languages. 

He knows the indigenous culture and tradition of the Dobbi people very well. Thus, 

most of the cultural data were taken from him. 

All of them were so enthusiastic in providing the necessary linguistic, social, cultural, 

and ethnographic information for this project as all of them are so passionate to see 

the development of their language. They are all interested in developing their 
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language especially to make it a language of education and wider communication. 

Therefore, it was really a pleasure for the researcher to work with Dobbi language 

consultan ts . 

Thus, we can observe that the selected language consultants from whom the primary 

data collected are of varied age groups, ranging from 18 to 64, gender both male and 

female, occupation farmers, students, and civil servants and educational backgrounds, 

from grade 4 up to fi rst university degree. Thus, variety has an immense contribution 

to the present study. 
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Chapter Two: Phonology 

In this chapter, the phonological description of Dobbi will be treated. Thus, the 

phonemic and allophonic inventories, their distribution, co-occurrence restrictions, 

supra-segmental features, syllable structures, and phonological processes will be 

discussed. In establishing the phonemic and allophonic inventories, firstly, the features 

of the consonant and vowel phones will be described by picking them from the data 

corpus. Then, the phonemes of Dobbi will be identified in terms of their distribution in 

word position and using minimal pairs. Secondly, the allophones will be discussed by 

presenting their allophonic environment in certain words. 

2.1 Segmental Phonemes 

Speech sounds can be classified into vowels and consonants based on their function 

and production. Thus, in terms of function a vowel can form a nucleus of a syllable, 

whereas, consonants cannot. On the other hand, in terms of production again 

consonants and vowels behave differently, in that consonants are produced by certain 

kind of obstruction inside the oral or pharyngeal cavity, whereas, vowels are produced 

relatively without any obstruction or with free passage of the air through the cavities. 

Speech sOlmds, which have similar phonological features, may be grouped together 

and such group can be called family of phonemes. Thus, each such speech sound in the 

family is said to be a member of that family . Consequently, each member of the family 

is actually distinct sound and is known as allophones (or variants) of the phoneme 

Katamba, (1993:16). 
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2.1. 1 Consonant Phonemes 

Leslau (1979: xxi-xxiv) identifies 23 basic consonant phonemes in Dobbi. In addition 

to the 23 consonant phonemes, Leslau recognizes the velar spirant x and the seven 

labialized consonants bW, !W, m w, g w, k w, x w, qW'as independent phonemes, 

The consonants of Dobbi identified from the data corpus are presented in Table 2.1. 

These sounds are classified on the bases of their place and manner of articulation, 

The place of articulation includes labial, alveolar, post-alveolar, palatal, velar, and 

glo ttal. The manner of articulation includes plosive/affricate, fricative, nasal, trill, 

lateral, and approximant. 

Lab Alveo Post- Palatal Velar Glottal 

ial lar alveolar 
-

Plossive b t tf (l~) k (kW) ? 

I/affricates vI. bW
) 

d d3 (gi ) g (gW) 

Vd. Ejec. 

tf' ,. 

Fricati ve VI. ih (hW) 

(f W) 

Vd. Ejec. z ~ 

(S) 

Nasal m n 1 

(mW) 

Trill 

ILater al 

Approximant W 

Table 2.1 Consonant phones and phonemes ofDobbi 
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There are two major ways of attesting the phonemic status of speech sound segments. 

These are distribution of the sound segments in word position and minimal pairs. 

Disregarding the entire non-distinctive consonant (non-contrasting) all the twenty-two 

consonant phonemes occur in all the three word positions. The following examples 

show the distribution of all the consonant phonemes of Dobbi in all the three word 

positions i. e. 1) #_ , 2) _ #, and 3) # _ # . In other words, preceding a vowel, 

inter-vocalically and following a vowel. 

2.1.1.1 Plosives 

The plosives in Dobbi are bilabial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal. All the plosives 

make a distinction between the features voiceless and voiced for each place of 

articu lation except for the glottal stop 7 and the bilabial voiced plosive b. The reason 

for these two gaps in Dobbi is that the voiceless counterpart of b i.e. p is rare in many 

Afroasiatic languages. Consequently, only three loan words are recorded with p, these 

are: papaje 'papaya', polis 'police', posta 'post/mail '. As the consonant sound p, occurs in 

loan words only we cannot treat it, as part of the consonant inventory of Dobbi. With 

regard to the voiced counterpart of the glottal stop, it is physiologically impossible to 

articulate it and hence it is lacking.7 

The pJosive b has high frequency at all the three word positions. However, at word 

initial position only a simple b is allowed, while at word medial and final positions 

7 Personal communication with Joachim Crass (January 2015). 
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simple, geminate, or a cluster is allowed. 

The plosive b at word initial position as a simple consonant sound 

l. 

2 

3. 

b~t.it 

b~Tdd 

bi;p 

'wide'CVC 

'ice/snow' CVCVC 

'many' CVCV 

The consonant b occurs at word medial position as simple, geminate or cluster 

consonant 

4. aribb~t 'four' VCVC,C,VC 

5 . 3imbar bruise ' VC,C, V 

6. gW~bbe 'brother" CVCIC, V 

The consonant b occurs at word final position as simple, geminate or cluster consonant 

7. 

8. 

9. 

libb 

ab 

zimb 

heart' 

give ' 

house fly' 

The labialized plosive bW occurs at word-initial and medial positions with 

higher frequency. 

The following examples show word initial occurrences of the phoneme bW 

10. bWul~ 'sharp" CVCV 

11. b wom 'ox' CVCV 

The consonant bW occurs at word medial position preceding back or non-back vowels. 

13 . sambW~w~ ' lung" CVC,C2VCV 

14. ambw~m ' bone marrow' VC,C,VCV 

15. tibwujj~ 'breast' CVCVCIC,V 
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We can observe from the above examples 10-12 tha t the consonant sound b W is 

predictable distributional and hence it is plausible to consider it as allophone of the 

consonant b. Contrastingly, it occurs like other consonant phonemes preceding both 

round and non-round vowels as in examples 13-1 5 and in this case , it can be taken 

as a phoneme. Therefo re, the phonemic or allophonic status of bW seems to be 

dubious. In this regard, Leslau (l979:xliii) states: "While the rounded consonants are 

phonemes in Gurage and in Ethiopic in general they are also of secondary origin. They 

arise from a labial or velar followed by a rounded vowels as in qurb 'near. ' 

The alveolar plosive t occurs at all the three word positions and has wider distribution. 

At word initial position it occurs only as a simple sound t, while at word medial 

position it occurs as a simple or geminate. However, in the data corpus only a single 

instance of word medial cluster, i.e. birtu 'hard/ strong' is found. Again, at word final 

position only a single instance of geminate t as in att 'one' is recorded in the data 

corpus. Thus, we can assume that t occurs at all the three positions as a simple or 

single consonant sound. Thus, it is possible to consider it as a phoneme. The alveolar 

plosive t occurs at word initial position as a simple or single consonant. 

16. tam<lJlJIa 'yesterday' CVCVCV 

17 . tdb urd 'stomach' CVCVCV 

It occurs at word medial position as single or geminate consonant. 

18. tfiwata 'chat ' CVCVCV 

19. w<lfitta ' to resolve' CVCVC,C1V 

20 bettd 'where' CV C, C,V 
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The following examples show the word final occurrences of the consonant t. 

21. miJ<lt 'evening' CVCVC 

22. <lJ;mit 'need' 

23. rist ' inheritance" CVCIC, 

Alveolar voiced plosive d occurs at all the three word position with wider distribution. 

At word initial position it occurs only as a single sound. However, at word medial 

position, it occurs as a simple, geminate and cluster sounds. At word final position it 

occurs as simple and cluster sounds. 

The voiced alveolar plosive d appears at word initial position as a simple consonant. 

24. climber 'boundary' CVCIC,VC 

25. dakije 'duck' CVCVCV 

26. ddrs 'song' CVCIC, 

At word medial position d occurs as simple, geminate or cluster consonant. 

27. m<lddr 'place' CVCVC 

28. jadddra 'breakfast' CVCIC\VCV 

29 . gonda 'ant' CVCIC, 

The phoneme d occurs at word final position as a simple or cluster consonant 

30 gored 'girl' 

3 1. gind ' log' 

32. zJmJd ' relative' 

CVCVC 

CVCICI 

CVCVC 

The voiceless velar plosive k occurs at all the three-word position with higher 

frequency. At word initial position it occurs only as a simple or single consonant, while 
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at word medially it occurs as a simple, geminate and cluster. At word final position, it 

occurs as a simple or geminate consonant. 

The voiceless velar plosive k occurs at word initial position as a simple 

consonant. 

33 kilt 'hollowibpen' CVClC, 

34. kibir 'splendour'/glory ' CVCVC 

35 kana 'crust' CVCV 

The voiceless velar plosive k occurs at word medial as a single, geminate or cluster 
consonant 

36. rib 'boy' CVCV 

37. rikkaJ 'heap" CVC1C1VC 

38. minIGJm 'how' CV C1C, VC 

At word final position it occurs as simple or geminate consonant. 

39 . 

40. 

ekk 
likk 

'yes' 

'correct' 

The voiced velar plosive g occurs at all the three-word position with wider distribution 

or frequency. At word initial position, it only occurs as a simple sound. Whereas, at 

word medial positions it occurs as simple, geminate and cluster. However, at word final 

position it occurs as simple and geminate with a single instance of a cluster i.e. w<Jzeryg 

"to say'. The voiced velar plosive g at word initial position occurs only as a single or 

simple sound. 

41. gibir 'tribute' CVCVC 
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42. gdllif 'tall' 

43. gizje 'time' 

CVC\C\VC 

'CVC,C,V 

The phoneme g occurs at word medial position as a simple and geminate consonant. 

44. tigist 'patience' CVCVC,C, 

45. agga 'shoulder' V C\CjVC 

46. angula 'mucus' VC\C,VCV 

The following examples show word final occurrence of the consonant g. 

47. ar<ig 'snake' VCVC 

48. Jigog , curious' CVCVC 

49. ziligi/ig 'sticky' CVCVCVCVC 

The voiced labialized velar plosive gW occurs at word initial and medial positions 

preceding back or non-back vowels as in the following examples. At word initial 

position it occurs with higher frequency preceding back or non-back vowels as can be 

seen in the following examples. 

50. gW<ltdra 'granary' CVCVCV 

51 . gW;)bn 'heifer' CVCVC 

52 . gWuntft 'chin' CVCjC,V 

gW occurs at word medial position with high frequency as can be observed below: 

53. jig"!d 'liquid' CVCVC 

54. ar<i nig wade 'green' VCVCVCVCV 

55. abatftgWare 'caterp illar' VCVCVCVCV 

A phonetic glottal stop can occur at word-initial positions with words that begin 

with vowels such as, 7ambi 'green edible vegetable', 70fttft 'lower grinding stone'. It 

also occurs in a syllable boundary as an onset of a syllable such as, b<l. la. ro daytime 
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mi. 7e 'what', and at word-final position it occurs as a coda of a syllable when it is 

preceded by a vowel such as, d;)1d7 'drought, j;)la? 'growth'. Moreover, the glottal stop? 

seems to occur as an allophone of the voiceless velar ejective k'. as in the Amharic 

words with the sound k' as in 't'ikk'ur' 'black', j'ikk'ir, 'love', 'dikk'ala' 'bustard' the 

consonant k' is consistently replaced by the glottal stop? in Dobbi, i.e. t'i?ur 'black', 

fi?ir 'love' and di7ala 'bustard' respectively. Thus, these examples prove that the glottal 

stop 7 is used as an allophone of the voiceless velar ejective k'. Thus, it is plausible to 

consider it as a phonetic sound. 

2.1.1.2 Ejectives 

In Dobbi, the ejectives are marked for the feature voiceless and thus they do not have 

voiced counterpart. The alveolar ejective t' occurs at all the three-word position and it 

has wider distribution. At word medial position it occurs as simple, geminate or cluster. 

However, it occurs only as a single or simple consonant sound at word initial and final 

positions as in the following examples. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

t'ib;) 

db "ujj;) 

t';) b;) n 

'morning' 

'breast' 

'circumcision' 

cvcv 
CVCVC,C,V 

CVCVC 

The consonant t'occurs word medially as a single, geminate consonant. 

59 . 3;) t'<J 'nine' CVCV 

60. w.Jtti? 

The velar ejective k' occurs only at word initial and word medial positions. At word 

initial position it occurs as a simple or single consonant, while at word medially, it 
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occurs as a simple, geminate or cluster and is always found inter-vocalic ally It occurs at 

word initial position only as a single or simple consonant. The following are illustrative 

examples. 

61. k'it'iJIiI 'bu ttock' CVC1C1VCV 

62. k'irib 'eyebrow' CVC1C1VC 

63. k'ib 'butter' CVCVC 

At word medial position it occurs as simple or geminate consonant. 

64. bak 'ela 'ditoris' CVCVCV 

65 . ik'id 'p lan ' VCVC 

66. dilrakk'a 'moon' CV C,C,VCV 

The alveolar fr icative ejective s' has very much restricted distribution. Thus, at word 

initial posi tion only a single instance s'im 'beard' is recorded in the data corpus. In 

addition, at word medial position only two instances as'innan ' to appease' and mas'i1n 

'womb' are recorded. Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that s' occurs in loan 

words due to its trivial frequency. 

The post alveolar affricate ejective tf occurrence at word initial and final position is 

common. However, it is rare at word final position as shown in the following examples: 

67. tf'i?ara 'stinky' CVCVCV 

68. tf'et 'sun ray' CVC 

69. tJ'uhil 'spear' CVCV 

The fo llowi ng examples show the word medial occurrences of tf 

'naked' CVCV 
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7 1. jdk 'ut'<lk 'otf"i 'bush ' 

'stree t' 

cvcvcvcvev 
cvcv 

Word final occurrences of If' is shown in the following example. 

73 . b<lwitJ' 'outside' CVCVC 

7 4. aga tJ' 'cheeck' VCVC 

2.1.1. 3 Frica tives 

In Dobbi, the fricatives sounds include labio-dental, alveolar, post-alveolar and glottal 

consonant. However, only the alveolar and the post-alveolar make distinction between 

voiceless and voiced. The labio-dental f and the glottal fricatives h in Dobbi are 

voiceless; they do not have voiced counterpart. 

Voiceless labio-dental fricative f occurs word initially, medially and finally. At word, 

initial position it occurs as a simple or single sound. However, at both word medial and 

final position it occurs as a simple, geminate or cluster. The phoneme f occurs at word 

initial position as a single or simple consonant. 

75. fi7i r 'love' CVCVC 

76 . fas 'axe' 'cvc 
77. PrJz 'horse ' CVCVC 

The phoneme f occurs as a simple or cluster at word medial position. 

78. ndfisat 'insects' 

79. m Ufa 'spit' 

80. b mpr 'mouth ' 

CVCVCVC 

CVCVCV 

CVC1C,VC 
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The following examples show the word final occurrences of phoneme f. 

81. gar! 'flood' CVCI C, 

82 . sdndf 'tall' CVCVC 

83. mintllf 'mat' CVCIC, VC 

The voiceless alveolar fricatives s occurs In all the three word positions. At word 

initial, it occurs as a single consonant. Whereas word medially and finally it occurs as a 

sin gle, geminate or cluster consonant. However, word finally there is only a single 

instance of gemination miss 'man/husband'. At word initial position it occurs as a single 

consonant as in the following examples. 

84. sdb 'man/ person' CVC 

85 . siddist 'six' CVC1C,VC,C 

86 . simat 'urine' CVCVC 

At word medial position it occurs as simple, geminate or as cluster consonant 

87 . Wlssa 

88. k iss in 

89 . isak 

'axe' CVC,CIV 

'small' CV C,CIVC 

' thran' CVC 

At word final position it occurs as simple or cluster sound 

90. kis 'pocket' CVC 

91. mbs 'soul ' CV C,C2 

92. ddrs 'song/ music' CVC,C, 

The voiced alveo lar fricative z occurs at all the three-word position. However, it 

seems that at word initial position z occurs as a cluster, but since Dobbi did not allow 

consonant cluster in this position an epenthetic vowel i will be inserted to break the 
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cluster as in example (93-95) below. Consequently, at word initial position it occurs as 

a simple sound. While at word medial position it occurs as a simple or geminate 

consonant; and only a single instance of a cluster inzin 'ear' is recorded. Like the word 

medial position occurrence; at word final position it occurs as a simple or geminate; 

and only an instance of a cluster gurz 'old ' is recorded. The voiced alveolar fricative z 

occurs a t word initial position as a single consonant. 

93. zigdt 

94 . zihon 

95 . zimb 

'rust' CVCVC 

'elephant' CVCVC 

'house fly' CVClC, 

At word medial position it occurs as simple or geminate consonant 

96. maza 'wound' CVCV 

97. wuzat 'swea't CVCVC 

98. azzo 'corocodile' V ClC,V 

At word final position the phoneme z occurs only as simple consonant. 

99. nak'az 'moth ' CVCVC 

100. PriiZ 'horse' CVCVC 

101. birizaz 'dream' CVCVCVC 

The voiceless post alveolar fricative I occurs at wo~d initial, medial or final positions 

with narrow distribution at word final and word medial positions. At word initial 

position it occurs as a simple consonant only. However, at word medial position it 

occurs as a simple or geminate consonant; and only two instances of cluster "rIa 'farm' 

and t"nJ"ratoto 'he slithers' are recorded at this posi tion. 

The phoneme I occurs at word initial position as a single consonant. 
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102. ftr<JJlJld 'mad' CVCVC,C,V 

103. ftl 'fetus' CVC 

104. JaJlJla 'hump' CVC,C,V 

At word med ial posi tion J occurs as simple or geminate consonant 

10 5 . <lJ<lf -o 'rub' VC,C2V 

106. galJa 'shield ' CVC,C,V 

107. walJa 

At word final position it occurs only as simple consonant. 

108. 

109. 

tinfaJ 

tinklJ 

'breathing' CVC,C2VC 

'stem/stalk' CVC,C2VC 

The voiced post -alveolar fricative 3 occurs at word initial and medial position relatively 

with fewer frequency or narrow distribution. A t word final position only one instance 

is recorded W<l3 'to see. At word initial position 3 occurs as a simple consonant as in the 

following examples. 

110. Jimbar 'bruise' CVCCVC 

Ill. 3<lm 'nine' CVCCV 

At word medial position it occurs as simple or geminate consonants. 

112. a3<lrlilm 'be sad' VCVCVC 

11 3. bi33<l 'many' CVC,C,V 

11 4. g<Jr<J33<lm 'be old' CVCV C,C,VC 

The voiceless glottal fricative h occurs only at word initial and medial positions. In 

both positions it occurs as a simple consonant as shown in the following examples: 

115. hig 'virginity' CVC 

116. harJg 'vine' CVCVC 
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• 

102. fir.J JlJlil 'mad ' CVCVC,C,V 

103. fi l 'fetus' CVC 

104. JaJlJla 

At word medial position J occurs as simple or geminate consonant 

105 . oJoJ-a 'rub' VC\C2V 

106. ga.IJa 'srueld ' CVC,C, V 

107. wa.IJa 

At word final position it occurs only as simple consonant. 

108. tinfaJ 'breathing' CVC\C2VC 

109. tinklJ 'stem/stalk' CVC,C2VC 

The voiced post -alveolar fricative 3 occurs at word initial and medial position relatively 

with fewer frequency or narrow distribution. A t word final position only one instance 

is recorded W;J3 'to see. At word initial position 3 occurs as a simple consonant as in the 

following examples. 

110. ;)imbar 'bruise ' CVCCVC 

11 1. 30m 'nine' CVCCV 

At word medial position it occurs as simp le or geminate consonants. 

112. 

11 3. 

114. 

a3on<J m 

bi33d 

giJr.J3301Jl 

'be sad' VCVCVC 

'many ' CVC\C\V 

'be old ' CVCV C\C,VC 

The voiceless glottal fricative h occurs only at word initial and medial positions. In 

both positions it occurs as a simple consonant as shown in the following examples: 

115. hig 'virgini ty' CV C 

116. har;Jg 'vine' CVCVC 
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117. hakHJlJw 'honest' 

At word medial position, it occurs as simple consonant. The following are illustrative 

examples. 

118. biro 'mourning' CVCV 

11 9. aha 'you (sg.m)' VCV 

120. wohe ' to know' CVCV 

The voiceless alveolar affricate if occurs at word initial and medial position with 

relatively less frequency distribution ally and a single instance at word final position; 

kutJ 'work/job' 

At word initial position, tJ occurs as a simple consonant. The following are examples of 

this. 

121. tfib 'worm' CVCV 

122. tJala 'be able to ' CVCV 

123. tJekija 'he cooks' CVCVCV 

At word medial position if occurs as simple consonant. However, only a single 

instance of geminate gotJifo 'hyena' and two instances of cluster lomtJa 'twin' and 

tlmtJa 'muscle' are recorded. 

124. silitJa 'sack' CVCVCV 

125. kuifat 'fear' CVCVC 

126. angatJa 'cat' CVCVCV 

The voiced alveolar affri cate d3 occurs at all the three-word position with very few 

occurrences of word final position. At word initial position, it occurs as a simple 
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consonant. Only a single instance of word medial cluster t'JmJndsa 'raffle/ gun' is 

recorded . Moreover, a single instance of word fina l cluster j;Jrands 'white man' IS 

recoded. 

At word initial position, dS occurs as a simple consonant 

127. dsiraf 'whip' eveve 
128. dSigild 'guinea fwol' evevev 
129. 'chicken' evev 

At word medial position, it occurs as simple consonant sound 

130. zandSJra 'monkey' evevevev 
13l. mJdsa 'upper grinding stone' evev 
132. mudids a ' fire place' evevev 

At word final position occurs only as simple consonant sound. However, a single 

instance of gemminat ion JdSdS 'hand ' is recorded. 

133. 

134. 

2.1.1.4 Nasals 

'mead, honey beer' eve 
'child ' ve 

In Dobbi, the nasal consonants are the most frequent sounds and include: bilabial, 

alveolar, and velar nasal series. All the nasals are voiced, thus they do not have 

voiceless counterparts. In other words, they distinguish between voiceless and voiced. 

The labial nasal m occurs at all the three-word position with higher frequency or has 

wider distribution in all the three positions. However, at the word initial position it 

occurs as a simple consonant like all the other consonants. At word medial position it 
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consonant. Only a single instance of word medial cluster t'iJmiJndsu 'raffle/gun' is 

recorded. Moreover, a single instance of word final cluster ftr.mdJ 'white man' IS 

recoded. 

At word initial position, dS occurs as a simple consonant 

127. dsiraf 'whip ' eveve 
128. dSigirii 'guinea fwo!' evevev 
129. dSiJ riI 'chicken' evev 

At word medial position, it occurs as simple consonant sound 

130. zandJiJ riI 'monkey' evevevev 
131. 111iJ d3iJ 'upper grinding stone' evev 
132. 111udidsu 'fire place' evevev 

At word final position occurs only as simple consonant sound. However, a single 

instance of gemm ination iJdSdS 'hand ' is recorded. 

133. t 'iJdS 'mead, honey beer' eve 
134 . ids 'child ' ve 

2.1.1.4 Nasals 

In Dobbi, the nasal consonants are the most frequent sounds and include: bilabial, 

alveolar, and velar nasal series. All the nasals are voiced, thus they do not have 

voiceless counterparts. In other words, they distinguish between voiceless and voiced. 

The labial nasal 111 occurs at all the three-word position with higher frequency or has 

wider distribution in all the three positions. However, at the word initial position it 

occurs as a simple consonant like all the other consonants. At word medial position it 
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consonant. Only a single instance of word medial cluster t'<lm<lndsa 'raffle/gun' is 

recorded. Moreover, a single instance of word final cluster ftr<lnds 'white man' IS 

recoded. 

At word initial position, dS occurs as a simple consonant 

127. dsiraf 'whip' eveve 
128. dsigira 'guinea fwol' evevev 
129. dS<lra 'chicken' evev 

At word medial position, it occurs as simple consonant sound 

130. zandS<lrd 'monkey' evevevev 
• 131 . mdd3d 'upper grinding stone' evev 

132. mudidsa 'fire place' evevev 

At word final position occurs only as simple consonant sound. However, a single 

instance of gemminat ion <ld3clS 'hand' is recorded. 

l33. t '<ldS 'mead, honey beer' eve 
13 4 . idS 'child ' ve 

2.1.1.4 Nasals 

In Dobbi, the nasal consonants are the most frequent sounds and include: bilabial, 

alveolar, and velar nasal series. All the nasals are voiced, thus they do not have 

voiceIess counterparts. In other words, they distinguish between voiceless and voiced. 

The labial nasal m occurs at all the three-word position with higher frequency or has 

wider distribution in all the three positions. However, at the word initial position it 

occurs as a simple consonant like all the other consonants. At word medial position it 
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occurs as a simple, geminate or cluster while at word final position predominantly it 

occurs as a simple consonant but only a single instance of geminate imm is recorded in 

the data corpus. 

The fo llowing examples show occurrences m at word initial position. 

135. midad 'cooking stone' CVCVC 

136. mintb.f 'mat' CVC,C2VC 

137. Imss 'husband/man' CVC,C2 

At word medial position it occurs as simple, geminate or cluster consonant 

sound as in the fo llowing examples: 

138. timatim 'tomato' CVCVCVC 

139. dimbdr 'boundary' CV C,C2 VC 

140. silmnint 'eight' CV C,C,VC,C2 

At word final position occurs only ' as simple consonant sound. However, a single 

ins tance of gemmination at word final position imm 'mother' is recorded. 

141. at'im 'bone' VCVC 

142 . innam 'cow' VC,C,VC 

143. ddm 'blood' CVC 

The rounded bilabial nasal mW is rare at word initial position and there is only a single 

instance of word medial position galamWata 'widow', however, in the present data 

corpus it never occurs at word final position like the other rounded consonant 

phonemes. 
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The following examples show word initial occurrences of mW 

144. mWotfo 'street' CVCV 

l45. mWo7am 'hot' CVCVC 

Since nasals are marked for voice, they do not show voiceless/voiced distinction. Thus, 

as n is a nasal consonan t it does not have voiceless counterpart. n occurs at all the 

three word positions with higher frequency in all the positions. However, at initial 

position it occurs as a simple consonant sound, while at word medial position it occurs 

as a simple, geminate or cluster. On the other hand, at word final position it only 

occurs as a simple or geminate consonant sound. 

At word initial position n only occurs as a simple consonant sound as in the following 

examples. 

l46. nikk'isat 'tatoo' CVC,C,VCVC 

147. na7am 'disdain/ despise ' CVCVC 

148. nifas 'air' CVCVC 

At word medial position n occurs as simple, geminate or cluster consonant sound as in 

the following examples: 

149. jint'it'a 'anus' CVC,C,VCV 

150. widdina ' tail' CVC1C1VCV 

15 1. Hlnam 'cow' VC,C,VC 

At word final position n occurs only as a simple or geminate consonant sound. 

152. weft n 'bull ' CVCVC 

15 3 . sat'in 'box' CVCVC 

154. do nn 'stomach' CVC,C, 

The consonant J1 occurs only word medially and finally, no word initial occurrence is 
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recorded. At word medial position it occurs as a geminate consonant sound, however 

only a single instance of a simple form k'it 'i}1<i 'buttock' is recorded. On the other hand, 

at word fi nal position it occurs as a simple and only a single instance of geminate 

W<iWY111 'crying' as observed from the following examples: 

At word medial position]! occurs as only a geminate consonant sound . 

155. tami}1]!a 

156. Ja]!]!a 

157. fi]!]!a 

'yesterday' CVCVC,C,V 

'hump' 

'bladder' 

At word final position it occurs only as a simple or geminate consonant sound. 

158. tinijI 'insect' CVCVC 

159. g<J]! 'coWltry' CVC 

160. adda]! 'hunter' VClC1VC 

2 .1.1. 5 Trill 

TIle consonant r is an alveolar trill produce by a single touch on the alveolar ridge with 

the front or blade of the tongue. As it is a sonorant sound it is generally voiced, and 

does not have voiceless counterpart. It occurs at all the three word positions. At word 

initial and final position it only occurs as a simple consonant however at word final 

position, there are only two instances of clusters : k'urb 'near' and ink'irt 'goiter' in the 

data corpus. On the other hand, at word medial position it occurs as a simple, geminate 

or cluster. 

At word initial position r occurs as a simp le consonant 

161. .ist ' inheritance' CVC lC2 

162 . rikkaJ ' cheap ' CVC,C,VC 
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At word medial position it occurs as simple, geminate or duster consonant 

sound as in the following examples: 

163 . birJt ' iron' CVCVC 

164 . f irafirijot 'testicle' CVCVCVVCVC 

The consonant r predOminantly occurs at word final position as a simple consonant 

segment 

165. 

166 . 

167. 

intur 

ambar 

imar 

'stick' 

'bracelet' 

'donkey' 

VC,C2VC 

VC,C2VC 

VCVC 

The consonant I occurs at all the three-word position with higher frequency. As the 

other consonant sounds it occurs only as a simple consonant at word initial position. 

With regard to [he word medial position it occurs as a simple, geminate or duster. 

Whereas, at word final position like word initial position it occurs only as a simple 

consonant sound. 

At word initial position I only occurs as a simple consonant. 

168. Ii?i 'big' CVCV 

169. lela 'another' CVCV 

170. lowiz 'groundnut peanut' CVCVC 

The following examples show the word medial position occurrences of the consonant I. 

17l. tfilo 'worm' CVCV 

172. dSii;) I 'hm' CVCVC 
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At word final position 1 occurs as a simple consonant SOtll1d 

173. abil 'necklace' veve 
eVeVeVe 174. wababil 'to deceive' 

2.1.1.6 Approximants 

Like nasal and trill sounds the palatal approximant is marked for the feature voiced, 

thus it does not have voiceless counterpart. It occurs only at word initial and word 

medial positions, however, a single instance of word final position occurrence 

te';mik'waj 'witch/ wizard' is found in the data corpus. At word initial position it occurs 

, as a simple consonant, while at word medial position it occurs as a simple or geminate 

consonant. 

At word initial position j occurs only as a single or simple consonant 

175. jihi 'wisdom' eve V 
176 . jatbb 'mamal' eVeVe 
177. jirdzike 'heavy' eVeVeVev 

At word medial position j occurs as simple sound as in the following are illustrative 

examples: 

178. gobija 'market' eVeVeV 
179. iJddijiJ ' river' VeeVeV 
180. dW1ija 'belongings' VeVeVe 

The labial approximant w occurs only at word initial and medial position. However, at 

word final position only a single instance is recorded in the data corpus. Thus, it has 
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higher frequency only at word initial and word medial positions. At word initial 

position, it only occurs as a single consonant sound. Whereas, at word medial position 

it occurs as a single or geminate consonant. At word initial position w occurs only as 

a single or simple consonant. 

181. wabi 'generous' CVCV 

182. w~dcbl 'heavy/ big' CVCICIVC 

183. ~mal 'shame' CVCVC 

At word medial position it occurs as simple or geminate consonant sound as in the 

fo llowing examples: 

184 . suwat 'beehive' CVCVC 

185. g"oWJ dcb 10 'not full' CVCVCICI VCV 

186. g~ wwa 'fool' CVClev 

2.1.1. 7 Labial ized consonants 

Dobbi extensively uses the labialized consonant sounds such as, b", k W
, g", and m'~ in 

everyday communicative situations. However, the status of these consonant sounds 

seems confusing. The problem with these consonants is of two folds. First, 

whether they are phonemes or allophones is dubious, as they occur unpredictably 

with all the vowels as in tikwus 'warm' kWa 'he' ambw~w~ 'bone marrow' b Wull~ 'sharp' , " 

g"'abbe 'bro ther;gWonda 'ant', mW~7am 'get hot; b~nnahwi '1 ate' ~ hwu 'now'. From these 

examples we can observe that the round consonants of Dobbi unpredictably occur with 

both back and non-back vowels. 

On the other hand, they are rare in terms of their frequency. Due to their rareness in 
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their frequency, at this stage it is not possible to consider them as phonemes of Dobbi. 

Therefore, it needs further investigation by using more data to come up with precise 

decision. 

The second way of attesting the phonemic status of sound segments is by using 

minimal paIrS. Minimal pair is the clearest sort of contrast, that is, a pair of words 

which diffe r by only one sound and which have different lexical meaning. However, 

sometimes certain languages may not have true minimal pairs, yet it is possible to 

establish phonemes by using near minimal pairs that is using the immediate identical 

following, preceding or both following and preceding phonological environments. 

Hence, Dobbi belongs to such type of languages. 

The SUSpICIOUS pair of the consonant segments of Dobbi contrast only in identical 

following and identi cal preceding phonetic environments. Consider the following 

examples for each suspicious pairs. The examples show the contrast between the 

suspicious pairs using near minimal pairs. 

lTlJl contrast in identical preceding environment: k'o _____ _ 

187 . k'omm-o ' to defeat' 
188 k'oJ1Jlo 'right' 

n.J1 contrast in both identical preceding and following environment: l _____ .:::a 

189. ma 'and ' 

190 . lfzJIa 'we' 

contrast in both identical preceding and following environment: k'o. __ _ 
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191. k'<I n<l 'date ' 

192. k' <I J!<I 'right' 

s,z contrast in identical preceding environment: ar ___ _ 

193. sar 'gras s' 

194. Zar 'spirit (of dead person)' 

n,m contrast in identical preceding environment: si n 

195 . sun 'name' 

96 . sm 'tooth' 

b "; m'" contrast in identical following environment: ____ ula 

197 

198 . 

b "'u/a 'sharp' 

m"'ul<l 'whole' 

K,g contrast in identical following environment: _____ ibir 

199. kibir splendour, glory' 

200. gibir tribute' 

k;k contrast in identical fo llowing environment: <Ida 

201. 

202. 

kdda 

k'Jda 

he denies' 

he draws water' 

r,l contrast in identical preceding environment: k'<I _____________ _ 

203. k'Jr 'horn ' 

204. k'Jl 'calabash ' 

2.1.1. 8 Allophones 

Theoretically phonemes are not utter-able rather they are abstract knowledge of the 

native speakers and they are considered to be basic sound segments. However, they are 

realized in one of their manifestation known as allophones. Thus, allophones are 
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predictable variants of the basic sound segments or phonemes. Thus, these sounds are 

in complementary distribution because the phonological environment where one 

variant occurs is the complement of the environment where the other sound occurs. 

The allophonic distributions of the consonant segments of Dobbi are shown as follows : 

The allop hones of bare: f3 and b 

f3 occurs between vowels (intervocalically) 

205. af3"df3a ' flower' 

206. tdf3at male' 
b occurs elsewhere. 
The allophones of g are: gi and g 

gj occurs preceding the high vowels i and e. 
207. innimgi always' 

208. giin3"d waist' 

g occurs elsewhere. 

The allophone of k are: kj and k. 

kj occurs preceding the high vowels i and e 

209. kjijiim 'he knows' 

210. watkie ' to announce' 
K occurs elsewhere. 

The allophones of n are: I] and n. 

I] occurs preceding velar consonants. 

211. 7il]k!rfit ~tumbling, block' 
212. 7il]klb wo mushroom 

11 occurs elsewhere 
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In this study, only twenty-five plain and four rounded consonantal phones and 

phonemes are identified. Among these, the plain consonantal segment sa n d all the 

labialized consonantal segments are very rare in their frequency and they are non-

distinctive, hence they cannot be part of the phonemic inventory of Dobbi. These 

consonantal phones and phonemes are indicated in the consonant Table 2.1 in 

paren thesis to show their rareness in their occurrences. 

Besides, the consonantal segments 7 and]l are non-distinctive too; though they have 

. much higher frequency than the rounded consonantal segments, therefore these are 

not also part of the phonemic inventory of Dobbi. Thus, disregarding all the non-

distinctive consonant segments mentioned above, only twenty-two consonant 

phonemes have been attested in Dobbi as indicated in Table 2.1. 

2.1. 2 Vowel phon emes 

All the vowels of Dobbi are oral. In the data corpus, seven vowels are recorded. The 

following table shows the vowels of Dobbi. 

High ~ ___ ~ ___ C.:::e::::n:.::tr:::a:::l,--_~ __ b::::a::..:;ck 
F ( i)8 ront 1, • 

'. 
Mid ~ o 

~----~-7~---/ 

Low a 

Tab le : 2.2 The vowel Phonemes of Dobbi 

8 It is also used as an epenrhetic vowel to avoid impennissible sequence of consonants. 
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All the vowel phonemes except the high back vowel u occur in all the three word 

positions. The high back vowel u occurs only in word medial and final positions. The 

following examples show the distribution of the vowel phonemes in the three word 

positions. 

In Dobbi, the ,high vowels are: i, a high front vowel, i, a high central vowel and u, a 

high back vowel. i at word initial position has lesser frequency or distribution, while at 

word medial position it has higher frequency or wider distribution, and at word final 

position also it has high frequency . 

The vowel i occurs as an epenthetic vowel to break impermissible sequence of 

consonants and as a plain vowel. The vowel i occurs at all the three word positions as 

a simple vowel i.e. no long vowel is attested in the data corpus. 

The high fron t vowel i occurs at word initial position as a single vowel sound. 

Data Gloss 

213. 1ft 

214 Ira 

215. idS 

'face ' 

'wet' 

'child' 

The vowel i occurs at word medial position as a single vowel sound 

Data Gloss 

216. biro 'mourning' 

217. TTId tJab ij a 'grandchild ' 

218. wabik 'to cry" 

The vowel i occurs at word final position only as a simple vowel 
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Data 

219. Ambi 

220. wabi 

221. w.i1TLSi 

Gloss 

'cabbage' 

'generous" 

'resemble' 

The high central unrounded vowel i 

The selection or assignment of epenthetic vowel is not arbitrary; rather it depends on 

the vowel :System of the language. In this regard, Lombardi (2002: 4-5) has discussed 

the issue in great length as follows . 

.. . vowel epenthesis has been accounted for via under- specification, for 

example schwa is often claimed to be featureless. But many different 

vowels can be epenthetic. To account for differences in epenthetic 'VOWels 

via under- specification, differen t representations for the same vowels in 

different languages have been assumed. ... we can account for the 

differences in vowel epenthesis via ranked marked-ness constraints with 

fully specified representation, ... that differences in possible epenthetic 

vowels are not arbitrary; they depend on the vowel system of the 

language and show that only a minimal amount of free re-ranking 

marked-ness is possible ... setting aside the low vowel, the least marked 

vowels are Ii! and l 'd/ : they are back and unrounded. Iii is the less 

marked of the two, since it is not mid. Where these vowels appear in 

systems, they are likely to be then epenthetic vowel 

Since the vowel system of Dobbi comprises both the high central vowel i and schwa d 

the less marked of the two, is i thus in line with the above discussion i can be used as 

an epenthetic vowel in Dobbi. 

The high central vowel IS used as epenthetic vowel to break word medial bi-
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consonantal or tri-consonantal clusters and word final tri - consonantal clusters. 

Data Gloss 

222. khtJllla 'bell' 

223. w<I?itl:'a 'punishing ' 

224. t~ffir 'claw' 

The high back rowlded vowel u 

The vowel u occurs at word medial as a simple vowel 

Data Gloss 

225. Bur 'hole' 

226. ittabujd 'aunt' 

227. tdb Ur<i 'stomach' 

The vowel u occurs at word final as a simple vowel as follows: 

Data Gloss 

228. anifu 'bird' 

229. birtu 'strong' 

230 . bututu 'rag' 

The mid vowels of Dobbi are e, d, and o. The vowel e occurs at all the three word 

positions as a simple vowel sound with higher frequency at word medial and final 

positions. The vowel d occurs at all the three-word position with wider distribution. 

The vowel 0 at word initial position it has lesser frequency, while at word medial and 

final it has higher frequency especially at word final position it has quite wider 

distribution. 

The vowel e occurs as a simple vowel at word initial position 
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Data Gloss 

23l. Elli 'tortoise' 

232. Ekk 'yes ' 

233. essdb- ' to think' 

It occurs as a simple vowel at word medial position 

Data Gloss 

234 . be[1;} 'where' 

235. atebdt 'finger' 

236 betdSdj3 'parent' 

237. dct5eta 'handle" 

The thee occurs as a simple vowel at word final position 

Data Gloss 

238 innimge 'always ' 

239. gumare 'hippopotamus' 

240 ndgadde 'merchant' 

The med central unrounded vowel d occurs as a simple vowel at word initial position as 

in the following examples: 

Data Gloss 

241. dfur ' rat' 

242. dttdm 'sister' 

242. dte 'sheep' 

The vowel d occurs as a simple vowel at word medial position 

Data Gloss 

243. tdrTJgo 'he swept' 

244. k~l 'calabash ' 
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245. 'wide' 

It occurs as a simple vowel at word final position 

Data Goss 

246. gJtJtJa 'hyena' 

247. imba ' tears' 

248. dba 'morning' 

The med back rounded vowel 0 has rare occurrence as a simple vowel at word initial 

position 

Data Gloss 

249. ofitja 'lower grinding stone' 

250. Odo 'he told ' 

The vowel 0 occurs as a simple vowel at word medial position 

Data Gloss 

251. Bora 'ox' 

252. boJa 'leaf" 

253. Amora 'vulture' 

The vowel 0 occurs as a simple vowel at word final position 

Data Gloss 

254. kaT<ibo 'drum' 

255. zindo 'python ' 

In Dobbi there is only a single low central vowel a. It has quite wider distribution at all 

the three word positions. Like the other vowels, it occurs only as a simple vowel. Thus, 

vowel length seems trivial in this language. The low central unrounded vowel a occurs 

as a simple vowel at word initial position. 
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Data Gloss 

256. OJ<Ig 'snake' 

257. Ab 'father' 

The vowel a occurs as a simple vowel at word medial position 

Data Gloss 

258. intllr 'stick' 

259 . kill 'word/promise' 
260. B aile 'feather' 

a occurs as a simple vowel at word final position 

Data Gloss 

261. Wdba 'malaria' 
262. Zd mbab a 'palm tree' 

263. sdraba ' thigh' 

The second way of attesting the phonemic status of sound segments is use of minimal 

pairs. The examples show the contrast between the suspicious pairs using minimal 

pairs: 

264. i,a contrast in identical preceding environment: add ___ _ 

E.g. addis 

addaJ1 

'new' 

'hunter' 

265. u, 0 contrast in identical preceding environment: jib ___ _ 

E.g. jihuJe 'meal' 

jibobd 'lip' 

266.d, e contrast in identical preceding environment: m _ 

E.g mettijd 'grandfather' 
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m;) t ta 'twin ' 

267. contrast in identical preceding environment: k' 

E.g. kecrll m 'be tired' 

'date' 

268. a , ;:J contrast in identical following environment: mmo 
E.g 

2.1.3 Diphthon gs 

amm-<J 

s<Jmm-o 

'he whispered ' 

'he heard it' 

It seems that diphthong is not as such a significant phonological phenomenon of Dobbi. 

Nonetheless, Leslau (1979: xxi-xxiv) has identified only two diphthongs with only one 

example each: diphthong e;:J, as in d<Jbbe<J 'add' and ea as in beam 'say'. In the present 

study also only three additional diphthongs with one example, each is identified. They 

are a;J as in mu7a<Jm 'gets warm' or hot', ai as in tJlm ai 'juice' and ua as in immIVuaj<J 

'uncle' (mother's brother), the first two examples represent raising and the last 

represents falling diphthongs. 

2.2 Consonant clusters and gemination 

All the simple and labialized consonant phonemes, which are shown in Table 2.1, can 

occur as geminated consonants at word medial position except gW, 1, and h. 

Predominantly gemination is allowed only at word medial position, but less often also 

word-finally. 

Consonant cluster is common in Dobbi and only a sequence of two consonants form 
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permissible clusters in a word medial and final positions. Thus, Dobbi never allows 

consonan t cluster at word initial position. However, the great majority of clusters 

occur in word medial position. Therefore, all the consonants shown on Table 2.1 above 

can co-occur and form clusters except mW, gW, k"', J!, 7, and h The consonants J and n 

occur only as first member of a cluster. On the other hand, the consonants k', k, t', tJ, 

dS, 3, and j, are used only as second member of cluster. In Dobbi, the possible types of 

clusters include a) sonorant-obstruent b) obstruent-sonorant c) sonorant-sonorant and 

d) obstruent-obstruent. The first member of the cluster eel) can be anyone of the 

sonorants except the glides wand j , whereas the second member of the cluster can be 

all the sonorants except w. 

The nasals exceptJ! and liquids can each be followed immediately by obstruent. 

m + obstruent 

269. 

270. 

n +obs truent 

271. 

272. 

I + obstruent 

273. 

274. 

w<1mbir 

b mf<1r 

ink'ibo 

minkoko 

idS w<11d 

gulb<1t 

, life ' 

'mouth' 

' mushroom' 

'earwax' 

'son' 

'knee' 

There are few words that contain obstruent-sonorant sequence, which occur only in 

word medial position, as in the following examples: 
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275. wabrir ' to yawn' 

276. Gufra 'emp ty' 

277. gizj o 'time' 

278. .asrat 'Eleven' 

Few words conta in sonorant-sonorant sequence, as in the following examples: 

279. 

280. 

281. 

j imrotf 

gulmasa 

Gurma 

'spring' 

'adult' 

'stump' 

There are some words in Dobbi that contain obstruent-obstruent sequence, as in the 

fo llowing examples: 

282. mift ' wife/ woman' 

283. anist 'female' 

284. Itt 'face' 

The following table summarizes the consonant clusters of Dobbi 

e, M 11 R I b f z s t )1 J g k' 

t, 
b + + + 

f + + + + + 

t' + + + 

k + + + + 

3 + + 

tJ + 

" + + 

t + + + + + + 

s + + + + 

~ + + 

tf + 

~w + 
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+ + 

J + + 

d + + + 

r + + + 

j + 
m + + + + 

1 + 

n + 

b" + 

Table 2.3. Consonant Clusters of Dobbi 

Consonant gemination is also common in Dobbi. Thus, most of the consonants occur 

geminated. However, in the data corpus fojja 'good' is the only example of the geminate 

form of the palatal approximant j. All the geminated consonants occur only in word 

medial and final position. Hence, no word begins with geminated consonant. 

.285. tt ettd 'where' 

<lttdm 'sister' 

286. dd addaJl "hunter' 

<lddik! 'heavy' 

287. ss wissit' ' in/ inside' 

wessa 'shaping axe' 

288. ddS <lddS 'hand' 

giladdS<I 'trousers' 

289. nn mnam 'cow' 

gunll<ln 'head/ hair' 

290. ww g<1wwa ' fool" 
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s;} laww;}t 'approach (v)' 

Consonant germination is phonemic in Dobbi. The following are few illustrative 

examples. 

29l. wagga 'pillar' 

waga 'price' 

292. samm- ' to kiss' 

sama 'gossip, backbite ' 

293. ku nna 'bowl used for measuring grains ' 
kuna 'one' 

294. bW;}n- 'to enter in' 
bW;}nna 'black in color (for cow)' 

2 .3 Morphophonemic Rules 

While two or more sound segments arranged to construct bigger units, deletion of 

segments, changing of places within a word (metathesis), coalescence (merging), and a 

tendency of feature spreading (assimilation) can happen. Thus, these are all together 

known as phonological processes. 

Consequently, a number of phonological processes are evident in Dobbi. These include 

deletion, glide insertion, coalescence (merging), and assimilation such as nasal 

ass imilation, palatalization and spirantization. These phonological processes are 

discussed to some depth as follows: 
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2.3. 1 Deletion 

A consonant or a vowel can be completely lost under specific phonological 

environmen t. Vowel deletion is apparent in Dobbi and it operates as a means of 

avoiding impermissible vowel sequences. Thus, this phonological rule deletes one of 

the vowels from the sequence to avoid the impermissible sequence. Mostly the vowel 

of the affix (i.e. the vowel of the prefix or the suffix) will be deleted 

The vowel of the prefix is deleted in the following examples: 

prefix base result gloss 
295. j a ana land 'mine' 
296. wa- ez wez ' to hold ' 
297. ja- ahim jahim 'yours (PL)' 

298. ja - affilm jaffilm 'of sister' 

When the vowel of the prefix and the lexical base are the same it is not possible to 

distinguish which vowel is being deleted as in example (298) above. 

On the other hand, it is always the initial vowel of the suffix is deleted to avoid an 

impermissible sequence of vowels as in the following illustrative examples. 

base Suffix result gloss 
299. bora aJ1j1a 'bor!1!!lla' 'my ox' 
300. ate a)1Jla 'ateJ1j1a' 'my sheep' 
30l. tika i1111d t 'tika 1111d t' 'childhood' 
302. dank"'ara -i1111d t 'dank"'ara1111d t' 'deafness' 

As can be observed in the above examples (299-302) the initial vowels of the suffixes 

-aJ1Jw and -inmt are deleted when they are suffixed onto the base forms. 
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2.3.2 Glide insertion 

Glide insertion is a process of inserting glides j or w in a certain phonological 

environment. Hence , in Dobbi glide insertion serves as another means of avoiding 

imp ermissible vowel sequences. The selection of the glide is determined by the type 

of vowel that the suffix bears i.e. if the suffix!> vowel is -i it selects j whereas if it is 0 

it selects w. For example when the definite marker suffix -i is attached to the 

lexical root, which ends with a vowel selects glide j . On the other hand, when the 

plural morpheme -otJ is attached to lexical root which ends with a vowel selects glide 

w. 

Base Gloss suffix result Gloss 

303. Jga water' + - [ Jgaji 'the water' 
304. asa ' fish' + -i asa]! 'the fish' 
305. JddijJ nver + -otJ JddijJwotJ 'rivers' 
306. bora bx' + -otJ borawotJ 'oxen' 

2.3.3 Coalescence 

Coalescence is a process in which two sounds merge into one, resulting in one sound 

that has some features of both of the original sounds. Thus, in Dobbi the mid central 

vowel J (person marker) and the high back round vowel u (main verb marker) merge 

to form a mid-back round vowel o. Accordingly, the resulting sound 0 has some 

features of both of the original sounds J and u, i.e. it has the feature mid from schwa d 

and the feature round and back from u. 
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307. 

308. 

309. 

b;lSS a-h-~- ll 

s~ tJtf~ -ll 

ni-Jtot-n-~- ll 

2.3.4 Nasal Assimilation 

b~ss-o 

s~ tJtfo 

nitJotin-o 

'he. came' 

'he drank ' 

'we will work' 

Nasal assimilation is a phonological process in which an alveolar nasal n 

assimilates in to bilabial nasal m, velar nasal (), or palatal nasal J1 by the influence of 

the neighboring bilabial, velar, and palatal consonants respectively. In <;>ther words, 

the nasal consonant n takes on the place of articulation of the sound the follows it. 

Examples Gloss 

31 0. ginbar gimbar 'forehead' 
311 . angn a(}g~t 'neck' 
312 mintf m0tf ' fountain' 

We can vividly observe from the above examples (310) that the alveolar nasal n takes 

on the place of articulation of the bilabial consonant b and changed into the bilabial 

nasal m. Examples (311) above, show that the nasal consonant n takes on the place of 

articulation of g and changed into the velar nasal consonant (). On the other hand, in 

example (312) above, the alveolar nasal n takes on the place of articulation of the 

palatal affricate if and is changed into]1. 

2.3.5 Palatalization 

In the present study no palatalization process is seen other than, the one dealt by 

(Leslau 1969), which is stated below. Muher and Dobbi share the feature of 
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palatalization of I in the verb, the sequence - iilii becoming -ea. Examples include 

miisseiim 'appear' (root msl), tjiikkeiim 'boil in water' (root tjkl), niiddeiim 'bore 'a whole' 

(root ndl), qiibbeiim 'not be complete' (root qbl) , beam 'say' (root bbl). This feature does 

not occur in Kistane or in Masqan. It is also unknown in Western Gurage. (Leslau 

1969:98). 

2.3.6 Spirantization: 

Spirantazation is a phonological process in which a non- fricative sound changed to a 

fricative because of the neighboring sound. When a certain kind of plosive occurs 

intervocalically it is changed into its fricative counterpart. Accordingly, in Dobbi only 

two consonant sounds; the voiced bilabial stop b and the voiceless velar stop k are 

subject for spirantazation 

313. Wa + .ke wahe 
VN 'you sM.know' 'to know' 

314. p + kinnam' jahinnam 
GEN' 'they' ' their' 

315. ja + k Wa jilhWa' 
pass 'he' 'his' 

Thus, from the above examples we can easily observe that when k and b occur inter-

vocalically they changed into their fricative counterparts hand f3 

respectively. 
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2.4 Syllable Structure 

A cluster of two consonants or geminated consonant at word or syllable final position 

is allowed. Consequently no onset branching or splitting in Dobbi On the other hand, a 

branching or splitting coda is evident. 

Most Dobbi nominals are disyllabic and polysyllabic, whereas only thirty-four 

independent morphemes are recorded as monosyllabic words. Moreover, there are two 

five syllable and one six syllable morphemes Imdalabija 'ancestor', firafirijat ' testicle ' 

and mankabikabija 'great grandchild' have been recorded respectively. Dobbi has both 

open and closed syllables. Dobbi has the following types of syllable structure: 

Open Mono-Syllable Words 

Sy liable type Example Gloss 

316. V be ' in/from' 

317. CV kWa 'he' 

Closed Mono-Syllable Words 

Syllable type Example Gloss 

318. evc bet 'house' 

319. VCjC, ekk 'yes' 

Open Disyllables Words 

Syllable type Example Gloss 

320. CVCj.C,V bilt! 'wise' 

32l. CV.CV goma 'rubber' 

Closed Disyllables Words 
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Sy llable type Examples Gloss 

322. V.CVC amat 'mother-in-law' 

323. VC1 ·C1VC immar 'donkey' 

Open Tri-Syllable Words 

Syllable type Examples Gloss 

324. CVC1·C1V.CV gondora 'bracelet' 

325. CV.CVC1 ·C1V dbujja 'breast' 

Closed Tri-Syllable Words (Three syllables) 

Sy liable type Example Gloss 

326. CV.CV.CVC gahanam 'hell ' 

Closed Quadri -Syllable Words (four syllables) 

Syllable type Example Gloss 

327. CV.CV .CV.CVC maza nlil zam ' throb with pain ' 

328. CV .CV.CV.CVC mutfahutan 'naked" 

Open Quadri-Syllable Words (four syllables) 

S Y liab Ie type Example Gloss 

329. CV.CVC.CV.CV tigis/;Jjla 'patient' 

Open Five Syllable Words 

Sy liable type Example Gloss 

330 CV.CV.CV.CV.CV madilabija 'grandchild' 

Closed Five Syllable Words 
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Syllable type Example Gloss 

331. CV.CV.CV.CV.CVC firafirijdt 'testicle' 

Open Six Syllable Word 

Syllable type Example Gloss 

332. CVC.CV.CV.CV. CV.CV mankiJbik<lbija 'great grandchild ' 
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Chapter Three: Morphology 

3.1 Noun 

In th is section, the noun morphology of Dobbi will be examined. Thus, the inflectional 

and derivational features of nouns will be presented. However, before going into the 

main discussion, it is quite vital to point out the basic features of the category nouns. 

The class of nouns in any language consists of words that express concepts, which 

characteristically persist over time (Payne 1997:33). Mostly, common nouns, pronouns 

and proper nouns fall into this category. Nouns can be simple as in examples (1-4) or 

complex as in examples (5-7) below. Thus, structurally simple nouns are not results of 

any morphological process, whereas complex nouns are results of derivational 

processes and compounding of two or more simple nouns. Dobbi has both simple and 

complex nouns. 

Simple nouns Gloss 

l. id3 'boy' 
2. gdTdd 'girl' 
3. angatfa (cat' 

4. imm 'mother' 

Complex nouns Gloss 
5 . imminndt 'mother hood' 
6. wal:<lJlJld 'worker' 
7. ab imm 'parents' 
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As can be observed from the above examples (1-7) Dobbi nouns may consist of one 

syllable, as in id3 'boy', imm 'mother', or more than one syllable as in examples gdT<ld 

'girl', angatJa 'cat' kutJat "fear'. 

Common nouns do not show masculine/feminine distinction by inflectional means. 

However, they show gender distinction .using agreement markers on verbs, such as, 

J;!T<lz- i b;)sso (,horse-DEF. came.3sM.MVM/ ' the horse (m) came.') common nouns are 

identified as masculine by using masculine gender agreement marker on the verbs. 

Thus, the sentence, *J;!T<lz-i b;)ssati,( 'horse-DEF. came.3SF. MVM'/ 'the horse (f) came.) is 

ill formed . Gender can also be distinguished using gender sensitive modifiers such as, 

tdbat 'male', as in tdbat ;)t'e 'ram', anist 'female' as in anist ;)t'e 'ewe' and by using 

supplitives such as innam, 'cow' and bora 'ox' 

In Dobb i, nouns consist of invariable sequence of consonants and vowels as opposed to 

verbs. In other words, verbs consist of root-morphemes (consonants or radicals) 

carrying the lexical meaning and templates (vowels) expressing grammatical 

information . The vowels or the templates, which carry the tense or the aspect etc., 

may vary according to the type of tense or aspect they bear. Thus, the combination of 

these two components provides the full information of the lexeme verb. As a 

consequence, verbs cannot occur as stems in the lexicon whereas, nouns can. 

Moreover, morpho-syntactically, nouns differ from verbs, in that the nouns can occur 

in subject and object positions in a clause, and can have semantic roles such as agent, 

patient etc. while verbs cannot. 
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3.1.1 Features of nouns 

To analyze the general features of nouns in Dobbi, a sample of more than 600 nouns 

are taken. Accordingly, nouns can begin in all consonants except the labialized 

consonants: b"; mW
, k"", and the palatal nasal fl. In the data corpus, at word initial 

position the bilabial nasal m and the velar plosive g are the most frequent consonants 

while the glottal fricative h and the palatal affricate if are quite rare. 

8. bak'ela 'clitoris' 

9. b;;s;;r 'meat' 

10. bet 'house' 

II. d;;gg 'calf 

12. dibir 'forest' 

12. g;; tf;; 'hyena' 

13. g;;g<Jra 'mountain' 

In the data corpus nouns do not end with the labialized consonants: b"", kW, gW, mW, the 

ejectives k' and s', the palatal affricate if, the fricatives hand S and the approximants w 

fi nd j. On the other hand, the plosive t and the trill r are the most frequent sounds in 

word-final position while the velar consonants k and g are very rare. In both word 

initial and word final positions the most frequent vowel is a. 

14. akilla 'trap' 

15. ar;;ma 'weed' 

16. ;;fur 'rat' 

17. en 'eye' 

18. idS 'boy' 

19. aggat 'shoulder' 

20. dt'e 'sheep' 
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3.1.2 Nominal derivation 

Derivation is a morphological process, which results with a change of word class. In 

other words, morphological derivation is used to produce a different word class. Thus, 

nominaliza tion is a morphological process used to derive nouns from other word 

classes such as verbs and adjectives by employing morphological operation on the base 

form. In other words, it refers specifically to the process of obtaining a noun from 

another word class through affixation, relativization 

3.1.2.1 Unproductive Templates 

Nouns can be formed by inserting particular type of vowel in between consonantal 

roots using specific vocalic templates. Thus, the following sample examples show how 

nouns are formed by inserting a vowel in between the consonantal roots. 

Pattern 

2l. C)C 

22. C;lC,C, 

23. 

24 

Root Noun 

s-b silb 

s-r Sil r 

gflJl gqJlJl 

k'-rr k'ilrr 

m-f-t mift 

m-k-r mikr 

d-g-g 

d-n-n 

dilgg 

d'iinn 

Gloss 

'person' 

'grass' 

'country' 

'horn' 

'woman' 

'advice' 

'calf 

'stomach' 
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3.1.2.2 Abstract Nouns Derived by Affixation 

Abstract nouns refer to conceptual or intangible notions rather than concrete or 

tangible entities III the real world. In Dobbi abstract nouns can be produced by 

suffixing -(i)nndt to a noun or adjectival base as in the following examples: 

Base noun Gloss derived N Gloss 
25. rib 'child' > rib -nmt 'childhood ' 
26. gWdbbe 'brother' > gWdbbe-nmt 'brotherhood' 
27. mift 'won1an' > mift-inndt 'womanhood' 
28. ab 'father' > ab-innilt 'fatherhood ' 
29. imm 'mother' > imm-inmt 'motherhood' 

Abstract nouns derived from adjectives by -nndt 

Adjectival base Gloss derived N Gloss 
30. innis 'small' > innis-inndt 'smallness ' 
31. li7i 'big' > li7i-nmt 'bigness' 
32. ddk' 'deaf' > diJk~nndt 'deafness' 
33. biJO 'many' > biJO -nmt 'many-ness' 

3.1.2.3 Verbal Noun 

In Dobbi, verbal now1S are formed by prefixing 'W;J' 'to' an imperative verb stems as 

in the following examples: 

34. iJ /"0 t' cut (IMP)' W-drot' 'to cut' 
35. e! go (IMP)' woe! 'to go' 

36. e3 see (IMPj w-e3 'to see' 
37. kir tlig (IMP)' wd-kir 'to dig' 
38. sit! drink (IMPj wd-sit! 'to drink ' 
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When the prefix WiI- is added to imperative sterns, which begin with vowels as in 

(34-36) the prefix vowel ii , will be deleted to avoid impermissible sequence of vowels. 

3.1.2.4 Agent nouns marked by suffixation of -ilJI.Jl4 

Besides relative constructions agent nouns are derived from nominal bases by the 

suffix -dJlJW or jlJlil, when the stem ends in a vowel the variant jlJW is applied, as in 

the examples: m il likt 'message ' > mil liktilJlJlil 'messenger', wat 'work' > watilJlJlil 

'worker.' 

3.1.2.5 Language names formed by the suffix -iJlJla 

In Dobbi, the ethnic names are taken as a base to derive the corresponding language 

names by the suffix -ijIjtQ. 

Etimic na me Gloss Derived name Gloss 

39. Dobbi 'a Dobbi person' dobb -ijtJla 'Dobbi language' 

40. Kistane 'A Kistane person' K is tan-i.nJ1a 'Kistane language' 

4l. Ndb 'An Areb person' Anb-i.nJ1a fuabic language' 

42. Oromo 'An Oromo person' Oro m-ijtJla 'Oromo language' 

44. Haddija 'A Haddiya person' Haddij -i]!Jla 'Haddiya language' 

43 . Kdmbata 'A Kembata person' Kil mb at -i]!Jla 'Kembata language' 

45. Wolayeta 'A Wolayeta person' Wo laye t -i.JzJla' 'Wolayeta language' 

3.1.3 Nouns Formed by Relativization 

Agentive, instrumental, and place nouns are formed by applying relativization on the 

imperfective verb. 
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3.1.3.1 Agentive Nouns 

Agentive nouns can be formed by applying relativization on the imperfective verb 

stems. Agentive nouns signify a person who performs the action expressed by the 

rela tivized imperfective verb. 

46. 
.. . 
]l-Zemlr 

3sM.-sing [REL] 

'singer (M) (one who sings)' 

47. ti-zemir 

3SF.-sing[REL] 

'singer (r) (one who sings)' 

48. ji-satf 

3sM.-drink[REL] 

'drinker (M) (one who drinks)' 

49. Ii-siltf 

3SF-drink[RELJ 

'drinker (r) (one who drinks)' 

50. j -eddin 

3SM.hunt [REL] 

'hunter'(M) (one who hunts)' 

51. t-eddin 

3SF.hunt [REL] 

'hunter' (r) (one who hunts), 

3.1.3 .2 Place Nouns 

Derived place nouns show location (place) in which the action signified by the relative 

construction is performed. The relativized verb is marked for 3SM. and headed by the 

noun mildil 'place' 
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52. jitonndbb Wo mdddr 

ji-tonm-bbw-o madar 

3SM.-si t: IMPF-LOC-3sM place 

'A place for sitting' 

53 . jisdtfibbwo mdddr 

ji-Sdtj'i-bbw-o madar 

3SM-drink: IMPF-LOC-3sM place 

'A place for drinking' 

54. jibdjdbbWo mdddr 

ji-b"j,,-bb W -0 m"d"r 

• 3SM-eat:IMPF-LOC-3sM place 

'A place fo r eating' 

3.1.3.3 Instnunent NOlUl 

Instrument nouns signify the instrument or means, which is used to perform the action 

conveyed by the verb in the relative clause. A relativized verb in the instrument 

nominal has the same morphological components as the relativized verb of the place 

nominal. However, the difference between them can easily be observed when they 

occur w ith the head of the relative clause. Thus, the place nouns occur with mdddr 

'place' as a head of the clause as in example (52-54) above; while the instrument 

nouns occur with 7e 'thing' as the head of the clause as in examples (55-57) below. 

55 . jitonmbbWo 7e 

?e 

3SM. -si t: IMPF -INST -3SM. thing 

'A thing/obj ect for sitting' 
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56. jiSil tJ'ibb '"0 

ji 'SdtS'i-bbwo 

3SM·drink: IMPF-INST-3SM 

'thing/object for drinking' 

3SM·eat:IMPF-INST-3sM. thing 

'A thing/object for eating' 

3.1.4 Compowl d in g 

?e 

7e 

tiling 

Compounding is a morphological process by which two nouns or a noun and other 

word class combined to form a nominal as a single meaning unit. Such 

meaning/semantic unit is indivisible into meaningful sub-units. Thus, this very feature 

differentiates compound nomina Is from genitive or relative clause constructions. 

Hence, in such constructions a head noun gets its meaning from the preceding noun or 

clause. However, certain genitive or relative constructions may also stand as 

lexicalized forms. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

ja -bet 

GEN-house 

'house wife' 

p-gunmn 
GEN -head 

'hai·r ' 

jil-be t 

GEN -hous e 

iTnm 

mother 

s'ilgur 

hair 

mSilsa 

animal 

'domestic animal' 
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'6l. jd-smn <J7inna 

GEN -tooth illness 

'tooth ache' 

62. j<J-gunn<Jn jilt'<Jt 

GEN -head cut/spli t 

'head ache' 

63. j<J-b<Jdd<Jr-<J z<Jr 

REL-advance-3sM seed 

'J anuary' 

As it appears on the above examples, the morpheme jd- has different uses as In 

examp les (58-62) it functions as a genitive marker whereas, in example (63) it 

functions as a relativiser. In addition, in Dobbi a simple juxtaposition IS another 

means of obtaining nominal. 

64. ab irrun 

fath er mother 

'parents' 

65. k'idan S<J nbdt 

first Sabbath 

'Saturday' 

66. 

stomach wide 

'tolerant' 

67. wit'<J t m<Jnnag 

after Monday 

'Tuesday' 
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As can be observed from the above examples, certain compounds have fixed 

combination (matching) with specific meaning as in the compounds (65) k'idan Siinbiit 

'Saturday', the modifying word k'idan 'first', and in (62) the word jilt'iit 'cut/split' in 

the compound j ii-gunniin jilt'ii t 'head ache' do not occur outside their corresponding 

compounds. Thus, k 'idan 'first' occurs only with Siinbiit "Sabbath', and jilt'iit 'cut/split' 

occurs only with gunniin "head'. There are also nouns such as ajiniit 'type/kind' and 

fiifina 'sickness', which occur to form some compound nouns that refer to color and 

illness expressions respectively as in the following examples. 

68. ird ajiniit 

turmeric kind 

'yellow' (Lit turmeric type)' 

69. ' . ounTl[ ajinii t 

l:o ffec kind 

'brown' (Lit. coffee type')' 

70 k'it'ii l 

leaf 

'green' (Lit. leaf type') 

71 . jii-tiiburii 

GEN-stomach illness 

'Stomachache' 

72. p-gm3ii 

GEN-back 

ajiniit 

kind 

'backache' (Lit. of back pain)' 
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73. ]<I-smn 

GEN-tooth 

' toothache' (Lit. of tooth pain)' 

7<17ina 

illness 

As it appears in the above examples (68-70) the colour terms are formed by a simple 

juxtaposition of the noun ajimt ' type/kind' with the words ird 'turmeric ', bunni 

'coffee ', and k'it'<ll 'leaf to form the compound nouns referring to the colours: yellow, 

brown, and green respectively. Whereas, the compounds that refer to illness are 

formed by a simple juxtaposition of the noun 7<17ina 'illness with the genitive nouns: j<l -

tdbUrd 'of stomach', j <l-gin:p 'of back', and j<l-sinn 'of tooth' to form the compound nouns 

referring to the illnesses: stomachache, backache, and toothache respectively. 

Moreover, there are certain nominal compounds, which have idiomatic use. Idiomatic 

expressions are cultural expressions, which have connotative meaning. Thus, the 

meanings of such expressions do not come from the lexical meanings of the individual 

components of a compound or the summed meaning of the two conjoined members of 

the compound; rather the meanings are conventionally assigned to the compounds by 

the speech community. Thus, such compounds need to be studied by heart, as they are 

cultural expression, which have deeper meaning. The fo llowing are few examples of 

them. 

74. d<lm 

blood 

S<ltJ/fi 
suck er 

ddm-ji-m JtJ ( d<lm-<l-s<ltJtJJ 

blood-REL-drink: IMPF. 3SM 

'highly exploiter/ chameleon' (one who drink blood) 
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73 . jii-sinn 

GEN-tooth 

' toothache' (Lit. of tooth pain)' 

7ii?ina 

illness 

As it appears in the above examples (68-70) the colour terms are formed by a simple 

juxtaposi tion of the noun ajiniit ' type/ kind' with the words ird ' turmeric', bunni 

'coffee ', and k'it'ii/ 'leaf to form the compound nouns referring to the colours: yellow, 

brown , and green respectively. Whereas, the compounds that refer to illness are 

formed by a simple juxtaposition of the noun 7ii?ina 'illness with the genitive nouns: jii-

tiibUrii 'of stomach', j ii-gin3ii 'of back', and jii-sinn 'of tooth' to form the compound nouns 

referring to the illnesses: stomachache, backache, and toothache respectively. 

Moreover, there are certain nominal compounds, which have idiomatic use. Idiomatic 

expressions are cultural express.ions, which have connotative meaning. Thus, the 

meanings of such expressions do not come from the lexical meanings of the individual 

components of a compound or the summed meaning of the two conjoined members of 

the compound; rather the meanings are conventionally assigned to the compounds by 

the speech community. Thus, such compounds need to be studied by heart, as they are 

cultural expression, which have deeper meaning. The following are few examples of 

l them. 

74. diim 

blood 

siitJtfi 

suck er 

diim-ji-siit!t! 

blood-REL-drink: lMPF. 3SM 

( diim-iJ-Siit!tj) 

'highly exploiter/ chameleon' (one who drink blood) 
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• 

75. en d;i/<i7 en-d-ddT<J7 (endddT<J7) 

eye dly eye-of-dlY 

, insolent/ rude' 

76. libb kuru /ibb-d-kuru (libbdkuru) 

heart proud hear t-of- proud 

'careless/proudly' 

3 .1. 5 Inflectional Categories 

In Dobbi, nouns inflect for gender, number, definiteness and case. Hetzron (1977) 

identified certain morphological features shared among· the Gunnan Gurage Languages . 

For instance, regarding inflection, he stated that nouns and adjectives do not show 

gender distinction, as in [jdra] 'hen or cock'. Moreover, he stated that prepositions are 

basic case markers. 

3.1.5.1 Gender 

In Dobbi there is a two-way gender distinction based on natural sex that distinguishes 

between male and female. It is important to divide the nouns as those referring to 

human and non-human because only. human nouns mark the male and female 

distinction grammatically. Nonetheless, no noun is inflected for gender. In other 

words, no common noun bears an overt gender-marking element on it. At a lexical 

level gender marking by supples ion is common for kinship and other common nouns 

standing for hunlan beings. 
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Male Gloss Female Gloss 

~w;}bbe I'brother' ;}ttam 'sister' 

ab I'father' mm 'mother' 

tib I'boy' gdrdd 'girl ' 

~nsaba I' uncle' ·taba 'aunt' 

Table 3.1 Gender marking by supplesion 

Moreover, some kinship terms indicate common gender, that is to say, the terms 

implicitly can mean either male or female, but explicitly there is no marker for either 

of them. For example, mettij;} 'grandparent' this term can refer to grandfather or 

grandmother. However, at clausal level gender marking element on the verb indicates 

the gender of the noun mettij;} 'grandparent'. The following are few illustrative 

exa mples: 

79. 

80. 

metlij;}:Jljla 

griUldparellt-GEN 

'My grandmother came' 

me Iij;}-.JlJla 

griUldparellt-GEN 

'My grandfather came' 

bJssa-t-i 

come:PF-3sF.MVM 

b;}ssa 

come:PF:3sM 

As can be seen from the above example the feminine gender marker -t which is 

attached to the verb b;}ssa 'come' in (79) indicates that the noun metij;} is female or 

'grandmother' and in (80) the masculine gender marker is signified by 0 indicating that 

the noun metij;} is male or 'grandfather'. 
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Male Gloss lFemale Gloss 

~"~bbe I'brother' ptt.:lm I'sister' 

ab I'father' ~mm I' mother' 

tik~ l'bOY' gdT<Jd I'girl' 

ansabo I'uncle' ·tabo I'aunt' 

Table 3.1 Gender marking by s upplesion 

Moreover, some kinship terms indicate common gender, that is to say, the terms 

implicitly can mean either male or female, but explicitly there is no marker for either 

of them. For example, mettij~ 'grandparent' this term can refer to grandfather or 

grandmother. However, at clausal level gender marking element on the verb indicates 

the gender of the noun mettij~ 'grandparent'. The following are few illustrative 

examples: 

79. 

80. 

me ttij~ -JIfla 

grandparent-GEN 

'My grandmother came' 

metij~-Jljla 

grandparent- GEN 

'My grandfather came' 

b~ssa-t-i 

come:PF-3sF.MVM 

b<lss a 

come:PF:3SM 

As can be seen from the above example the feminine gender marker -t which is 

attached to the verb b~ssa 'come' in (79) indicates that the noun metij~ is female or 

'grandmother' and in (80) the masculine gender marker is signified by 0 indicating that 

the noun metij~ is male or 'grandfather' . 
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Often, the term 'uncle' commonly used to refer to both a 'brother of one's father ' and a 

'brother of one's mother.' Similarly, the term aunt commonly used to refer to both a 

sisler of one's father 'and a sister of one's mother.' No separate term used for either. 

However, in Dobbi, separate terms are used as ansabo 'uncle, brother of one's father' , 

imuwajo uncle, 'brother of one's mother' and itabo 'aunt, sister of one's father ' and 

lndoto 'aunt, sister of one's mother'. 

Common nouns referring to non-human are divided into two: those referring to 

animals and inanimate things. Those nouns referring to animals are biologically either 

male or female . However, at a lexical level they do not have separate male/female 

gender distinguishing linguistic form. They simply refer to the whole class of entity as 

unidentified gender; sllch as imar 'donkey', ftJllliJ 'goat', iJ t'e 'sheep' which means each 

of tllese nOllns denote male or female. Thus, at a lexical level gender marking 

modifiers anist/wlSit 'female' and tdbbat 'male' are used to distinguish the gender of the 

nouns as in the examples below: 

81. anist iJt'e 'ewe' tdbbat iJt'e 'ram' 
82. anist ambassa 'lioness' tdbbat ambiJssa 'lion' 
83. anist !iJJllliJ 'nanny goat' tdbbat ! iJJlJliJ 'billy goat' 
84. anist ftrdZ 'lnare' tdbbat !iJrdZ 'stallion ' 
85 . anist imar 'mare/she-ass' tdbbat imar 'jackass' 

On the other hand, at a lexical level, nouns referring to animals [-human] use 

suppletive form; innam 'cow', bora 'ox', wiJ! en 'bull ' g"'iJbez 'heifer' to specify biological 

sex distinction. However, despite this biological sex distinction all nouns referring to 
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animals and nouns referring to inanimate belong to the masculine noun class by the use 

of 3 SM. SUBM agreement markers on the verb, thus all nouns referring to animals are 

identified as masculine as in the following examples : 

86. bora-ji Sottf-o 

water drink:PF-3sM.MVM 

'The ox drank water' 

87 . 
. . 
mnam-! oga Sottf-o 

COW-OEF water drink:PF-3sM.MVM 

'The cow drank water' 

88. "innam-i aga Sottf-tti 

cow-DEF water drink:PF-3sF.MVM 

'The cow drank water" 

As can be seen from the above examples (86 and 87) both nouns referring to male and 

female: bora 'ox' and innam 'cow' respectively take 3SM .SUBM agreement marker on the 

verb regardless of their biological sex differences. 

However, they implicitly or naturally refer to either masculine or feminine, but 

explicitly they indicate nO.thing in relation to gender. Otherwise, they should use 

gender sensitive modifiers as shown on the examples (81-85) above. For instance, ftrJz 

'horse', ftflflo 'goat', ;Jt'e 'sheep' etc. refer generally to the entire classes of animal s 

denoted by the common nouns ( ftrJz 'horse', ftflflo 'goat) without indicating the 

specific sex of the animal. Here is a brief list of such nouns: 
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, 

are considered out dated and are no longer in use at present. Some of the personal 

names are morphologically marked for gender. The following table illustrates such 

names. 

Gender of the Indigenous personal noun/ names 

Male Female 

wab<Jto wab ite 

ddsbalo ddsbale 

1Tldsk~lo m<Js kMe 

ddmb <J io dd mb<Jle 

maruta marute 

sClld ta swote 

dd mboba ddmbobtu 

Table 3.2 Morphologically marked indigenous personal names 

From Table 3.2 above we can clearly observe that the indigenous personal names of 

Dobbi take overt gender marking suffixes: -o/ a and -e/u that signify male and female 

genders respectively. Thus, it is plausible to assume that --a/a ending proper names are 

masculine and - e/ u ending proper names are feminine. 

Besides, there are a handful of male indigenous proper names, which lack female 

counter parts such as kero, dars<Jma, badariga, inherently signify male or masculine 

gender. Similarly, there are also quite rare female referring indigenous proper names 
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which lack male counter parts such as, sink'irte and bisote . According to Tariku's 

opinion, these names are considered as old fashioned or out dated and at present no 

one uses them except the old generation. 

Consequently, the present generation mostly uses Amharic origin proper names instead 

of thei r own indigenous names considering them as modern names. Thus, only the old 

generation used few of the indigenous proper names such as the ones listed above. 

Thus, it is very important to discuss the features of proper names, which are in use at 

present. As already stated almost all the proper names in use are of Amharic origin. 

Therefore, we ~an classify these proper names into original· (or local) and 

loan/ borrowed names. 

Consequently, we can observe that names, which are inherently male or masculine and 

female or feminine such as, Mesfin (male), aba t;:J (male), Aster (female), Yodit (female), 

L;:Jml;:Jm (female) etc. and such proper nouns always adhere to their respective genders 

stated in the braces next to them. 

Nonetheless, the overwhelming feminine proper nouns are derived from the masculine 

proper nouns which themselves have verbal base such as B;:Jk';:Jl;:J ('Lit. he/it grows', ) 

T;:JSom;:J '(Lit. he is appointed' etc ... ). Consequently, we can derive the feminine 

counterparts by suffixing the feminine marker -;:J tS onto the masculine proper names 

such as, B;:Jk';:Jl;:J and t;:JSom;:J to produce B;:Jk ';:JI;:J tS and T;:JSom;:JtS respectively. The other 

most productive feminine gender marking suffix is -ndJ However, it is mostly suffixed 
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onto inanimate th ings and used to name human beings such as aliga 'bed', ' w~rk' 

'gold,' z~wid 'crown' to produce the personal names: AligandS, Wdrk'indS, ZdwidindS 

respectively. Moreover, the feminine suffix -n~J can also be suffixed onto abstract 

nouns such as Tasfa 'hope' Alam 'joy/ happiness' to produce the feminine name such 

as, TesfandS and AldmindS respectively. 

3. 1.4 .2 Gender reflecting/ distinguishing personal pronoun 

Dobbi has gender-specific personal pronouns in the second and third person singular 

and plural forms . A gender-specific pronoun is a pronoun connected with a particular 

gender, male or female. Such as, the second-person personal pronouns aha 'you (SM)' 

aJ 'you (sF)'ahirn 'you (PL.M)' and ahirna 'you (PL.F) ' etc. are gender distinguishing forms 

(see Table 3.6. ) Thus, these personal pronouns intrinsically distinguish male from 

female. 

Contrastingly, a gender-free pronoun is a pronoun that does not correlate with a 

particular gender that is, male or female. In other words, a pronoun that does not 

imply male or female, and such pronoun also can be called as a common pronoun. 

Thus, in Dobbi the common pronouns are first person singular an~ 'I' and plural iJrJla 

'we' which do not imply male or female. 

It is already stated above that all names referring to animals are denoted by the 

masculine gender with the 3SM.SUBM agreement marker on the verb. In addition, the 

third person singular masculine personal pronoun kWa 'he' is used with nouns referring 
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to animals to indicate masculine gender. It is noteworthy, that the personal pronoun 

kWa 'he' is applied as a demonstrative modifier preceding animal names to signify the 

masculine gender regardless of their biological gender and to names referring to male 

human, as in the examples below : 

97. !11nam bass-o 
cow come-PF:3sM. MVM 

'lit. he cow came'(that cow came) (far from the speaker) 

98. kWa bora bass-o 
he ox come-PF: 3SMMVl\II 

'lit. he ox came/that ox came'(far from the speaker) 

99. 1, kija mnam bass - ti 
she cow com e-PF:3sF.MVM 

'Lit. she cow came/ d1at cow came'(far from the speaker) 

100. kija garod bass-ti 
she girl come-PF: 3SF. MVM 

'Lit. she girl came' (that girl came)' (far from the speaker) 

101. kija miIt bass-a 
she woman come-PF:3sF. MVM 

'Lit. she woman came' (that woman came)' (far from the speaker) 

102. kWa id3 bass- o 
he boy come-PF:3sM.MVM 

'Lit. he boy came/ that boy came'(far from the speaker) 

103 kWa miss bass-o 
he man come-PF:3sM.MVM 

'Lit. he man came/that man came'(far from the speaker) 
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As can be observed from the above examples the third person singular masculine 

pronoun kWa 'he ' is used as a demonstrative modifier for both male and female animals 

as the examples (97 and 98), whereas it is used only for male human nouns as in the 

example (102 and 103). For female human nouns, the third person singular feminine 

pronoun kija 'she' is used as a demonstrative modifier as the examples (100 and 101). 

Moreover, according to my key language consultant Ato Mengstu the personal 

pronouns kWa 'he' and kya 'she ' reflect the sense of definiteness in such contexts. 

On the contrary, when the third person singular feminine pronoun kya 'she' is used as 

, a demonstrative modifier for female animals the sentence become ill formed as in 

example, (99). Thus, this can be evidence that all non-human animals take 3MS 

agreement marker on the verb in spite of the sex distinction. 

By and large, in Dobbi, no common noun is overtly marked for gender. However, a 

handful of common nouns referring to both human beings and animals show gender 

distinction between male and female using suppletive forms such as bora 'ox' > innam 

'cow'. Besides, common nouns referring to animals use gender sensitive words, 

anist/ansit 'female' and tdbat 'male' to mark the gender of the common nouns. 

Moreover, the 3person singular masculine personal pronoun kWa is used as a 

demonstrative modifier preceding a common noun to refer to male human beings and 

male or female animals. On the other hand, its feminine counterpart kya is used to 

refer to only female human beings. 
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Contrastingly, the 2 and 3 person pronouns and the indigenous proper nouns show 

gender distinction between male and female morphologically as listed in Table 3.5 

and Table 3.2 respectively. 

3.1.5.2 Number 

In Dobbi, essentially number distinction is the opposition between singular and plural. 

Singular nouns are morphologically unmarked. On the other hand, plurality is 

expressed predominantly by suffixing -otf onto the absolute or base form and it is the 

most productive plural forming element. The method of reduplication is used to mark 

plurality on rare nouns cf. Hetzron (1977:52). In the present data corpus only a single 

instance of plurality is indicated by internal change i.e. gJI'dd girl' > gired 'girls'. Thus, 

it is plausible to assume that Dobbi employs four methods to indicate plurality: by 

us ing the suffix otJ, reduplication, the combination of these two and by suppletion. 

Moreover, Dobbi rarely uses the method of suppletion to form plurals of common 

nouns as in the following Table 3.3. Plural nouns are morphological marked for 

num ber but singulars do not have overt marking. Rather their citation form serves as a 

singular marker or the indefinite article att 'one' is used to mark to show singularity. 

Moreover, the data reveals that nouns referring to animals form their plural by both 

methods of reduplication and the suffixing of -otf onto the stem noun. 
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Contrastingly, the 2 and 3 person pronouns and the indigenous proper nouns show 

gender distinction between male and female morphologically as listed in Table 3.5 

and Table 3.2 respectively. 

3.1.5.2 Num ber 

In Dobbi, essentially number distinction is the opposition between singular and plural. 

Singular nouns are morphologically unmarked. On the other hand, plurality is 

expressed predominantly by suffixing -otJ onto the absolute or base form and it is the 

most productive plural forming element. The method of reduplication is used to mark 

plurality on rare nouns d. Hetzron (1977:52). In the present data corpus only a single 

instance of plurality is indicated by internal change i.e. giJl'iJd girl' > gired 'girls'. Thus, 

it is plausible to assume that Dobbi employs four methods to indicate plurality: by 

using the suffix atJ, reduplication, the combination of these two and by suppletion. 

Moreover, Dobbi rarely uses the method of suppletion to form plurals of common 

nouns as in the following Table 3.3. Plural nouns are morphological marked for 

number but singulars do not have overt marking. Rather their citation form serves as a 

singular marker or the indefinite article att 'one' is used to mark to show singularity. 

Moreover, the data reveals that nouns referring to animals form their plural by both 

methods of reduplication and the suffixing of -atJ onto the stem noun. 
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Base form Gloss Plural by Gloss 

(sg.) ~uppletion 

miJt ~ife/woman 'nJta wives/women 

db Child denga children 

Tab le 3.3 Plural formation by suppletion 

According to Leslau (1979), the regular plural marker of Dobbi and Kistane is the 

suffix -atI On the contrary, Meyer (2005:830) mentions the absence of a morphological 

plural marker in Dobbi. He argued that-atJ is probably taken from Amharic. According 

• to him, plural in Dobbi is often indicated by the quantifier bi33'a, 'many' as in bissa, sab 

(many man) 'men'. However, the present study asserts that the plural marker-aif is 

predominantly used to form plural nouns in the Dobbi. Thus, it is possible to assume 

that the productive and regular plural marker of Dobbi is-atI 

Singular Gloss Plural Gloss 

104. pIn 'horse' praz-oif 'horses' 

105. bahirzaf 'tree' bahirzaj-atJ 'trees' 

106. bet 'house' bet-oif 'houses' 

107. imanrla 'stone ' imaJ1J1a-watf 'stones' 

108. addijiJ 'river' addija-watJ 'rivers' 

As can be seen from the above examples, the singular is the unmarked form of a noun. 

Contrastingly, the plural is obtained by adding amorpheme -aif with two allomorphs, -

aif after a consonant as in (104- 106) and -watJ after a vowel as in (107 and 108) 

above. 
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Some common nouns form their plural forms in three different ways. Thus, plurality 

can be indicated by applying the suffix - atf onto the singular (absolute) form, second 

by applying the method of reduplication and third, by applying combined plural that is 

reduplication together with the plural suffix -atf 

Sg Gloss Plural Redup. Combined PI Gloss 

109. ofur 'rat' ofurotJ ofuraro ofurarowotf 'rats' 

110. unar 'donkey' imarotf lmarard imararatf 'donkeys' 

111. gijo 'dog' gijowotf glJQJO gijajowatf 'dogs' 

112. angatfa 'cat' angatfawatf angatfatfo angatfatfawatf 'cats' 

113. bora 'ox' barawatf barara bararawatf 'oxen' 

114. fora z 'horse" forazotf forazoza fo ra ZOZa wo tf 'horses' 

115. ate 'sheep ' at'ewatf a tate a tate wo tf 'sheep' 

As can be observed from the above reduplicated plural forms the last consonant of the 

stem is reduplicated and the vowel a precedes it as a connector, and d follows it. Thus, 

the reduplicated consonant together with the vowels form a pattern -aCa where C 

stands for the reduplicated consonant of the stem, and will be suffixed onto it to form 

the plural. In (111 , 112, and 113) the stem final vowels d, and a are deleted to avoid 

impermissible vowel sequences and in example (115) the stem final vowel e passes its 

[ + front] feature to the central mid vowel 0 of the pattern -aCa before it is deleted and 

hence the pattern appears to be -aCe. 

Moreover, some nouns referring to kinship also use reduplication method to form their 

respective plurals. However, the reduplication process of kinship terms involves the 

suffix -it 
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116. 

117. 

118. 

Singular 

il tt;)m 

ansab 

g"~bbe 

Gloss 

'sister' 

'uncle' 

'brother' 

Plural Gloss 

iltt;)mamWit 'sisters' 

ansababwit 'uncles' 

gWilbbeab Wit 'Brothers' 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the other kinship terms use the normal plural 

formation process that is, by adding the plural suffix -otIonto the singular (absolute) 

form such as, imWajil 'uncle' (brother of one's mother), > imWajilwog 'uncles, brothers of 

one's mother)' and metijil 'uncle (brother of one's father), > metijilwotf, uncle (brothers 

of one's father)'. 

Besides, rare plural nouns apply the method of reduplication to form further plurals. In 

other words, the method of reduplication is also applied onto plural nouns taking them 

as bases to form further plurals as in the following examples. 

PI. noun Gloss Combined PI. Gloss 

119. gired 

120. infita 

'girls' giridadil 

'wives/ women' infitatil 

'girls' 

'wives/women' 

The demonstrative modifiers zi 'this' and za 'that' occur preceding head nouns and 

need not much with them in terms of number to fprm well -formed structure. In other 

words, these modifiers zi ' this' and za 'that' can occur with both singular and plural 

head nouns and form well-formed structure. Thus, they are unmarked for number. 

zi with sg/pl nouns 

121. zi bora 

122 . zi borara 

Gloss za with sg/ pl NPs Gloss 

'this ox' za bora 

' this oxen' za borara 
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123. zi cika 

124. zi denga 

'this boy' za tika 

'this boys' za denga 

' that boy' 

'that boys' 

Nonetlleless, these demonstrative modifiers have plural forms ndZih 'these' and ndZa 

' those', which match with only the plural head nouns as in the examples (125 and 

128) below. Nevertheless, when they occur preceding singular nouns as examples (126 

and 127) the structures become ill-formed. 

nazi with Sg/ PL. NPs Gloss naza with PL. NPs Gloss 

125. nazi borara 'these oxen' naza borara 'those oxen' 

126. "nazi bora 'these ox' ;'nina bora 'those ox' 

127. ;'nazi tika 'these boy' naza denga ' those boys' 

128. nazi denga 'these boys' naza denga 'those boys' 

In Dobbi, there are also instances of internal modification and suppletive forms to form 

plurals. 

Singular Gloss Plural Gloss 

129. garad 'girl' gired 'girls' 

130. miJt 'woman' infita 'wolnen' 

13l. tika 'boy' denga 'boys' 

The singular nouns in (129 and 130) involve internal modification to mark plurality 

and the nOlffiS in (131) use suppletive form in which the singular and plural forms are 

designated by different lexemes. 

Generally, the fo rmal expression of plural in Dobbi is usually the addition of a suffix -

otJ, as in bet 'house' > betotJ 'houses', f~Tdz 'horse' > ftTdzotJ "horses' while the 
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singular is usually signified by the absence of affixes. 

3.1.5.3 Definiteness 

The general meaning of definiteness refers to something precisely stated or defined, 

conclusively settled, having distinct limits and something exactly uttered Lyons 

(1999:202ff) . 

On the other hand, grammatical definiteness refers to whether the noun phrase is 

defini te or indefinite. In line with this, Lyons (1999) explains that grammatical 

definiteness is tlle semantic category, which corresponds to identify-ability i.e. the 

expressIOn of whether or not a referent is familiar or already established in the 

discourse. 

Further, Lyons (1999:107) categorizes definiteness encoding into two types: 'simple' 

and 'complex' . "Simple' definiteness encoding occurs when the definite and indefinite 

noun phrases are marked overtly with some type of articles, which are either affixes or 

free-form determiners. Whereas 'Complex' definiteness encoding occurs when the 

definiteness of the noun phrase is due to something other than presence or absence of 

an article; and the encoding method includes proper nouns, personal pronouns, and 

noun phrases containing a demonstrative or possessive modifier. 

In Dobbi, definite article is a suffix element that has two different realizations 

depending on whether the noun to which it is attached ends in a consonant or a vowel. 

Thus, when it is attached to a noun ending in a consonant -i is suffixed, while when it 
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is attached to a noun ending in a vowel, it will become -ji 

Indefinite Gloss Definite Gloss 

132. prn 'horse' prn-i 'the horse' 

133. bora 'ox' bora-j i ' the ox ' 

134 gJldd 'girl' gJldd-i 'the girl ' 

135. iJga (water' iJga-J! ' the water' 

136. asso 'salt' asso-ji ' the salt" 

In languages having a definite article marker, the lack of an article specifically 

indicates that the noun is indefinite Lyons (1999:107). Hence, absence of this article 

indicates indefiniteness. In addition, Dobbi uses the morpheme att 'one' for 

indefiniteness. 

137. idS-i bdSS-O 

BOy-OEF come:PF-3sM.MVM 

'The boy came.'( -i is the definite marker) ' 

l38. idS biJss-o 

boy come: PF- 3sM.MVM 

'(A) boy came' (the indefinite marker is 0) 

139. att idS biJSS-O 

one boy come:PF·3sM.MVVM 

'(A) boy came' (att 'one ' is indefinite marker) 

Dobbi definite article - i/-ji can be applied on both masculine and feminine. 
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Dobbi Amh. Gl.Eng. Dobbi Amh Gl.Eng 

140. bora bilre 'ox' bora-ji bere-w 'the ox' 

14l. tnnam lam 'cow' lnnam-i lam- uwa 'the cow' 

142. db lid3(M) 'boy' db- ji lid3-u 'the boy' 

143. gilTdd lid3 (F) 'girl' gmd- i lid3- tu 'the girl ' 

The use of the definite article is not the only way of exhibiting definiteness on the 

noun phrase. Other ways of expressing definiteness include the use of demonstrative, 

possessive affixes or possessor attributes 

Accordingly, Dobbi makes use of determiners to show definiteness of the noun phrase. 

The following are few illustrative examples. 

144. zaftmz 'that horse' 

145. za denga ' those boys' 

l46. !Ilnam-ilj!j!a 'my cow' 

147. jdhija bet 'her house' 

148. zi miss ' this man' 

Unlike a common noun, a proper noun i.e. a name of a particular person, place or 

thing, is a unique name given to a particular entity, and that particular entity is easily 

identifiable and is definite. Thus, definiteness is an intrinsic feature of a proper noun. 

Due to th is intrinsic feature proper nouns employ some kind of special rules. For 

instance, proper nouns as oppose to common nouns never take articles or other 

modifiers, which are used to mark definiteness of the entity. In this regard, Payne 

(1997:39) states the following: 

Proper names are nouns that are used to address and identify 

particular persons or culturally significant personages or places. 

Proper names are used to refer to specific individuals both speaker 
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and hearer can identify, therefore they do not usually appear with 

articles, modifiers, possessors, rela tive clauses, or other devices that 

render nouns more identifiable. For example, in English proper 

names are distinguished in that they do not (easily) take articles, 

quantifiers, or other modifiers. 

In Dobbi, an article or other modifier does not normally precede a proper noun. In 

other words, a proper name does not occur with an article, or another modifier. 

3.1.5.4 Case Marking 

Scholars have defined case differently, for the present study, we will employ Blake's 

(2001:1) explanation of case i.e.: 

Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of 

rela tionship they tear to their heads. Traditionally the term refers to 

inflectional marking, and typically case marks the relationship of a 

noun to a verb at the clause level or of a noun to a preposition, 

postposition or another noun at the phrase level 

In line with Blake's (2001) Dobbi case can be categorized into two types, 'core' and 

'peripheral' cases. Hence, at a clausal level the former refers to nominative and 

accusative cases, which are central to the head verb in a finite or tensed clause, 

whereas the latter refers to oblique cases, which lack direct relation with the verb and 

such cases include: genitive, dative, locative, instrumental and ablative cases. 

However, at phrasal level the genitive case is a core case. 

Nevertheless, it is important to mention that Dobbi lacks typical independent nominal 

case marking i.e. it lacks free morpheme that indicates the case of the nominal; rather 
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it employs definite or indefinite nominal for the direct object in the accusative by 

applying the particle ja-, and definite article -il-ji, (only with indefinite nominal) and 

verbal cross-referencing bound pronouns affixes. 

3.1.5.4.1 Nominative Case 

Nominative case is assigned to a subject NP of a finite clause. That is to say, any NP, 

which occurs in a subject position of a finite clause syntactically, assigned a 

nominative case. Nominative NPs are nor marked overtly. However, the nominative 

NPs should always be in agreement with the subject affixes on the verb in person, 

number, and gender to be assigned the nominative case. The following are few 

illustrative examples: 

149. 

150 

15l. 

152. 

A lmaz jrGirma 

Almaz Acc-Girma 

'Almaz hit Girma' 

an;) 

w;) kI-atu- tt 

hit:PF- 3sF.SUBM-MVM 

taTllVIjla 

yesterday Water drink:PF-3sM.SUBM-MVM 

'I drank water yesterday' 

Tiisfaye tami/ljla s;)tftf-o 

Tesfaye yesterday · water dri nk:PF-3sM.SUBM-MVM 

'Tesfaye drank water yesterday. ' 

gdriid- i 

girl-DEF 

b;)ss- at-i 

came:PF-3sF.SUBM-MVM 

'The girl came' 

None of the NP subjects are overtly case marked rather they simply agree in number, 
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gender and person with the verbal affixes and licensed as subjects and then bear the 

nomina tive case. Subsequently, in Dobbi any nominal, which occupies a subject 

position, assumes a nominative case without any marking. 

3.1.5.4.2 Accusative Case 

The direct object NP of a fini te clause of Dobbi is overtly case marked. When an object 

NP is marked for the accusa tive case, it obligatorily needs the definite marker. Since 

proper nouns and personal p ronouns are inherently definite they do not require the 

defini te marker when they occur in the direct object position, but common nouns do. 

The follo wing are some examples: 

153. tafe s e jiJ-miss- i WiJ ku- nnit. 
Tafese OM-man-DEF beat:PF-3SM.OM.MVM 

'Tafese has beaten the man.' 

154. miss-i jiJ - Tafese w<lkh - nnit 
man-DEF oM- Tafese beat:PF-3sM.OM.MVM 

'The man has beaten Tafese' 

155. * tafese jiJ-miss wiJkll--nnit 

Tafese OM-m~m beat:PF-3sM.OM.MVM 

'Tafese has beaten (a) man' 

156. tafese J iJ-mlSS WiJk4J 

Tafese OM-man beat:PF-3sM.MVM 

'Tafese beat (a) man' 

157. * tafese jiJ-miss-i WiJk4J 

Tafese OM-man-DEF beat:PF-3sM.MVM 

'Tafese beat (a) man' 
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158. ? tafese 

Tafese 

mf.ss-! wakh- nnit 
m ao-DEF b eat:PF-3sM.OM.MVM 

'The man has beaten Tafese'/?' 'Tafese has beaten the man' 

The direct object of example sentence (153) is the common noun mi.ss, which is an 

indefinite noun. Thus, it takes the definite article i together with ja- and the verbal 

cross-referring bound object suffix-nnit in order to obtain the accusative case. If the 

definite article is not applied on such nouns the structure becomes ill formed as 

example sentence (155). However, when the verb is in the perfective form such a 

common noun does not need to have the definite article as example (156), otherwise it 

ends up with an ill formed structure as example (157) . On the other hand, the direct 

object of example sentence (154) is the proper noun Tesfaye, which is inherently 

definite, does not need the definite article; rather it takes only ja- together with the 

object suffix -nnit to stand as a direct object. 

On the other hand, dropping ja- results in changing the roles of the nominals i.e. the 

direct object NP mi.ss plays the role of the subject and the subject NP Tesfaye plays the 

role of the direct object as example (158). It is important to recognize here that even 

the definite article suffix -i/-ji and the overt accusative case marker j;)- (which also 

marks other cases and used as preposition) should be in agreement with the verbal 

affixes, which cross -refer the direct object to assume its position. 

Thus, the case marking system of Dobbi almost retained on the accusative marker j;)-

the definite article -i/-ji), and the cross- referencing bound pronominal suffixes which 

are attached to the verb. 
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3.1.5.4.3 Genitive case 

Genitive case (also called possessive) IS a core case at phrasal level and is a 

grammatical relation that marks an NP as being the possessor of another unmarked 

NP. In other words, it is a relation between a possessor NP and a possessed NP. Certain 

verbs may take genitive marked NP together with a possessed NP in the genitive case. 

For instance, the geni tive marked NP j-a-fJ7dz-i 'the horse's' in the sentence (and) j-a

fJ7dz-i tf!ra l-agddikunnit 'I touched the horse's tail.' here we can observe that the verb 

l-agdd- ' to touch ' subcategorizes the genitive marked NP j-a-fJ7dz-i together with the 

possessed NP tfira ' tai!' . 

Consequently, we can observe from the above example that the prefix j-a- is a genitive 

case marker in Dobbi. In Dobbi, genitive NP structures of possession can be expressed 

in two different ways. The first is by prefixing the genitive morpheme j-a- to the 

possessor noun phrase and the possessed noun phrase being left unmarked. The second 

way is, by suffixing possessive bound pronoun suffixes, which are considered bound 

possessive pronouns. Illustrative examples are given below. 

159. j-an-a innam 'my cow' 

160. j-a-wijj-a d-agij-a 'honey mead' 

16l. j-a-M-asiJ7dt dSa7d 'Meseret's chicken' 

162. ja-mifat arbat 'evening dinner' 

In the sentences (1 59 and 161) we can see that the genitive structures express 

possession, while In the sentence (160) the genitive structure expresses source, i.e. 
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fro m what material the mead is prepared. Finally, in example (162) the genitive 

structure expresses time, i.e. it tells us at what time of the day will dinner be served. It 

is sta ted above that in Dobbi genitive NP structures of possession can be expressed in 

two different ways. The first way is already demonstrated above. in examples (159 

and 161). For the second way consider the following examples. 

163. mnam-~JlJ1Q 'my cow' 

164. bora-ha 'your (SM) ox' 

As can be observed from the examples (163 and 164) the possessive suffixes -~JlJla and -

ha are bound possessive pronouns suffixed on the possessed nouns innam and bora 

respectively. The following table illustrates the full paradigm for all the three personal 

pronouns vis-a.-vis their respective subjective personal pronouns. 

Possessi ve Pronoun Example Gloss 

-(~)JlJla angatJa-JlJla my cat 

- (a) ha innam-a"ha your cow 

- (a)J bora-J your ox 

- kuta ~raz-kuta his horse 

-kita bet-kita her house 

-(i)na angatJa-na our cat 

-(a) him ',mam-ahim ~our cow 

-(a)hima bora-hima ~our ox 

- kinnam bora- hinnam their ox 

I--kinnama innamkinnama their cow 

Table 3.4 Subjective Personal Pronouns and Possessive PrOnoW1S 
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The genitive f il expresses different semantic content depending on the type of genitive 

NPs to which it is attached to. The following are illustrative examples: 

165 a) j-nnam arat 
Milk GEN-CQW 

'milk of a cow' 

166 a) ja -miJat arb at 
GEN-evening dilm er 

'eveni ng dinner' 

167 a) ja-sinni Bunna 
GEN -cup coffee 

'coffee in a cup' 

168 a) ja-bunJ1a Sinni 
GEN-Coffee cup 

, 
a cup for coffee' 

169. a) ji-tftnib >Va makina 
GEN-loacl Car 

'a car for loading" 

3.1.5AA Peripheral Cases 

b) ja-wijja 

GEN-honey 

'mead made from honey' 

b) ja-Sa mbdt limrt 
GEN -Sunday lesson 

'Sunday's lesson' 

b) ja-Mara£o barbare 
GEN -Marekb p epp er 

'pepper bought from Marek'o 

b) j ;rtftrk' satin 
GEN-cloth Box 

'a box for cloth' 

b) ja-gija sanisaidt 
GEN-dog chain 

'a chain to tie a do g' 

In Dobbi, the peripheral cases include: dative, locative, commutative, ablative and 

instrumental cases. Dative case marks indirect obj ects, nouns having the role of 

rec ipient. The dative case in Dobbi is marked by the ja- . The following are illustrative 

examples. 
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170. mlSS-i j~ -ft! rJ z-i ab-o 
man-OEF DAT-horse-oEF grass give:PF-3sM-MVM 

'The man gave grass to the horse' 

171. ana j~-Girma imar siTTJ-hu-nom 
OAT- Ginna donkey buy-lSM.3SM.OM 

'I bought a donkey for Girma'.' 

172. kassa j;rhija m~slhaf ab-~-nna-tt 

Kassa OAT-she moshaf give:PF- 3SM-3FS.OM-MVM 

'Kassa gave a book to her' 

j~ -hija d;3drJ ab-~ -nna-tt 
bOY-DEF OAT-she chicken give:PF- 3SM.-3FS.OM-MVM 

'The boy gave her hen' 

As illustrated above, jiJ- is prefixed on common nouns as in (170), and personal 

pronouns as in (172) to assign a dative case. In Dobbi the locative case is expressed 

with the prefix particle b~- along with post positional elements such as wissit' 'inside', 

lal /'niJn 'on'. 

174. g;md-i b~-sat!n wissit' w~rik-i aw~n-na-tt 

girl -DEI' LOC -box inside gold-DEF put:PF-3SF.SUBM-MVM 

'The girl put the gold in a box' 

175. Almaz b~-mnb~r-i- ro ton-na-tt 
A1maz Loc-chair-DEF- on sit : PF-3sF.SUBM-MVM 

'Almaz sat on a chair' 

In the example sentence (174) the prefix particle b~- with the postpositions wissit' 'in/ 

inside ' and in the example sentence (175) the prefix particle b~- with the postpositions 
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n;m 'on' assign the locative case to the NPs sat'in "box' and w;mbar ' 'chair'. The 

comitative case refers to the case of accompaniment and it is expressed by a circumfix 

to ..... ge. The following are sample example sentences: 

176. almaz ta-tikdji-ge ej-<J tt 

Almaz cOM-boy -DEF-COM gO:PF-3SF.MVM 

'Almaz went with the boy' 

177. m/.Ss-[ t-am-ge ji -bija-w 

man-DEF COM-I-COM 3SM-eat:IMFF·MVM 

'The man will eat with me' 

The ablative expresses the case of movement away from a certain place. In Dobbi the 

ablative case is marked by the particle b<J-

178 

179 

180. 

181. 

mesfin 

Mesfm 

b<l-Dobbi b<JSS -0 

ABL-Dobbi come:PF-3sM.SUBM.MVM 

'Mesfin came from Dobbi: 

mesfin 

Mesfin 

Dobbi b<Jss-o 

Dobbi co me: PF -3 SM .. SUBM .. MVM 

'Mesfin came to Dobbi' 

tibji 

bOY-DEF 

b<J -g;;b<Jj a 
A BL -market retum :PF-3SM.SUBM.MVM 

'The boy returned from the market' 

tibji 

boy-DEF 

g;;b<Jja 

market re tum:P F -3SM.SUBM.MVM 

'The boy returned to the market' 
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As can be observed from the above examples the nouns in the ablative case take the 

marker ba- ' from' as examples (178 and 180). Whereas, the examples (179 and 181) 

Jack the "bJative case marker ba- and have converse meaning. The instrumental cas·e 

expresses that in what instrument is certain action is done The prefix b(a)- is used to 

express this case. The following examples illustrate this case. 

182. tik-aJ1J1a jo-bora-ji b-init'ar wakh-nnit 

child-my ACC-ax-DEF INST-stick hit:PF- 3sM.DM 

'My child hit the ox with (a) stick' 

183. mISS-! jd-tih-j i wakh-Imit 

man· DEF Acc-ba y-DEF INsT-hand-his hi t:PF-3sM. OM 

'The man hit the boy with his hand' 

184. TnISS-! jangatf-i bo-bo.1Ja wakh-nnit 

man-DEF ACC-cat-DEF INsT-leaf hit:PF-3sM.OM 

'The man hit the cat with leaf' 

3.2 Adjectives 

An adjective is a word or a part of speech that modifies or qualifies nouns, which 

represent things or persons in terms of their particular properties, such as color, size, 

or quantity. In Dobbi, there are two types of adjectives: simple (original) and 

derived adjectives. Moreover, some common nouns are also used as adjectives. 

While an adj ective is used to modify a noun in terms of its property, it occurs in 

juxtaposition with the noun it modifies. 

On th e other hand, while the a common noun is used as an adjective to modify another 
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noun following it, it is marked by the genitive prefix jd- and should occur in 

juxtaposition with the noun it modifies as in the examples: j~- d~gg b~s~r 'beef (lit. 

'meat of a calf), j~-Dobbi s~b 'a man from Dobbi', j~-gij~ bet 'kennel'(lit. 'house of a 

dog') , j-anfu bet 'nest' (lit. 'house of a bird') etc. They also simply occur in juxtaposition 

with the nouns they modify without the genitive prefix j~- like the original adjectives 

as in the examples: sar bet 'hut' The simple or original adjectives are used to express 

size, color, age, physical properties, etc. of the noun they modify. 

Simple adjectives Gloss 

• 185. fajja 'good' 

186. biffa 'red' 

187. b~ /1;)t 'wide' 

Dobbi adjectives can be derived from nouns, verbs and other adjectives. However, 

most of them are derived from nouns. They do not inflect for the category gender. 

Hence, the adjective iniss 'small ' can be used to modify masculine nouns, such as iniss 

tik~ 'small boy' and feminine nouns such as iniss gd~d 'small girl '. In relation to 

number, original adjectives agree with the nouns they modify. Thus, like nouns, 

adjectives derive their plural forms by using the plural suffix -oif as in (188-190) 

below. 

Singular Gloss Plural Gloss 

188. ftjja 'good' ftjja- watf 'good (PL)' 

189. biitm 'wide' b~/1;)t-otf 'wide(PL)' 

190. t'ifa 'bad' t'ifo-watf 'bad'(pL)' 
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A few reduplicated adjectives can also derive other plurals (dub Ie plural) by suffixing 

the plural morpheme -otJ to the reduplicated plurals as in examples (191-193) below. 

Singular Plural Gloss Combined PI. Gloss 
19l. g<Jl/if gilallif ' tall (rt') gilallif-otJ ' tall (PL)' 
192. mISs k!sisin 'small (PL) , klsisin-otJ 'small (PL)' 
193. giddir gididdir 'big (PL)' gididdir-otJ 'big (PL)' 

There are three types of suffixes, which are used to derive adjectives from nouns: the 

first is -<Jj1j1<J with or without the insertion of the consonant sound tor r as in examples 

(194-195), the second is - amma as in examples (202-203) and the third is -am as in 

examples (198) below. 

Noun Gloss Derived adj Gloss 
194 ker 'peace' ker-<Jt-iJj1j1<J 'peaceful' 
195 z<Jnga 'trouble ' ZiJng-ilr -<JJ1J!<J 'trouble maker' 
196. m<Jlk 'beauty' miJlk-amma 'beautiful' 
197. odJd 'gossip" od3-amma 'gossiper' 
198. gW<JriJr<l ' throat' gW<Jr<lr-am 'voracious' 

Syntactically, adjectives have different function such as, attributive, as in (199), as 

predicative in examples (200), and as substantive as in examples (201). 

199. !/lnlS ftj1j1iJ 
small goat 

'Small goat' 

200. bet-<Jha li?i-n, 
house-y our big-COP 
'your house is big' 
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201. gurz-[ 

old-DEF water 

SattJ-O 

drink :pF-3sm.subm. 

'The old man drank water' 

Attributive adjectives precede the noun they modify, and agree with it in number, 

case, and definiteness as in (199). Notice that the substantive adjectives always occur 

with the definite marker -i. 

3.3 Pronouns 

Pronoun is a grammatical ca tegory or part of speech which stands for a noun and 

functions like a noun. In other words, it functions as a subject, object, or complement 

in a syntac tic structure replacing the noun or noun phrase. In this subsection, the 

various types of pronouns will be discussed, such as personal pronouns, reflexive 

pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and interrogative pronouns. 

3.3.1 Personal Pronouns 

Personal pronouns are words that refer to the three persons who are involved in a 

speech act/situation. The sp eaker (the first person), the hearer (the second person) 

and a person about whom something is said (the third person), Lyons (1999:134) 

extensively expresses the essence of p ersonal pronouns as follows. 

The basic category encoded by personal pronouns is grammatical 

person - whence their name. Person combines invariably with 

number, to give the distinctions which make possible reference to 

the various participants and to non- participants in the discourse 

si tuation. Thus first person singular denotes the speaker, first 
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person plural a plurality which includes the speaker, second 

·person plural a plurality which includes the hearer but excludes 

the speaker, and so on. It is fairly standard to distinguish three 

persons, based on the two participants, speaker and hearer, and 

any non- participant, as in most European languages 

In line with Lyons's (1999:134) explanation above, Dobbi personal pronouns are 

combined invariably with number. In other words, all the three persons expressed as 

singular and pluraL The independent personal pronouns of Dobbi in subject position 

are listed in Table 3.6 In terms of nwnber and gender they can be categorized into 

two Le. singular/plural and masculine/feminine. 

The 2 and 3person plural pronouns have masculine/ feminine gender distinction. 

Consequently, only the 1person pronoun lacks gender distinction (L e. 

masculine/ feminine) and thus, the first person is always in a common gender form. 

Person ~ingular Plural 

1" common WId iJzJla 

2"d masculine ahd ahim 

2"d feminine aJ ahima 

3'd masculine kWa kinndm 

3'd feminine kja kinndma 

Table 3.5 Personal Pronouns ofDobbi 

The independent personal pronouns of Dobbi are free lexical elements, which can take 
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different syntactic positions such as subject and object. They also have different 

syntactic roles such as nominative, accusative, and genitive. The following table shows 

the paradigms for syntactic and semantic roles of personal pronouns of Dobbi in the 

three basic cases: nominative, accusative, and genitive 

Person Nominative(0) /Citation Accusa tive/ Genitive/ 

form Dative ( marker j "J-) 

Isg. = = 
, Ipl. J!fla 1JlJ!a 

2msg . aha '"J ha/!"J ha 

2fsg. aJ 'af 

.. 
2mpl. ahim 'ahim 

2fpl. ahima 'amma/ lahima 

3msg. kWa Jaha 

3fsg. kija '"Jhija 

3mpl. kim m '"Jhimm 

3fpl. kimma '"Jhimma 

Table3.6 Dobbi Pronominal System 

In Dobbi, it is quite clear that the referents of Personal pronouns are normally animate 

nouns part icularly [ + human] ; however, the third person singular masculine personal 

pronoun k'''a "he' can refer to inanimate nouns as well as nouns denoting [-human + 
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animate 1 regardless of their gender. (E. g. imma}ld 'stone' > kWa imma}ld ftjan, ('Lit. he 

stone is good'/ 'this stone is good' / innam 'cow' > kWa innam ftjan 'Lit. he cow is 

good'/ 'this cow is good') . The personal pronoun kWa is used as modifier but it cannot 

be used as a substitute for such nouns. Conversely, personal pronouns can substitute 

human nouns by occupying the same syntactic positions of their counterparts. Consider 

the following examples. 

202 

Tdsfaje jd-bndbdtJ 
Tesfaye.NoM ACC- ZanabatS 

'Tesfaye hit Zenebech' 

203 

wdk'a-nnat 
h itPF-3sF.OM 

kWa i"J-hija 
he. NOM ACc-sh e 

Wd kC-annat 
hit: PF -3SF.OM 

'He hit her' 

As can be observed from the examples (202) and (203) above kWa and jiJ-hija replaced 

Tesfaye and Zenebech respectively and the constructions remained grammaticaL 

3. 3.2 Possessive Pronouns 

There seems to be no independent lexical pronoun, which represent a possessive 

pronoun in Dobbi, rather possessives relating to personal pronouns are expressed by 

applying the prefix jd- onto the independent pronouns. The following table depicts the 

possessive forms of the pronouns. 
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Person Singular Plural 

1 jam 'iJ1J1a 

2M j i/ ha 'ahim 

2F jaJ 'ahima 

3M jJha 'iJhirom 

3F ji/hija 'iJhiroma 
---- -

Table 3.7 Possessive Pronouns 

3.3.3 Object Pronouns 

In Dobbi, the object pronouns are identical with the possessive pronoun forms. 

However, it is possible to identify them by their syntactic position and function in the 

syntactic structure. Thus, the objective pronouns occur in the object position that is 

between the subject and the verb and are used as a complement of a transitive verb. 

Consider the following examples. 

204. 

Tesfaye loam 
Tesfay e Ace-! 

Wi/k eo 
kick:PF·3sM.SUBM.MVM 

'Tesfaye kicked me' 

205. 

*Tesfaye am 

Tesfa ye 

Wi/keo 

kiclcPF-3sM.sUBM.MVM 

'Tesfaye kicked me" 

206. 

l oam mnam 

GEN·' cow 

'my cow' 
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We can easily identify the possessive pronoun from the objective pronoun from the 

above examples (204) and (205). The pronoun jann<l in example (204) is objective 

pronoun as it occurs in the object position i. e. between the subject and the verb. 

Whereas, the pronoun jann<l in example (205) occur preceding the possessed now 

innam 'cow' and it expresses possession and hence it is a possessive pronoun form. 

3.3.4 Intensifiers 

Dobbi uses the word ;;ras ' head', as the reflexive pronoun base. It is always followed 

by the possessive suffix. The possessive suffix agrees with emphasized NP in a 

sentence. 

207. 

am ;; ras -0 j1J1a 

head-poss:lS 

'I cut myself' 

aral"'-iklV-i 

cllt:rF-lS.SUBM-MVM 

3.3.5 Demonstrative Pronotuls 

According to Diessel (1999:2) the notion of demonstratives is viewed from three 

different dimensions. First, as deictic expression demonstratives serve specific syntactic 

function, second, demonstratives generally serve specific pragmatic function to focus 

the hearer's attention on objects or locations in the speech situation and finally, they 

are identified by specific semantic features . Thus, demonstratives are deictic 

expressions, which can be categorized into four types: pronominal, ad nominal, 

adverbial, and identificational. In this regard, Diessel (1999:4) states that: 
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.. . demonstratives occur in four different syntactic contexts: (i) 

they are used as independent pronouns in Argument position of 

verbs and adpositions, (ii) they may co-occur with a noun in a 

noun phrase, (iii) they may function as aberb modifiers, and (iv) 

they may occur in copular and nonverbal clauses. I refer to 

demonstratives used in these four contexts as (i) pronominal, (ii) 

adnominal, (iii) adverbial, and (iv) identification demonstratives, 

respectively. The terms pronominal, adnominal, adverbial and 

identificational demonstrative indicate the syntactic feature of 

demonstratives. 

On the other hand, in relation to their categorical status, he uses the names 

demonstrative pronoun, determiner, adverb, and identifier In Dobbi, the demonstrative 

determiner and demonstrative pronoun have the same form. Thus, the demonstrative 

determiners zi 'this' proximal (the referent entity is near to the speaker) and za 'that' 

distal (the referent entity is far from the speaker) simultaneously serves as 

demonstrative pronoun. It seems that the proximity and distance of the entity to the 

speaker are reflected by demonstrative root vowels -i and -a respectively. Consider the 

following examples: 

208. 

zi tib timirtibet ef-o 

this boy school :go- PF .3 sM.MVM 

'This boy went to school' 

209. 

Z! g;JR d timirtibet ej-otti. 

This girl school go- PF.3 sF.MVM 

'This girl went to school' 
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210. 

za bora 'Jga S'J If- 0 

that ox water drink-PF.3sm.suMB.MVM 

'That ox has drunk water' 

211. 

za innwn 'Jga snjZo 

tha t cow water drink -PF. 3SM.SUBM.MVM 

'That cow has drunk water' 

As can be observed from the above examples both the proximal demonstrative zi and 

the distal demonstrative za are used as determiners of the nouns following them. 

Moreover, the demonstrative expressions zi "this' and za ' that' have plural forms: n'Jzi 

' these' and n'Jza 'those' respectively. 

The singular demonstrative expressions: zi and za, can be used with both singular and 

plural nouns in the noun phrase as in examples (212-219) below. In other words, the 

singular demonstrative expressions zi and za can co-occur with following plural nouns 

in a noun phrase such as, zi s'JbotJ "these men' ('lit. this men') and za gired those 

girls' ('lit. that girl s) . 

However, according to one of my key language consultant Taddele's opinion; when the 

singular demonstrative expressions zi and za occur with plural nominals they form 

something like paucal plural (referring to small number of entities) whereas, when the 

plural demonstrative expressions n'Jzi and n'Jza occur with plural nominals they form 

plural that refer to large number of entities. 
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21 2. 

Zl miSS aga satra 
this man wa ter drink:PF-3SUBM.MVM 

'This man drank water" 

213. 

za 

tha t 

garod 

gi rl 

wadda?-at-i 

fa il:PF-3SF.suBM-MVM 

'That girl failed down' 

21 4. 

za sabatf af'uwat satfi-mu-n 

th a t men milk drink :PF -3PLM-.SUBM-MVM 

'Those men drank milk ' 

215. 

Zl de llga waddak!-mu-n 

this boys fai l:PF·3PLM-MvM 

'These boys failed down" 

216 

za gred man llama? 
that girls who are they? 

'Who are those girls?' 

217. 

Zl gire d man n;) ma? 

these girls w ho are they? 

'Who are these girls?' 

218. 

zi denga aga sa tfi-mu-n 

th is boys wa ter drink:PF-3PLM-M VM 

'These boys drank water.' 
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219, 

za denga ilga tfi-mu-Il 
this boys water drink:PF-3PLM-MVM 

'Those boys drank water' 

The two demonstrative pronouns zi and za can be combined with a locative prefixes bil 

and j ilt to indicate place, The locative prefix juxtapositionally co-occurs with the 

locative prefix bJ to indicate place or location, When these prefixes occur with the 

demonstrative pronouns zi and za, they create the demonstrative adverbs bilzi/bilzi jilt 

'here' and bilza / bazat 'there', The following examples illustrate this, 

220, 

Tadcbb bilzi j i-7ira -ho 

Tadd"1 ,, here 3SM,SUBM-wait:lMPF-2SM,OM,MVM 

Tadddld waits for you here' 

221. 

*Tadcbb zi jilt ji-?ira-ho 
Tadddb near here 3SM,SUBM-wait:IMPF-2SM,OM,MVM 

'Taddillil waits for you near here' 

222, 

Tadcblil bil -zi jilt ji-7ira-ho 
Tadd"l" near here 3SM,SUBM-wait: IMP F-2sM,OM,MVM 

'Tadddld waits for you near here" 

Unlike Amharic, Dobbi demonstrative pronouns i,e. the proximal zi 'this' and the distal 

za 'that' are not gender sensitive, In other words, they do not show gender distinction, 

thus, the same forms are used for both masculine and feminine gender as shown in 

Table 3,8 below, 
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219, 

za denga ilga tfi-mu-n 

this boys water drink: PF-3PLM_MVM 

'Those boys drank water' 

The two demonstrative pronouns zi and za can be combined with a locative prefixes bil 

and jilt to indicate place, The locative prefix juxtapositionally co-occurs with the 

locative prefix bil to indicate place or location, When these prefixes occur with the 

demonstrative pronouns zi and za, they create the demonstrative adverbs bilZi/bilZi jilt 

'here' and bilZa I bilzat 'there', The following examples illustrate this, 

220, 

Taddiild bilZi ji -7iT<l-ho 

Tadd" l " here 3SM.SuBM-waitIMPF-2sM.OM.MVM 

'[addillil waits for you here' 

221. 

;'Taddiilil Zijdt ji-7iT<l-ho 

Tadddi. near her e 3SM.SUBM-w ait:IMPF-2SM.OM.MVM 

'TaddiJliJ waits for you near here' 

222, 

TaddiiliJ biJ -zijiJt ji -7iT<l -ho 

Tadd"la near here 3SM.SUBM-wait: IMPF-2sM.OM.MVM 

'Taddillil waits for you near here" 

Unlike Amharic, Dobbi demonstrative pronouns i.e, the proximal zi 'this' and the distal 

za 'that' are not gender sensi tive, In other words, they do not show gender distinction, 

thus, the same forms are used for both masculine and feminine gender as shown in 

Table 3,8 below, 
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Dobbi !Amharic 

:"oxima\ Gloss iDis tal Gloss Proximal Gloss iDist at Gloss 

hora this ox Fa bora that ox 'ih bore this ox "a bare that ox 

innam lrus cow ~a innam tha t cow 'it[ lam this cow 'at[ lam that cow 

miss his man Q miss tha t man "ih sew his man a sew that man 

miIt tlus ;~a miIt that ·itI set this 'atI set that 

!wom an !woman !woman !woman 

able 3.8 Gender reflecting demonstrative pronoun 

be seen from the table above in Dobbi the demonstrative pronouns are not 

I for gender thus, the proximal zi 'this' and the distal za 'that' are used for both 

le and feminine genders. Whereas in Amharic, the demonstrative pronouns are 

I for gender thus, the proximaljih 'this' for masculine andjitf'this' for feminine, 

distal ja 'that' for masculine and jatJ 'that' for feminine are used. 

!rbs 

eneral Structure of Dobbi Verbs 

) morphology of Semitic languages is established as non-linear morphology (cf. 

rff 1971:265-6, Goldenberg 1998). It means that both the root-consonants and 

alic templates systematically occur in symbiotic combination, so that it IS 

to isolate a set of root -consonants, also called radicals, and a set of vowels. 

)al morphology of Semitic languages entails, tri-consonantal roots encoding the 

lexical semantics of the verb, and the vowel pattern provides morpho -
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\ 
\ 

I, 
\ 

1 
\ 
I 

r 
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syntactic information sllch as aspect, mood. In Dobbi, morphemes are categorized into 

three different types based on their representation in the lexicon. The first type 

comprises root-morphemes (consonants) and templates (vowels), which denote verbs; 

the second type includes non-roo t morphemes that denote nominals and the third 

consists of bound morphemes (affixes), which are neither of the two types of 

morphemes. 

Like the other Semitic languages, the root-morphemes of Dobbi mainly consist of tri-

consonantal or tri-radical (there are also some bi- and quadric-radicals) and templates 

or vowels that co-occur around empty slots for the consonants, which are indicated by 

the symbol C that is to be filled with root-consonants. A subscripted number attached 

onto the C-symbol indicates its position in the template. Thus, for instance, in the 

template the first, the second and the third consonants will be represented by CI, C2 and 

C3 respecti vel y. 

When two consonants occur in a sequence (CC) in a given pattern and subscripted by 

the same number as CI CI, C,C, etc., such sequence of consonants denote consonant 

gemination in that particular position indicated by the subscripted number; whereas, a 

sequence of consonants subscripted with different numbers as CIC,. C3c. etc" such 

sequences denote consonant cluster in the given pattern. 

It is also obvious that Semitic verbs are so complex, since they consist various 

grammatical affixes such as, pronominal affixes, subject, object, tense, aspect, markers, 
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wh ich entail clausal status. In other words, mostly a verb is not a mere lexical item but 

rather it expresses a complete thought and may have clausal status. 

It is already stated above that Dobbi verbs, as other Semitic verbs are normally tri-

radical, and thus, the majority of the verbs consist of three consonants, there are also 

verbs with two or four consonants, and even with five consonants rarely. The 

templates occurred wi th these different verbs would vary according to the number and 

pattern of the consonants. Thus, mostly the verb of Dobbi can be categorized as bi-

radical, tri-radical and quadric-radical in terms of the number of consonants found in 

each verb. The following table provides illustrative examples: 

Verb category Radicals Example Gloss 

b-s biJss-o 'he came' 

r-r ~rr-o 'he carried' 

bi-radical 
mW_/ mW;)//-o 'it is filled' 

b-n !biJnn-o 'he ate' 

tri-radical b-d-r !biJddiJr-o 'he over took' 

b-t-n Ibettdn-o 'he scattered' 

m-r-t !miJrr<Jr-o 'he chose/ picked' 

m-k-r !miJkkiJr-o 'he advised' 

quadric-radical b-r-b-t' lbi~bbiJ t' -0 'he shook' 

m-n-t cr r- !miniJt'r'iJr-o 'he cleared' 

m-r-m tlmdt'r'iJm-o 'he coiled' 

Table 3.9 The Verb Groups 

Since Dobbi verbs are normally tri-radical, the bi-radical verbs must be results of 
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consonant reduction from the basic tri-radical verbs, and the quadric-radicals must be 

results of consonantal extension or addi tion on the basic tri-radical verbs. 

3.4.2 Verb Conjugation in Dobbi 

The verbal conjugation of Dobbi includes the perfective, imperfec tive, jussive, and 

imperative conjugations. In all these conjugations, each verb is inflected for number 

and gender, and each conj ugated form has its own sets of affixes, that agree with the 

subject. 

Moreover, each of these conjugations IS characterized by a specific corresponding 

• 
template. For example, the vowel <J is applied in the template for the perfective verb 

with tri-rad ical root-morphemes that is CI;)C,C,;)C3. Thus, by filling in the empty C-slots 

with concrete root-morphemes like root gfr leave', the perfective base will be "gdjfJr-of 

the verb 'leave' is created. In the imperfective conjugation the verb with tri-radical 

root will apply the vowel <J between the first and the second radical, and hence the 

template for the imperfective will be C,;)C,C3. In the jussive conjugation of tri-radical 

no vowel is applied except the epenthetic vowel which is inserted between the first 

and the second radical. The fo llow ing illustrative examples show the verbal pattern of 

Dobbi in the three perfective, imperfect ive, and jussive conjugations in three 

consonantal roots, two consonantal roots and one consonantal roots. 

Root Perfect Imp erfect Jussive Gloss 

223 g-f-r gdffir-o j i-gafir-u j<J -gifr ' to leave' 

224. t'-r-g t"<J rr<Jg- o ji-t'<Jrig-li j<J-t'irg 'to clean' 

Table 3.10 Three consonantal roots 
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Root Perfect. Imperfect Jussive Gloss 

225 . tf-t tJot-o ji-tfot-u jHJut ' to work' 

226 r-t an-il t'-O j a-riJ ct' -u j-il ril t' 'to cut' 

22 7. tJ "-J! tJ~JlJl-o ji-tJ ~JlJl-u jil-tf'ilJY1 ' to give birth' 

228. s-tJ" Sdttf" -0 ji-SiltJ '-u j;J-sitf' 'to drink" 

229. b-n bilnn-o ji-bija-w jil-bija 'to eat' 

Table 3.11 Two consonantal roots 

Root Perfect. Imperfect Jussive Gloss 

230. -z ezz-o ji-z-u ]-€z 'to catch" 

231. -3 a33-0 ]-a3-u ]-il3 'to see" 

232. -b abb-o ji-b-u j-ab 'to give' 
, 

Table 3.12 One consonantal roots 

The suffix -0 that is applied in the perfective conjugation as in the above examples is a 

res ult of the combination of the aspec[ual vowel -il which also marks third person 

si ngular masCLtl ine and -u is main verb marker. Thus, the perfective conjugation is 

identified by the suffix o. Whereas the suffix --u is applied in the imperfective 

conjugation as in the above examples, which can be used to identify the imperfective 

conjugation . On the other hand the prefix j- is applied in the jussive conjugation, which 

can be used to identify jussive forms. All these affixes show agreement in number, 

gender and person with the subject NP in Dobbi. 

It is noteworthy, that the epenthetic vowel i is inserted when the prefix j is attached to 

verbs, which begin with consonants to avoid the impermissible consonant clusters at 

word initial position as in examples (223, 224, 225, 227, 228, 229, 230 and 232). 
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The following illustrative examples show the verbal pattern of Dobbi that bears the 

object marker affixes in all the three conjugations perfective, imperfective, and jussive. 

Root Perfective Imperfective Jussive Gloss 
233 g-f-r gaffi r-annit ji-go fir-in ja -gifr-in 'to abandon' 
234 r-t' arat-annit j a-rat-it j-arat-in 'to cut' 

235 -z- eZ-iJnnit ji -z-it j -ezin 'to catch ' 

236 t-r-g t;Jrag-;mni t j i-t;mg-it ja-drigin ' to clean' 

Tab le 3.1 3 The verbal pattern of Dobbi in all the three conjugations 

In examples (233-236) the suffix -annit is applied in the perfective conjugation and 

marks the third person singular masculine object NP. While the affixj(i)-t is used in the 

imperfective conjugation and j(aJ- in is used in the jussive conjugation in agreement 

with the object NP. In other words, these affixes are object markers in Dobbi. 

In the literature, there seems to be general consent that the radicals together with the 

vocalic elements specify the general meaning of the verb through different morpho-

phonemic features, such as gemination and the vowel melody (quality) placed in 

between the radicals in. the Ethio -Semitic languages. Taking this into account, verbs 

can be classified into different conjugational classes, which are known as verb types. 

Thus, in this regard, Meyer (2006:50) citing Hetzr6n (1972: 10) has stated that the 

most frequ ent verb types in the Ethio-Semitic languages include: 

Type A: Basic stem or simplex in Semitic 
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Type B: gemination of the last or second-to-last consonant in all TAM forms 

(and/ or insertion of the vowel i!d after the first radical). 

Type C: insertion of the vowel a after the fi rst rad ical Meyer,(2006 :50). 

Hence, in general, the assumption is that the gemination of the last or second-to-last 

consonant and/or the quality of the vowel following the first radical is taken as the 

major criterion to categorize the verbs of Ethio -Semitic languages into different verb 

types. 

, 
Therefore , as Dobbi is one of the Semitic languages, both gemination of second-to-last 

root-consonant (the middle consonant) and the vowel quality following the first 

radical can be taken as the main criterion to categorize the verbs of Dobbi into 

different types. Consequently, three types of verbs are identified in Dobbi: type A, type 

B and type C. 

[n the perfective conjugation, the vowels of type A verbs is <J that is inserted after the 

first and the second root-consonants and the second root-consonant being geminated 

i. e. CldC2C2dC3- as in g-affir- 'to lea ve. ' However, in the other conjugations (Le. in the 

imperfect and jussive conjugations) the second root consonant is non-geminate or 

• simple and the vowel <J following it disappeared and as a result the second the third 

root consonants fo rm a cluster. 

On the other hand, in the negative p erfective the second root- consonant is non-

geminate too i.e.-CldC2dC3- as in the example "an-g-afor- NEG. 'to leave'. Type B verbs 
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have similar pattern with type A, but the vowel of the first radical is e as in me1TJf- 'to 

bless ' and bett;)n- ' to scatter' . Unlike in type A verbs, in type B verbs the penultimate 

root-consonant is geminated in all the three conjugational paradigms. 

Type C verbs are characterized by the vowel a following the first root- consonant 

and the gemination of the second root-consonant in the perfective and imperfective 

paradigms only. 

The following are illustrative examples for all the three types of verbs 

• Perfect Imperfect Jussive Gloss 
237. Type A: sdbbdr- ji-sdflr-u jd-sbir 'to break' 

Jdkkiit ji-Jdkt-u jd-.Jkit 'to make' 
238. Type B: befLJn ji-bdti -n jd- btin 'to scatter' 
239. Type C: b alTa k- ji-fldri-hu jd-fldrih 'to bless' 
Table 3.14 Conjugation of the Three Types of Verbs 

However, it is noteworthy to recognize that there are numerous verbs, which do not fit 

any of these three types of verbs and have their own idiosyncratic features. 

3.4.3 Inflectional Categories of Verbs 

3.4.3.1 Main Verb Markers 

In Northern Gurage languages, independent-affirmative constructions are 

morphologically distinct from subordinate, negative, and non-indicative constructions 

such as imperative and jussive constructions. The main verb markers /-n,-i,-u, and -t/ 

(hereafter MVMs) are used as distinguishing suffixes. These suffixes appear only in the 
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perfective and imperfective conjugations. Hetzron (1968:156-157) uses the MVMs to 

classify the Outer South Ethiopic languages in to n-group (*Gafat, Sod do, and Goggot) 

and the tt-group (Western Gurage Languages and Muxdr).See also Hetzron (1972). 

The MVMs occur at the absolute final position of a word. Consequently, the pronominal 

suffixes, which show agreement between the subject NP, the object NP and the verb 

occur between the verb stem and the MVMs in the perfective verb forms only. 

However, in the imperfective they appear as a prefix at the beginning of the verb stem. 

The following are representative examples. 

240 a. sir-d-u 

Buy:PF-3sM.SUBM. MVM 

'He bought it' 

241 a. sir-dt-i 
buy-PF:3sF-MVM 

'She bought it' 

242 a. sir-dh-o 

workrMPF-2sM MVM 

'You bought it' 

243 a. sir-dfi-n 
buy-PF:2PF.-MVM 

'YOU(SF) bought it' 

-244 a sir-dhw-i 

buy-PF: IS.SUBM-MVM 

'I bought it' 

133 

240 b. ji-tfot-u 

241 b. 

3SM.SUBM-WorklMPF-MVM 

'He will work' 

ti-tfot-i 
3PF-worklMPF-MVM 

'She will work' 

242 b. ti-tfot-u 

buy:PF: -2SM. -MVM 

'You will work' 

243 b. ti-tfuwet-fi-n 
2SF.SUBM-WorklMPF MVM 

'YOU(SF) will work' 

244 b . d-tfot-u 
lS.SUBM-work:rMPF-MVM 

'I will work' 



• 

• 

perfective and imperfective conjugations. Hetzron (1968:156-157) uses the MVMs to 

classify the Outer South Ethiopic languages in to n-group (*Gafat, Soddo, and Goggot) 

and the tt-group (Western Gurage Languages and Muxdr).See also Hetzron (1972). 

The MVMs occur at the absolute final position of a word. Consequently, the pronominal 

suffixes, which show agreement between the subject NP, the object NP and the verb 

occur between the verb stem and the MVMs in the perfective verb forms only. 

However, in the imperfective they appear as a prefix at the beginning of the verb stem. 

The following are representative examples. 

240 a. si.r-<J-u 

BUY:PF-3 M.SUBM. MVM 

'He bought it' 

241 a. sir-<Jt-i 

buy-PF:3sF-MVM 

'She bought it' 

242 a. sir-<Jh-o 

work:lMPF-2sM MVM 

'You bought it' 

243 a. sir-<Jf!-n 

buy-PF:2PF.-MVM 

'YOU(SF) bought it' 

-244 a sir-~hw-i 

buy-PF:ls.SUBM-MVM 

'I bought it' 

133 

240 b. ji-tfot-u 

3SM.SUBM-work:IMPF-MVM 

'He will work' 

241 b. ti-tfot-i 

3PF-work:IMPF-MVM 

'She will work' 

242 b. ti-tfot-u 

buy:PF:-2sM.-MVM 

'You will work' 

243 b. ti-tfuwet-fi-n 

2SF.SUBM-work:1 PF MVM 

'YOU(SF) will work' 

244 b . ~-tfot-u 
lS.SUBM-work:IMPf-MVM 

'I will work' 



• 
245 a. sir-CJmu-n 245 b ji-tfot-mu-n 

bUY:PF-3PL.M.SUBM-MVM 3PLM.-work:IMPF- 3PL.M.-MVM 

'TheY(M) bought it' 'TheY(M) will work' 

246 a sir-CJma-n 246 b. ji-tfot-ma-n 

buy:PF-3PL.MVM 3PLF. -work:lMPF-3PLF-MVM 

'TheY(F) bought it' 'TheY(F) will work' 

247 a. sir-CJhimu-n 247 b. ti-tfot-mu-n 

bUY-PF:2PL.M.SUBM-MVM 2 pL.M-work:iMPF-PLM-MVM 

'YOU(PL.M) bought it' 'YOU(PL.M) will work' 

248 a sir-CJhima-n 248 b. ti-tfot-ma-n 

buy-PF:2PL.F.SUBM-MVM 2 PLF.SUBM-work:iMPF-MVM 

'YOU(PL.F) bought it' 'YOU(PL.F) will work' 

249a. sir-CJn-o 249b. ni-t!ot-CJn-o 

« buy:PF-l PL:SUBM-MVM IPL.SUBM-work: iMPF-lpL.SUBM-MVM 

'We bought it' 'We will work' 

As illustrated in the examples above, the verbs in the perfective and imperfective forms 

take one of the MVMS -u, -~ or -n. The selection of one of these markers seems to be 

determined by the person, number, and gender of the pronouns. Thus, Verbs with 3SF 

forms take the MVM -i in both the perfective and imperfective forms. Whereas verb 

forms with Is marker apply it only in the perfective form. Verbs in 3PL.M/F, 2PL.M/F and 

2SF forms, take the MVM -n in both the perfective and imperfective forms. On the other 

hand, in both the perfective and imperfective the verbs in 3SUBM, 2SUBM and IPL take the 

MVM -u. 
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Moreover, the verbs with Is forms take -u in the imperfective form. The final vowel -0 

of the third person singular masculine as in example (240a), the second person singular 

masculine as in example (242a), and the first person plural as in example (249a) 

conjugations is a merger of the vowel [d] and [u]. The following table summarized the 

MVMS used in the perfective and imperfective verb forms of Dobbi. 

The perfective verb forms The imperfective verb forms 

The main verb markers The main verb markers 

!person Singular Plural Person Singular Plural 

3m -u -n 3m -u -n 

f -i -n f -i -n 

2m -u -n 2m -u -n 

f -n -n f -n -n 

. 
1 -i -u 1 -u -u 

Table 3.15:Summary of the Main Verb Markers 

Contrastingly, the negative statements have no main verb markers in both the 

perfective and imperfect forms. The following few examples show this fact. 

Negative perfective verb forms 

250 a an-sir-d 

NEG-buy:PF-3sM:SUBM 

(He did not buy it'. 

251 a an-sir-dt t 

NEG-buy:PF-3sF.SUBM 

(She did not buy it' 

Negative imperfective verb forms 

250 b aj-tfot 

NEG:3sM.SUBM-workIMPF 

'He will not work' 

251 b. at-tfot 
NEG:3sF:SUBM-workIMPF 

'She will not work' 
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3.4.3.2 Agreement Markers 

Agreement markers are affixes that are used to show relationships between NPs and 

VPs in a clause. Thus, the agreement between subject NPs, Object NPs, and verbs is 

expressed by sets of pronominal affixes that indicate person, number, and gender, 

which are suffixes only or a combination of prefixes and suffixes. Subject agreement 

markers are suffixed on the verbs preceding the MVMS in the declarative constructions. 

However, they appear word finally in negative c;onstructions due to the fact that such 

statements lack MVMS. The subject markers are applied on the perfective, imperfective, 

and jussive verb forms. In the imperative and jussive, they are used as prefixes in 

referring the singular forms. 

However, when they refer to plural they become suffixes in the perfective and jussive 
• 

forms only. The following'table shows the summary of the subject agreement marking 

suffixes. The perfective, imperfective, and jussive verb forms. In the imperative and 

jussive they are used as prefixes in referring the singular forms. However, when they 

refer to plural they become suffixes in the perfective and jussive forms only. The 

following table shows the summary of the subject agreement marking suffixes. 

~e~ectiveverbfo~ ITmpe~ective verb fo~ Jussive verb fo~ 

Subject agreement m. Subject agreement m. Subject agreement m. 

!person Singular Plural lPerson Singular Plural Person Singular Plural 

3m -<J _mW 3m j- j- 3m j- _mW 

f -<Jtt -ma f t- j- f t- -ma 
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2m -ka -kmw 2m t- t- 2m --- ---

f -f -kma f t- t- f --- ---

I _kw -n;) 1 ;)- n- 1 n- n- .... -no 

Table 3.16 Summary of Subject Agreement Markers 

The following examples show the subject agreement markers, which are stated in the 

• above Table 3.11 used as a final suffix in the negative statements. 

• 

The negative perfective verb forms 

252. an-tfot-;) 

NEG-workPF-3sM.SUBM 

'He did not work' 

253. an-tfot-ott 

NEG-workpF-3sF.SUBM 

'She did not work' 

254. an-tfot-ka 

NEG-workpF -2SM.SUBM 

'You did not work' 

255. an-tfot-f 

NEG-workpF -2SF.SUBM 

'You (SF) did not work' 

256. an-tfot-kW 

NEG-workPF -lS.SUBM 

'I did not work' 

257. an-tfot-mW 

NEG-workPF-3PLM.SUBM 

'TheY(M) did not work' 
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258. an-tfot-rna 

NEG-work PP-3PLF .SUBM 

(TheY(F) did not work.' 

259. an-tfoti-krn w 

NEG-work:PF -2PLM.SUBM 

'YOU(PL.M) did not work.' 

260. an-tfoti-kma 
EG-workpF -2PLF.SUBM 

(You(PL.F) did not work.' 

261. an-tfoti-nd 
NEG-work:PF -lPL:SUBM 

'We did not work.' 

The subject markers in the imperfective verb forms appear as prefixes in the declarative 

statements. The following are some examples. 

262. j-itfot-u 

3SM.SUBM-work:rMPF-MVM 

'He will work.' 

263. t-itfot-i 

3SF:sUB.M-work:IMPF-MVM 

(She will work.' 

264. t-itfot-u 

2SM.SUBM work:IMPF-MVM 

'You will work.' 

265. t-itfuwetf-n 
2SF:SUBM-work:lMPF-MVM 

'You(sF)will work.' 
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266. <J-tfot-u 

Is. uBM-workIMPF-MVM 

'I will work.' 

267. j-itfot-mu-n 
3PLM.SUBM-work: IMPF- 3PLM.SUBM- MVM 

'They (M) will work.' 

268. j-itfot-ma-n 

3PLF. UBM-work:IMPF-3PLF.SUBM-MVM 

'TheY(F) will work.' 

269. n-itfot-<Jn-o 

1 PL.SUBM-work:IMPF-1 PL.SUBM-MVM 

'We will work.' 

Like subject agreement markers, object agreement markers are affixed on verbs. The 

following are representative examples. 

270. kJet'-enn-itt 

l<i1l:PF-3sM.OM-MVM 

'He killed him.' 

271. k'et'-enna-tt 

kill:PF-3sF.OM-MVM 

'He killed her. ' 

272. k'et'-eho-nn-itt 

kill:PF-2sM.SUBM-3SM.oM-MVM 

'You killed him.' 

273. kJet'-eh<J-nna-tt 

kill:PF-2SM.SUBM-3SF.OM-MVM 

'You killed her.' 
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... 

274. k'et'-ehu-nn-itt 

kill:PF-ls.SUB.M-3SUBM.OM-MVM 

'I killed him.' 

275. k'et'-ehu-nna-tt 

kill:PF-ls. UBM-3sF.OM-MVM 

'I killed her.' 

276. k'et'-etu-wa-tt 
kill:PF-3sF.SUBM-3SF.OM-MVM 

'She killed her.' 

277. k'et'-etu--tt 

kill:PF-3SF.SUBM-MVM 

'She killed him. ' 

278. k'et'-eSu-tt 
kill:PF-2SF .SUBM-MVM 

'YOU(SF) killed him.' 

279. k'et'-eSa-tt 
kill:PF-2sF.SUBM-MVM 

'YOU(SF) killed he. 

3.4.4 Derivation 

In Dobbi, derived verb stems are results of the process of reduplication and prefixation 

or by the combination of the two (i.e. reduplication plus prefixation). The derived verb 

stems express different senses such as passive, causative, reciprocal. 

3.4.4.1 Passive 

In Dobbi) the prefix tq- used as the derivational morpheme and when applied on 

transitive verb stems, the derived verb stems will have passive sense. Thus, the 
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derivational prefix td- is used as passive voice marker. In addition, when it is applied on 

pr sent perfect form of a transitive verb stem, it entails reciprocity (see section 3.8.6.4 

below).Consider the following examples. 

280. ()ga-ji ta-S()ttf-o () + U = 0) 

vllater-DEF PAss-drink:PF-3 M.OBJM:MVM 

The water was drunk' 

281. amb()ssa-yi td-7()di-o () + U = 0) 

Lion- DEF PAss-kill:PF-3sM.OBJM:MVM 

'The lion was killed' 

The derivational morpheme ta- is prefixed to transitive verb stem as shown on the 

above examples and express the passive voice. In these examples the patient of the 

action is indicated by the pronominal suffixes on the verbs. However, there is no 

overtly realizing morpheme, which identifies the agent subject pronoun. 

3.4.4.2 Causative 

Causative verb sterns are formed by attaching the causative morpheme at-to the 

transitive or intransitive verbs. The following are representative examples. 

Perfective Verb Gloss Derived Form Gloss 

282. laggdd-o 'He touched it' al-Ieggddo 'He caused someone to touch' 

• 283. S()tf-o 'drink' as-setJ'o 
, 'He caused someone to drink' 

284. w()k:o 'hit' ati-wekb 'He caused someone to hit' 

285. W()]1Jl-o 'cry' ati-W()flflO 'He caused someone to cry' 

286. tfot-o 'work' atJ-tfoto 'He caused someone to work' 

Table 3.17: the causative morpheme at- prefixed on transitive & intransitive verbs 
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The t of the causative morpheme t- assimilate to the initial consonant sound of the stern 

when it is a lateral, an alveolar fricative, or palatal affricate sounds as examples (282, 

283, and 286) above. 

3.4.4.3 Iterative 

In Dobbi) the penultimate consonant of the verb stern is reduplicated to express the 

repetition or recurrence of the action. In this process the aspectl;lal vowel tJ is changed 

to i and a after the first and the second radical respectively as in examples (287, 288, 

and 289) below. 

Perfective Gloss Frequentative Gloss 

287. SlTO 'He bought it' si7CJro 'He bought it repeatedly' 

288. dtJbbtJZo 'He added' dibbabtJZo 'He added repeatedly.' 

289. waddtJfO 'He fell down' widdadtJfo 'He fell down repeatedly' 

290. ~7CJgo 'He swept it' drQ7CJgo 'He swept it repeatedly' 

Table 3.18:the reduplication of the penultimate consonant 

3.4.4.4 Reciprocal 

The derivational morpheme td-is prefixed to a present perfect verb stern to form a 

reciprocal verb stern. The reciprocal verb stern shows that the action has reciprocity or 

two way performance of an action. The following are few examples. 

• Perfective Gloss Reciprocal Gloss 

29l. wtJkkbm 'He has hit sb' td-wak'k'tJmwn 'They hit each other.' 

292. stJddtJbtJm 'He has insulted' td-siddadtJbimum 'They insulted each 

other' 

293. t'ejjtJftJm 'He has asked' td-djjajtJ 7imwn They asked each other. 

Table 3.19: Summary of subject agreement markers tc)-
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3.4.5 Possession and Obligation 

3.4.5.1 Possession 

Possession is expressed by the morpheme inm- and by subject and object markers in 

the affirmative constructions, whereas enneJ- is used in the negative constructions. In 

possession construction the subject agreement marker refers to the possessed noun, 

while the object marker refers the possessor noun: 

294. 

Tamlru gijeJ inneJ-nnit 

Tamiru dog exist:PF:3sM.SUBM-OM 

'Tamru has a dog'. 

295. 

zuJan gijeJ innCJ-nat 
Zufan dog exixtPF:3SUBM-OM:3SF 

'Zufan has a do g. )) 

296. 

tamiru gij eJ ennCJ-nin 
Tamiru dog exist: NEG-3SUBM: OM 

'Tamiru does not have a dog'.' 

297. 

zuJan gijeJ ennCJ-nil 

Zufan gijC) exist:NEG-3SF:OM 

Zufan does not have a dog." 

3.4.5.2 Obligation 

The applicative morpheme -b indicates an obligation of a certain action expressed by 

the verb and is followed by object agreement marker. In other words, obligation is 
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expressed by the applicative morpheme -b followed by object agreement marker on the 

verb. 

298. 

Sabla wCJ-tfut ji-nna-b-at 

Sdbld to-work 3sF-exist:PF:-APL-3SF 

'Sabld doesn't have to work'. 

299. 

sdbld Wd-tSut 
sabIa GER-work 

e-nnd-b-a 

NEG-existPF:3sUBM: -APL-3sF 

'Seble does not have to work.' 

300 

kija wa-tfut ba-nnCJ-b-at 

she GER-work 3SF-exist:3sUBM-APL-3SF 

'She had to work' 

301 

kija wa-tfut an-ndbdrd-b-a 

she GER-work NEG-live:PF:3sUBM-APL-3sF 

'She had not to work' 

Obligation in the past tense is expressed by the applicative morpheme -b and the 

prefix ba- attached onto the verb in the affirmative construction. Whereas, in the 

negative construction instead of the verb (i)nna 'exists' perfective conjugation form 

• nabaTCJ 'live' is used. 
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Chapter Four: Syntax 

4.1 Types of Sentences 

4.1.1 Simple Declarative Sentence 

Sentences can be categorized into simple and complex. A simple sentence is a sentence 

that consists of an independent clause with a single predicate. Simple sentences can be 

classified into copular and non-copular clauses. Copular clause may use a variety of 

suppletive morphemes to show the tense. On the other hand, non-copular clauses (or 

verbal clauses) on the contrary, use different aspectual forms to show the aspect 

of a single lexical constituent. 

Dobbi simple sentences, like Amharic and some other Ethio-Semitic languages 

normally exhibit subject-object-verb (SOV) word order. Thus, the verb comes last in a 

sentence. 

However, the position of adverbs is not fixed; most often they occur sentence initially 

and sometimes sentence medially but never sentence finally. On the other hand, 

modifiers such as, genitives, adjectives, and relative clauses precede the head noun in 

a noun phrase construction. Moreover, quantifiers and demonstratives precede the 

head noun in a noun phrase. 

Dobbi is a pro-drop language that shows agreement with the subject and with other 

non-subject Arguments on the verb. In other words, subject and non-subject 
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Arguments need not be occurred overtly in sentences as their reference is indicated on 

the verb. In the literature, we usually observe that traditionally sentences are classified 

into three major types: these are declarative, interrogative, and imperative. In 

addition, these terms are used confusingly with other terms such as statement, 

question, and command interchangeably or simply by mixing them together. In this 

regard, Lyons (1977 :745) criticizes the traditional grammar approach as follows: 

... we shall be concerned with what are traditionally regarded as the 

three main classes of sentences. Most grammars, however, do not 

distinguish systematically between sentences and utterances. 

Throughout our discussion we shall maintain the terminological 

distinctions that have already been introduced, using 'statement' 

question', and 'command' for utterances with a particular 

illocutionary force and 'declarative', 'interrogative', and 'imperative' 

for sentences with a particular grammatical structure 

Therefore, Lyons (1977:745) argues that most grammars fail to make terminological 

distinctions between sentences and utterances. Thus, according to him declarative, 

interrogative, and imperative are sentences, whereas statements, question, and 

command are utterances. Consequently, we can understand from this explanation that 

these two sets of terms are used to express two different levels i.e. sentence level and 

utterance level representation respectively. Lyons goes on explaining that 'the typical 

statement will have the form of a simple declarative sentence; and that assertion 

is an illocutionary act, which, when combined with a propositional act, makes the 

utterance into a statement. 
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Nonetheless, nowadays scholars explain sentence types in terms of the grammatical 

structure and function of sentences. In explaining types of sentence, Palmer (1986:23) 

following Lyons employs tenns such as declarative, interrogative, and imperative to 

refer to types of sentences, and he uses terms such as statements, questions, and 

commands for utterances, which correspond, with the terms used for sentences. 

In Dobbi, three structural categories or sentence types are distinguished: these are 

declarative, interrogative, and imperative/jussive sentence types. Thus, in this section 

emphasis is placed on the three types of sentences. 

Various languages use structural means for marking interrogative and optative, and to 

lesser degree, imperative sentences. However, 'declaratives tend to be formally 

• unmarked cross-linguistically. Lyons (1968:307). Following his discussion of 

.. 

• 

declaratives, Palmer (1986:28). States the following: 

In many languages, however, declaratives are completely unmarked in 

tenus of modality and may therefore, be said to be unmodalized. That 

does not preclude their being incorporated into the modal system as the 

unmarked term, but there are two different, though often related, senses 

of marking'. A term may be said to be form ally unmarked within a 

particular system if it is associated with absence of any of the 

morphological or other formal markers associated with the other tenus in 

the system. Thus, in English the declarative is associated with absence of 

any modal verb and in other languages with absence of certain particles 

or suffixes 
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Thus, from this explanation we can understand that unlike the other types of sentences 

declarative sentences are unmarked in their structures. In other words, sentences with a 

simple propositional act without any morphological or structural marking are said to 

be declaratives. These sentences can be classified into simple and relative clauses. We 

will discuss them turn by turn as follows. 

4.1.1.1 Simple Declarative Clauses 

As already stated, simple declarative clause comprises an independent clause and only 

a single predicate. Thus, it can be constructed with a main verb, copular verb, and 

adjectival or nominal predicates. In the following illustrative examples, a simple clause 

with a no~n phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP) will be provided. 

1. 

miss-i. sir-<J-m 

man-OEF goat buy:PF-3sM.SUBM-PPF 

'The man has bought a goat'. 

2. 

miss- i 

man-DEF 

j<J-mift-i 

woman-DEF 

a33-<Jn-na-m 

see: -3SF.OM-PPF 

'The man has seen the woman.' 

3 

tik<J-ji 1TlllZ-i ji-b<Jja-w 

bOY-OEF banana-OfF 3SM.SUBM-eat-MVM 

'The boy is eating the banana.' 

In the simple declarative sentences, adverbs precede the clause final verbs as 

illustrated in the following examples. 

4. 
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a.gtJTdd-i b~ss - att-i 

gir]-DEF yesterday Come-3SF-MVM 

'The girl came yesterday.' 

5 

a.miss-i 

6 

man-DEF 

'The man 

a.tesfaye 
Tesfaye 

'Tesfaye 

digg be,nn 

slow-say.cv 

has gone' 

ta tam~ JIJ1a ift 

ef- ~-m 

go-3SM.SUBM-PFF 

slowly.' 

a day before yesterday 

drank milk' 

<Jf"awt 
milk 

a day before 

s~tf-o 

drink-3SM.MVM 

yesterday' 

The simple declarative clause can be classified into affirmative declarative and 

negative declarative sentences or clauses. These clauses are demonstrated in the 

following examples. 

7 

a.miss-i ft~ sir-~-m 

man-DEF goat 

(The man has 

b.miss-i 

man-DEF 

(The man 

buy- 3SM.SUBM-PPF 

bought a goat' 

goat 

did not 

an-si:r-~-m 

vl.SUBM-PPF 

buy a goat' 

As can be observed from the above examples, both the affirmative and the negative 

sentences use no morphological or structural means to indicate their being declarative 

sentences. However, the negative declarative sentence is identified by having a verb 

marked with negative morpheme an-, which is prefixed onto the verb s~m (buy' as in 

example (7b) above. 
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4.1.1.2 Simple Copular Clauses 

In Dobbi, the simple declarative sentence can be constructed by employing copular 

verbs. Copular clauses make use of different suppletive morphemes to specify the tense 

of the clause. Copular sentences are considered to be sentences with a subject and 

predicate where the subject represents a patient of state. Consequently, the subject of a 

copular sentence is not agent of an action rather it is like a patient of state. In such 

sentences, the predicate can be either a noun or an adjective. The following are 

illustrative examples. 

8. 

Tariku 
Tariku 

astamari-n 
teac her -cOP 

'Tariku is a teacher' 

9. 

innam-i fojja-n 
COW-DF.F good-cop 

'The cow is good'.' 

As observed in examples (8 and 9) above the sentence do not take main verbs rather 

they take copular verb -n, which is suffixed onto a noun and an adjective respectively. 

The above sentences have a nominal and adjective predicate, which are denoted by 

ast:Jmarin and fojjan respectively. In the first sentence (8) Tariku is a patient subject i.e. 

• patient of state of being a teacher whereas, in the second sentence (9) innam is patient 

subject standing for the state of being good. 
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4.1.1.3 Nominal Clauses 

Nominal clauses can be classified into two: locative predicates that specify the location 

of the subject, and non-locative predicates, which attribute a quality of the subject or 

express equation. 

4.1.1.3.1 . Locative Clauses 

Locative clauses refer to state of affairs or location where the subject is found. The 

locative morpheme b()- is attached onto the noun that refer to the place and the copula 

suffix -n is also attached on it in the affirmative but the copula does not exist in the 

negative instead the negative morpheme ankon() 'is not' is used. The following are 

illustrative examples. 

10 . 

Tamiru b()-d;jirruna-n 

Tamiru LOc-d3imma-cop 

Tarniru is in Jimma.' 

II. 

M()ngtstu b()-d;jirruna ankon;;J 

M~mglstu LOc-d3imma is not 

Mengistu is not in Jimrna.' 

Locative in the past tense is expressed by the morpheme bann- ' was there' in 

• the affirmative and ann()b()r- 'was not there' in the negative structure. 

12. 

tQ1Tl3 J1Jla mlSS-l b()-bet 

yesterday man-DEF LaC -house 

'Yesterday the man was at home'.' 

bann-()-u 

there was-3SM.SUBM.MVM 
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13. 

tamdJ1J1.a miss-i b()-bet 

yesterday man-DEF LOc-house there was-3SM.SUBM 

'Yesterday the man was not at home'.' 

14. 

tQJ11d J1J1.a 

yesterday 

mifit-i b<J-bet 
Woman-DEF LOC-house 

(Yesterday the woman was at home." 

4.1.1.3.2 Equative Clause 

, 

b QI/Il() -t-i 
there was-3SF.SUBM-MVM 

An equative clause describes the feature or property of its subject, and contains a 

subject complement. It is typically represented by a copula. In DobbiJ the equative 

clause is marked by the copula -n that is suffixed onto the predicate noun phrase. The 

following are representative examples. 

15. 

kWa ftjja ndgade-n 

he good merchant-cop.3sM 

'He is a good merchant." 

16. 

kija dfo astdmari-na 
she bad teacher-coP.3sF 

'She is a bad teacher." 

When the predicate noun phrase carries a possessive suffix, it precedes the copula as in 

the following examples. 

17. 

tamiru gWdbbe:J1j1Q.-n 
Tamiru brother-pos-coP.3sM 

'Tamiru is my brother' 
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18. 

fasH jCJ-za11db(}t! gW(}bbe-n 

FasiJ P05-zenebech brother-cop .35M 

'Fasil is zenebech's brother'.' 

4.1.2 Imperative 

Like the declarative sentences, the imperative sentences are unmarked. In Dobbi, we 

can classify imperatives sentences into two: 'Regular imperative' and 'Polite 

imperative.' 'Regular imperative' is used for expressing orders or directives and for 

instructing as to how to perform or work out something. It can be used in the second 

person singular or plural form of the verb. The second person plural form of the verb 

describes the 'Polite imperative'. 

Thus, the second person plural form of the verb denotes both the 'Regular imperative' 

(i.e. order that refers to more than one person) and the 'Polite imperative' sentences. In 

other words, this means that the verb does not take any additional morpheme to 

indicate the polite imperative sentence. 

It is noteworthy that in Dobbi the 'Polite imperative' and polite expressions in general 

are used only for priests, azmach 'war leader' and father and mother-in-Iaws, and it is 

expressed in the second person plural form of the imperative verb. It is clear that the 

speaker uses 'Polite imperative' to show act of imploring or beseeching order. In other 

words, it does not express forceful order like the use of must. The following are 

illustrative examples. 
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19. 

ttJziki ruJ - h.d 

here come: IMPF-2sM.SUBM 

'Come here'.' 

20. 

ttJziki ruJ-f 

here come: IMPF-2SF.sUBM 

'You (sF) 'come here' 
• 

2l. 

ttJziki ruJ -hi.m 

here come:[MPF-2PLM.SUBM 

'You (PLM)come here'.' 

22. 

ttJziki nq-hima 

here come:IMP-2PLF.SUBM 

'You (PLF) come here'.) 

As can be observed in examples (21 and 22) the verbs are in the second person plural 

form expressing both polite imperative and regular imperative. Thus, when the speaker 

uses the sentences in referring to a single individual the sentences express polite 

imperative meaning. On the other hand, when the speaker uses these sentences in 

referring to more than one person, then such sentences express simple regular 

imperative meaning. Therefore, one can conclude that the 2person plural form of the 

verb can be used to express both regular and polite imperative meanings. 

Negative imperative clauses 

Like the declarative sentences, the imperative sentences can be classified into 

affirmative and negative. Thus, we would have affirmative imperative sentences and 

negative imperative sentences. The negative imperative sentence is expressed by 
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prefixing the negative prefix at- onto the second person singular or plural imperative 

form of the verb. The following examples demonstrate this fact. 

23. 

ba zi. atd-s tf 

here EG-drink:IMPF-2 M.SUBM 

'Do not drink here.' 

• 24. 

bozi atti-stf-im 

here EG-drink :lMPF-2PLM.SUBM 

'Do not drink here.' 

In example (24) aoove, the verb is in the second person plural imperative form, 

which can express simple regular imperative when the speaker gives order to more 

than one person. At the same time, it also expresses polite imperative when the 

• speaker applies it to order a single individual. 

Moreover, in Dobbi there is an imperative construction, which expresses an 'emphatic 

order. Consequently, the negative interrogative form accompanied with a high 

intonation expresses 'emphatic order.' Thus, in Dobbi, the imperative verb ef 'go' 

(2SUBM:IMP), expresses simple order (or represents regular imperative sentence). 

Whereas, its negative interrogative counterpart i.e., attifi "Don't you go?' accompanied 

with a high intonation expresses 'emphatic order.' This kind of imperative in Dobbi is 
• 

understood as entailing punishment if the order is not complied with. 
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4.1.3 Interrogative 

4.1.3.1 Affirmative Polar Interrogatives 

In Dobbi, there are two types of interrogatives: polar interrogatives, which involve a 

'yes' or 'no' answer and content interrogatives. Generally, the polar interrogative is 

characterized by a rising tone on the final syllable. Like the case in declarative clauses, 

interrogative clauses in Dobbi are subject to polarity; hence involve affirmative and 

negative forms. The following are few illustrative examples: 

25. 

ind3;} raj i ni-tfo t -inn6 

ind3dra-DEF 3pL. SUBM -bal<e:IMPF-3PL.SUBM 

'We will bake the ind3dra?' 

26 . 
• aster ind3fa ti-tJot-a 

Aster bread 3SF.SuBM-bake:IMPF-3SF.sUBM 

'Aster bakes bread?' 

27. 

aster ind3;}ra ti-tfot-ti mj? 

Aster ind3dra 3sF-bake-3sF DISCO 

'Is Aster baking ind3dra?' 

4.1.3.2 Negative Polar Interrogative 

• In Dobbi, The negative polar interrogative is characterized the negative prefix an-

which is attached on the verb and a rising tone on the final syllable. The following are 

illustrative examples. 
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an-ef-CJ ' 

NEG-gO:PF-3sM.SUBM.INTR 

'Didnt he go?' 

b) kWa b' an- CJs-a 
h e NEG-Come:PF.3 M.SUBM. INTR 

'Didnt he come?' 

c) kija an-by-cit 
she NEG - eatPF-3SF.SUBM. INTR 

'Didnt she eat?' 

an-zeng-CJ 
NEG-Speak:PF-3sM.SUBM.INTR 

'Didnt he speak?' 

e) am an-sCJ tf-CJ hU 
NEG-drink: PF-lS.SUBM.INTR 

'Didnt I drink?" 

wat-i an-pd3-CJ ' 
work-DEF EG-finish:PF-3sM.SUBM.INTR 

'Didnt he finish his job?" 

4.1.3.3 Content Interrogatives 

Non-polar interrogatives are questions that are used to ask for new information instead 

of asking for ascertaining or denying the already stated information. The non-polar 

interrogatives include interrogative words (wh question words) or interrogative-elliptic 

phrases. In Dobbi, syntactically, such structures follow the same pattern as their 

equivalents of declarative sentences. The only difference between them would be the 

presence or absence of the interrogative-word. In other words, interrogative-words are 
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present in the case of interrogative sentences, whereas they are absent in the case of 

declarative sentences. Compare the following sentences. 

29. 

j-aha bet e tta -n 

ross-you house where-cop 

'Where is your house?' 

30. 

j-aha bet 

poss-you house 

'Your house' 

As can be observed from the above examples, the difference between (29) and (30) is 

the presence of the interrogative word with the copula suffixed onto it i.e. ettc-n in 

example (29) and the absence of it in example (30). Now, we will first introduce the 

• question-words, and then discuss interrogative structures with question-words and 

then discus interrogative sentences with question-words, the elliptic interrogative 

phrases, and non- verbal interrogatives. 

4.1.3.4 Content Questions 

The content interrogative words or the wh question words are used to construct 

interrogative question. Unlike English, no inversion of auxiliary verb with subject NP 

is apparent in Dobbi. Instead, the wh question words occur in a given sentence and 

construct interrogative sentence. The following are wh question-words in Dobbi. 

31.a) rna 

WhO.NOM 
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'Who?' 

b) mi7e 
wha 

'What?' 

c) etta 
where 

• 'Where?" 

d) matJ() 
when 

'When?' 

e) j()-mi7e 

GEN-what 

'Why?' 

• 
f) j()-ma 

GEN-who 

'Whose? ' 

g) ett-i 

where-def 

'which one (M)' 

ett-ina 

where-DEF.F 

'Which one (F)' 
• i) min 'kam 

how? 

'How' 

The following sample sentences show as to how the wh question words are 
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used to construct interrogative sentences. 

32 

za gdTdd 'la-na 

that girl who -COP.F 

'Who is That' girl?' 

33. 

mza denga imma 

those boys 3PL-who 

'Who are those boys?' 

34. 

za 

that 

'What is that?' 

35 

za mi7e-na 

mi7e-n 

what-cop M 

that what- COP.F 

'What is that?' 

36 

qga 

water 

mm 

3PL.M.COP 

mqtfd ti-sdtf -u 

When 2SM.SUBM-drink:PF-MVM 

'When do you drink water?' 

In Dobbi, the interrogative words exhibit phonological similarity, which can lead us to 

an assumption that they may be morphologically complex derivatives, at least 

etymologically. Since, this study is synchronic in its nature it cannot capture such 

discrepancies. Thus, it would be difficult to identify all units involved in the question 

words, that indicate the exact function or meaning they are associated with. 
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However, based on the units recurring in the interrogative word paradigm it is possible 

to note that the interrogative words attested in Dobbi can be reduced into two basic 

underlying bound question forms, m- and ett- from in which all the forms listed above 

could be derived. 

Moreover, it is possible to set the distribution of such forms by saying that the form 

ma occurs as personal question words (31a, and f above) whereas m~ occurs as 

interrogative word that asks for reason (see 31e above). In addition, mtJ, occurs as 

interrogative word that asks for time (see 31d above) and ett occurs as interrogative 

word to ask place (31c above). 

The interrogative pronoun ett-i 'where (definite)' can occur as an elliptic noun phrase 

• with a meaning 'which one.' The use of 'where' as a base for an expression 'which one' 

is a common phenomenon in Ethiopian languages such as in Amharic, the form jtJt-u 

'which one (masculine), constitutes jtJt where' and a masculine definite marker -u and 

jtJt-uwa 'which one (feminine), constitutes jtJt 'where' and a feminine definite marker -

uwa. 

Similarly, in Dobbi the form ett-i 'which one (masculine), constitutes ett 'where' and a 

masculine definite marker -i and ett-ina 'which one (feminine), constitutes ett 'where' 

and a feminine definite marker -ina. 

4.1.4 Complex Sentence 

A complex sentence consists of an independent clause and one or more dependent 
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clauses. Unlike a dependent clause an independent clause can stand alone as a 

sentence i. e. it expresses a complete thought. 

4.1.4.1 Relative Clauses 

In Dobbi the relative clause is not introduced by a relative pronoun. Rather the relative 

• clause is introduced by the morpheme j'a-, which can be prefixed onto the relativised 

• 

verb. 

37 
miss-i 
man-DEF 

'The man 

tiJ<m 
want 

found 

jd-ndbdTd -ji gtJlod 
REL-was-DEF knife 

the knife that he is 

agdjljl-d-ni-m 
find:PF-3suBM. PPF 

looking for.' 

In DobbiJ a subject or an object of a clause can be relativized. In such 

constructions, the relative verb agrees with the head of the relative clause in 

person number, and gender as in the following examples. 

38. 

fajljld7- jd-sir-CJma-ji insiJta mot-iman 
goat-DEF REL-buy-3PLF-DEF women die:PF-3PLF 

'The women who bought the goat died.' [Sub. relativized] 

In DobbiJ the definite marker can be suffixed on only the relativized noun 

4.1.4.2 Conditional Clauses 

A clause, which is subordinated or dependent on another clause, is known as a 

conditional or a subordinate clause. Thus, the conditional clause is dependent of the 

main clause. In other words, a complete meaning or sense of the conditional clause 
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emerges from the main clause. 

39 

j'dhija W-'d.) b'd-J'd kWa ji-b'ds-o 
her to-s e if- want he 3SM.SUBM-com e:IMPF-MVM 

'If he wants to see her, he will come.' 

40 

zi m'ddanit b'd-s'dtf'-'dh'd ti-mWot-u 
this medicine if -drink-2SSuMB 3SM .SuBM-die:IMPF-MVM 

'If you drink this medicine, you will die.' 

4.1.4.3 Temporal Clause 

A temporal clause is a dependent clause that can modify the state of affairs in the main 

clause. In other words, the temporal clause modifies the main clause in terms of time. 

The relational prefix ti-usually expresses the dependent temporal clause. Consider the 

following illustrative examples: 

41. 

tamiru ti-b'dsa bora-ji j'd-wisidi-n 

Tamiru 3 M.SUBM-come.IMPF oX-DEF 3SM.SUBM-tak e-MVM 

'when Tamiru comes, let him take the ox.' 

42. 

al.'dmu b'd-b'dsa foTdz-i j'd-wisidi-n 

Alamu 3SM.SUBM-come.IMPF horse-DEF 3SM.SUBM-take-MVM 

'If Alemu comes, let him take the horse'.' 

In examples (41) and (42) the dependent clauses Tamiru ti-b'dsa 'when Tamiru comes' 

and Aldmu b'd -b'dsa 'If Alemu comes' modify the main clauses bora-ji j'd- wisidi-n 'let him 

take the ox' and foTdz-i j'd -wisidi-n' in terms of time respectively. The state of affairs 
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expressed in the main clause can be modified in terms of time by the state of affairs 

expressed in the dependent clause preceding it. In other words, the dependent clause 

modifies the main clause in terms of time by preceding it. Observe the following 

illustrative examples: 

43 . 
• 

aZ;Jmu i-b;Jsa-sin i-k'ira-nnit 

he aldmu 3SM-com e.1MPF-until LOc-house 3SM.suBM-wait: IMPF-3sM.OBM 

'He waits at home until Alemu comes." 

44. 

tariku be-timihirt bet i-b;Jsa-sin 

Tariku from-school 3 M.SUBM-com e IMPF he coffee drink :PF-MVM 

'He drank coffee until Tariku comes from school'.' 

• 
4.1.4.4 Complement Clauses 

In Dobbi, the complement clauses are introduced by the relative 'or the infinitive 

morpheme we- and take the direct object position. 

45 

wtJrkJu jaraz je-sir-;Jmm s;Jm-ahw-i 

w;:}rk U horse REL-buy:PF-3SM.SUBM hear:PF: lS.SUBM-MVM 

"I heard that Worku bought (a) horse.' 

• 46 

jonas m;Jkina w;J-s;Jr-;J-hut ke-hw·i 
yon as car vN-buy:PF-3 M.sUBM -DISCO know:PF-lS.SUMB.MVM 

'I know that Yonas bought (a) car.' 

In example (45), w;Jrk'u jaraz j;J -sira-h;Jma 'that Worku bought a horse' is the 
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complement clause that completes the main clause s'dmahwi (I heard', being introduced 

by the relative morpheme je- and filling the direct object position. Similarly, in 

example 231, jonCLS m(}kina W(}-s'dT<J-hut is the complement clause that completes the 

main clause kehwi (I know', being introduced by the infinitive morpheme W'd- and 

occupying the direct object position. We can observe from the above examples (45) 

and (46) that the complement clauses occur in the direct object position with the verbs 

of cognition i.e. S(}nl-(to hear' and ke- (to know' respectively . 
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Chapter Five: Texts 

In this chapter, some selected Dobbi texts, which represent the different genres such 

as, narrations, stories, and riddle, are presented. The texts are transcribed in IPA and 

are grouped into two parts. In the first part, the selected texts are analyzed into 

interlinear texts at sentence level following the Leipzig Glossing Rules, Conventions for 

interlinear morpheme -by-morpheme glosses. Thus, next to each· Dobbi text, interlinear 

analysis is presented. The transcribed and translated sentences or phrases are 

presented using four level tiers. In the first tier, sentences are presented in Dobbi 

language , in the second tier sentences are chunked into morphemes, in the third tier 

glosses of the morphemes for tier two are given and in tier four, free translations of 

sentences for tier one is presented. 

Then, the first narration jomoslk~l bo7al akdbabor 'Celebration of the Invention of the 

True Cross Festival' is fully transcribed, translated, and annotated through the Elan 

software. The Elan annotation of this narration is converted into Micro soft word 

program and annexed in the appendix section. The brief story of the extinct Dobbi 

tradition conviction called 'Mujet' is prepared in English and annexed in the appendix 

section too . 
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5.1 Invention of the True Cross 

file:C:\U sers\user\Desktop\Ye Meskel Beal Akebaher beDobbi Gurage.eaf 

Speaker:- Tadele Bogale (Dobbi Language Consultant) 

rf 001 

tx bCJDdhi Gurage wissit' jCJTrnsJlOl bCJJal akCJbabCJr 

ps P N N p N N v 

ge in Dobbi Grurage in of Meskel holyday celebration 

ft The Invention of the True Cross holyday celebration in Dobbi. 

rf 002 

tx bCJDobbi Gurage wissit'jCJmCJslk~l 

ps P N N p N 

ge In Dobbi Gurage, the invention of the True Cross 

ft In Dobbi Gurage, the invention of the True Cross 

rf 003 

tx bCJ Jal akCJbabCJr b CJ Ii Trn lCJ kCJ 14 

ps N N V 

ge holyday celebration in relation to 

ft regarding to the celebration of the holyday 

rf 004 

tx bi3d ib Wille inno. 

ps AD] V V 

ge many say there are 

ft there are so many thing 

rf 005 

tx mCJsik~l wCJbe bCJDobbi Gurage hizili zCJnd bCJt'am jikCJbbCJr bCJ7al mben. 

ps N V P N N N ADV ADV V N V 

ge True C. means in Dobbi Gurage people among so much celebrated holyday 
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ft The Tru Cross holyday is highly celebrated among the Dobbi 

Gurage 

rf 006 

tx ldmisale sCJb uuum ld-71'k}si.k~l bCJ'lal beCJm 

ps N N ADJ P N N VC 

ge for example person everyone for Meskel holyday having said 

ft For example, everyone for the invention of the True Cross holyday 

rf 007 

tx ba7im ba'lim hut jib Wuje jisCJtfije jazigad3u 

ps N N N N v 
ge according to his capacity something to eat to drink prepare 

ft According to his capacity everyone prepares something to eat and 

drink. 

rf 008 

tx zim tinnibiTld infita t;}gilmot;} WOrd k~rdimam kib jan.CJrlnnan 

ps DEM V N N N V N V 

ge this when we say women from May month starting butter will melt 

ft When we say this, women starting the month of May, will melt butter. 

rf009 

tx mikinij atimhuta b<J-gilmot;} WOrd k'<Jddam bejimam jan.CJt'drimoj kfb 

ps CONJ N P N N ADJ V V N 

ge because in May month earlier say they will melt butter 

ft Because butter, which is melted earlier in the month of May 

rf 010 

tx tijib wuwe jitfomu l<J t'eniTldtim b<Jt'am faja-n 

ps v V P N ADV · ADJ-cop 

ge while eating taste good for health so much good it is 
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ft It tastes good while eating it and irs so much good for health. 

rf 011 
tx za sildh IVCJ11dm lCJ-rrosik~ l bCJ7al beCJmam imIta bCJmulCJ 

pS OEM CDNJ P N N CV N ADJ 

ge that therefore for Meskel holyday having said women all in all 

ft because of that the whole women for the Meskel holyday 

rf 012 

tx k'CJddCJm bejimam kib janCJt'iriman 

ps AOV V N V 

ge earlier say butter melt 

ft they melt butter in advance. 

rf 013 
tx buji jatift7iman lelamlela7e wCJzigadS janCJWCJ jCJ-migib ajinCJt 

ps V AOJ VN V P N AD 

ge f. banana chop other prepare must of food kind 

ft They scratch false banana and do some other things like preparing 

some kind of food which must be done 

rf 014 

tx ma jCJ-mCJt'CJt' ajinCJt jazCJgadsiman 

ps CONJ P N ADJ V 

ge and of drink kind prepare 

ft and they prepare different kind of drinks. 

rf 015 

tx lCJmisale bCJ-k!b anCJt'afCJr zWunja att jibWuj kCJ'ld inno 

ps N P N VN N ADJ V 

ge for example about butter melting area one say 

For example, there is a jock about melting of butter. 
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rf 016 

tx zim scmCJ! mift mCJtfCJ k!b tanCJt'irqxCJma ina k!mutfe mift m()tf() kfb 

ps DEM ADJ N PRO N v CONJ ADJ N PRO N 

ge this lazy woman when butter melt and smart woman when butter 

ft when will a lazy woman melt butter? and when will a smart woman 

melt butter? 

rf 017 

tx tanCJt'irqxCJma 

ps V 

melt show is ge 

ft will show us the time when a smart woman melt butter. 

rf 018 

tx ababalim ikki jibi7en k'ibaf jCJ-gilmot'a bWonam bCJ-gulibCJt'a inna 

ps VN ADJ V N P N V P N CONJ 

ge means DSC like REL-mean is your butter of May enter in knee and 

ft This means that your butter melted on the month of May entered in 

the knee and 

rf 019 

tx k'ibaf 

ps N 

j-amile 

P N 

nasse ZibilebCJhutnCJsse jib wujit 

N V V 

ge your butter of July August it burns me it is being said 

ft your butter melted on the months of July and August burns my 

stomach. 

rf020 

tx ina zi sildhwdnCJ ijanidandi mift wdzigad3 jannCJwCJ7e bdmuZd jazdgadJU 

ps CONJ OEM CONJ ADJ N VN V N V 

ge and this happen every woman need as a whole they prepare 

ft 'therefore every woman prepares what is needed to be prepared.' 

rf021 
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tx inJita zi b<Jh 1"(Jnd j(JtiJk~si-nej jaz<Jgad;ji-ma7e 

ps D M V V . V PRO 

b<J-hW<Jn<J b<Jmisass<Jf 

P V N 

ge women this it happens of we mentioned they prepare if it happens 

with men 

ft If women prepared what being mentioned, what will be expected from 

men? 

rf022 

tx mae jilc'kIrwo bijibWuj 

ps PRO V V 

ge what will be remained? Inquired. 

ft what will be left for the men to do? 

rf 023 

tx l<Jmisale M<Jsik~l b<Jw<JTCma k IVwet W<JT'd tiji7er 

ps N N N ADJ N v 

ge for example True C. of a month or two is left 

ft for example when a month or two left for the festival 

rf024 

tx k'<JTdsimum dttfa 

ps V N 

jiftlit'imun 

V 

ge beginning wood they cut 

ft they begin cutting wood. 

rf 25 

ps N N N V N V 

ge of True C. day thier cattle what they graze grass they will fence it 

ft On the True Cross celebration day, they fenced the grass that their 

cattle may graze. 

rf026 
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tx zol 

ps AD] 

nejat'CJjan 

v N 

ge destroyer not to be destroyed with strictly fenced ft 

They strictly keep or protect it from destroyers. 

rf027 

tx attat missasa j()-masik~ljard3i bora k'addam bemum bawasard 

ps AD] N P N V N AD] V V 

ge some men for True C. to slaughter ox in advance by buying they feed it. 

ft Some men buy and feed their ox in advance that will be slaughtered on 

the festival.' 

rf028 

tx wajim j-anisiramike bahwanam jatik'el aba bora la-wasard birr 

ps CON] P N V AD] N P V N 

ge or they did not buy if of Meskel ox to buy money they accurnilate . 

ft Or if they did not buy an ox, they save money to buy a well fed ox 

rf 029 

tx za jasabasamWuj irrezimum gabaja bavvejinno jeb Wuje bora jisiramun 

ps DEM V V N VN V N V 

ge that they accumulate money by going market they buy the best ox 

ft Having the money they saved they go to the market to buy the well 

fed ox 

rf 030 

tx bi3a gizija ja-Dobbi tib jinabu ba-btama silahwana b()zih M()sik'al 

p s ADJ N P N N V P N CONJ DEM N . 

ge most time of Dobbi boy lives in the town therefore in this festival 

ft As Dobbi person usually lives in town, for the festival 

rf 031 
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t:x b() Jal be ltd m jiXWl jib()so 

ps N ADV v v 
ge holyday where ever he is he will come 

ft he will come from where he lives 

rf032 

tx bib()sa gizij() bettJs()b()]1]1a wad()ssit jin()biw 

ps v N N VN V 

ge when come time parents my to please 

ft When he comes he is expected to please his parents, 

rf033 

tx j()-z()ndiro M()sik~l 

ps P N N 

ge of this year True Cross festival 

ft for this year festival 

rf034 

tx bora antJ ()siro lijubij jitfilu 

ps N PRO V V V 

ge ox I will buy he could say 

ft he would say I will buy ox 

rf 035 

tx za sil()hwon() b()bijani m()s()rot bettJs()b kuta Z()wad()ssit bora b()gob()ja 

ja3im jisiro 

ps DEMCONJP V CONJ N DISC P VN V N P N v v 
ge that therefore as he promise parents his to please ox in mark et 

look for he will buy 

ft Therefore, according to what he promised, to please his parents, he 

looks for an ox in the market and buy it for them. 

Rf36 
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tx betds(}bim s(}b(}s(}bim zi bora j (}sir(} (}kdleflflan m(}ri7imuni ibu?it 

ps N VN DEM N V N V V 

ge parents will assemble this ox who buys is someone bless him for me he 

says 

ft the parents being assembled will say someone buys this ox please 

bless him. 

rf037 

tx ab imm zam j()tis(}b(}s(}b(} gOTdbet ItJ-za W(}jim gdTdd jimeri7u 

ps OEM V N POEM N CONJ N V 

ge father mother that assembled neighbour for that boy or girl will bless 

ft The parents and those assembled neighbors win bless that boy or girl, 

who bought the ox . 

rf038 

tx mile bijamin jimeril bijwubij labittim aha zi aktJbtJrikdm bitibb(}m 

ps PRO V V v N PRO DEM V v 

ge what will say will bless inquired for your parent this you respect give 

ft If it is asked how do they bless him, they bless him by saying: as you 

give this respect to your father and mother,' 

rf039 

tx j(}baza kuta jabik(}m 

ps ADJ v 

ge much more let Him give you 

ft let Him give you much better than you do. 

rf040 

tx bej tiw(}dtJhtJma igizer jodtJddik 

ps CONJ N N PRO V N V 

ge ok boy my parent your love you God let love you 

ft Ok! My son! As you love your father and mother let God love you. 

rf 041 
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tx zi ba-w(Jt'ah(Jwi jab(Jldt'(J huta jdt3kanikd 

ps DEM P V ADJ v 

ge this expend you much more reimburse let Him 

ft For what you disburse,.let Him reimburse you much better. 

rf 42 

tx tdzih jabik~ha W(JZ(Jtd jibu?im jimeri?u 

ps DEM ADJ V V N 

ft They bless him; saying "let Him make you capacious to give 

them much more than this' etc. 

rf043 

tx zam j(Jboji gilds(Jb mm7at kuta jik'ebew 

ps DEM ADJ N N V 

ge that would be called the individual blessing he will accept 

ft That individual who was being blessed accepts the blessing 

rf 044 

tx balJd3i entk'(J klnit'eb(J jib Wu7e inno 

ps v P N . V V 

ge slaughtered after chopped meat would b there is 

ft After the ox is slaughtered there is k'init'eb(J chopped meat' 

rf045 

k'init'eb(J jibijaw. 

ps ADJ v N v 

ge all being assembled k'init'ebd will eat 

ft All of them being assembled eat the kinit'eb d 'chopped meat' 

rf046 

tx b(Jne(Jm b(Js(J tJige tikd j(Jb u7e bamuld ddT11dra jifu 

ps cv v N v ADJ N v 
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ge while eating drinking later child would be all ddmdra will go 

ft After th y eat and drink all the children will go to ddmdra. 

rf 047 

tx dJmJra wJbe dJmo bJ-be(;)kirisitijan akababi JttfJ bJWJSJbisib 

ps N v CONJ P N N N VN 

ge demera means also in church around wood by collecting 

ft demera means while collecting wood around the church 

rf 048 

tx SJb bJmuiJ lQsJbJsJbJm jakJbir bJ?alin 

ps N ADJ VN V N 

ge person all being assembled will celebrate festival is 

ft all the people being together celebrate the festival ( 

rf 049 

txjJdamJra negd dJmJra-ji (;)wJniddidkuta ifrk'esotf zurijahuta jikdbimujim 

ps N N N DEF V N N V 

ge on demera day demera the bum before priests surround it 

ft On the damera day before the darnera is burnt the priests surround 

rf050 

tx mCJzimur 

ps N 

jizemirimun 

v 

ge song they sing 

ft they sing a song 

rf 051 

tx jCJ-gdj1j1 hizb bCJmuld bCJwJwit'a jJza daTTldra tdkafaj jihonmun 

ps P N N ADJ V DEM N VN V 

ge of appear people all by going out of that demera participant they will be 

ft All the people appeared at the place where the demera is 

burnt become participants of the darnara burning ceremony 
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rf052 

tx dCJmCJra b;)ram jadCJmikije mi7en binibinCJ jarez jamnim sCJbotf jarCJz 

kinCJm 

ps ADJ V PRO V N V N N N 

ge demera very much make i t lively what i s if inquired horse, people 

have their horses 

ft What makes the damara bright/lively is that people who have 

horses, their horses 

rf 053 

tx jitfCJnimum 

ps v 

ge they load 

ft they load their horses 

rf054 

tx bCJras kirnm zema ijazemim midoir-i jizorimujit 

ps N PRO N V N DEF V 

ge byone's own their melody they will sing pile they go round it 

ft while singing with their own melody they go round the pile. 

rf 055 

tx zorimum bCJfod3im enk'CJ wCJt'a jCJbija mCJda janCJw rrnnidar jifimun 

ps V V P V V N V N V 

ge they go round finish after far away say field appear place they will go 

ft After they finished go rounding they will go to far away field. 

Rf056 

tx b(}za meda damo foraz gWugis jit.flJ.wqtimun 

ps DEM N CONJ N N V 

ge in that field also horse riding they play 

ft They also play horse riding in that field 
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rf057 

tx gredim dengam za tf'Clwata mClsimer bClwez atti jatti dagaji. 

ps N N OEM N N V ADJ ADJ N 

ge girls and boys that play side by keepig one the of one the supporter 

ft Keeping their respective sides the girls and boys, make that game 

lively being one of them the supporter one group and the being 

the supporter the opponent group. 

rf 58 

tx bewahLln tfowataji jadamikimujit 

ps V N V 

ge being they make the play lively 

ft being the supporter of a group they make the play lively 

rf 59 

tx inam jCl-mClsik~l b Clral akCIbabClr bCltCIlCljim bCldamClra zurija 

ps CONJ P N N N ADV N N 

ge and thus of the True C festival celebration especially with regard to 

demera 

ft and thus, the celebration of the True Cross festival especially 

ill relation to demera 

rf 60 

tx jQIlClnni dimik'Clt zitin bujCl m 14 WClgi lis , k'alat jan tiu' 

ps V ADV DEM V V N V 

ge there is the liveliness this Ike is having said for to express words be less 

ft no words to express the liveliness of the demera play. 

rf 61 

tx bClt'am jadesit tflJwatan jQIlClw 

ps ADJ V N V 

ge verj much pleasing play is it has 

ft It is very much pleasing play 
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rf 62 

tx lcHnisale jagobat j()s()la id3 w()jim gdrdd jim()rit' b()-d;)maran 

ps N V V N CONJ N V P N 

ge for example one to marry able boy or girl will select on demera 

ft for example one who is about to marry, a boy or a girl selects 

his/her partner on demera festival. 

63 

rf 

tx jagobujat j()solat gdrdd jim()ritf'ija 

ps v v N v P N COP 

ge to marry who is adolescent girl will selects on demera 

ft it is on demera that one selects whom he wants to marry 

rf 64 

tx ina d()m()ra b()t'ikIlhuta l-itijopija hizb lijju dimilc'()t jib-tf()watan woben 

ps CONJ N ADV P N N ADJ N V N V 

ge and then demera in general for Ethiopian people special lively gives play 

is 

ft damera celebration in general gives special lively color for Ethiopian 

people. 

rf 65 

tx b()t'am amas()gi.nu janej j()d3()hum 

ps ADV v VN v 

ge very much thank you I finished what I have 

ft I finished what I have thank you very much 

5.2 Folktale 

fA brave Dobbi man's challenge' 
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Narrator: 

Age:-

Mengistu Kass 

49 

Birth place:- DobbiJ Wolensho Hulletegna Mi ddib 

1 

betCJsCJbotJina tnijt jizinegimu jihCJma 

betdsab-otJi-na tez-ift ji-zinegi-mu jihama 

parent-PL-GEN-l here before REL-say-3PL COND 

jeredahun b CJbe tdsCJbotJCJJl.Jl.a jereddahun 
je-reda-hun betaseb-otJI-J1J1a je-redda-hun 

REL-hear-lsC pare nt -PL-G EN lSUBM-learn-lSUBM 

d;pginna miss 
d3dgi illla miss 

brave man 

banno jibuwit 
bailllo ji-buwit 

there was say 

za d:pginna miss arbo jIb wuwit 
DEM d3dgrnna miss arb 0 

that brave man Arbo 

ji-bWuwit 

say. 

banno 
bailllo 

there was 

bCJbetCJsCJb-otJ- CJJl.Jl.a 
ba-be tase b-o tJ -dJ1 J1a 

PRE-parent-PL-IPL.my 

bindbir mCJ7en? att 

bi-nClbir mCl7en? att 

REL-be what? One 

'Earlier, according to my parents' opinion, it has been said that there was a herolbrave 

man called Arbo.' 

002. 
k'una mCJlikkamma gCJrCJd tf:JJlnCJm banno 
klra mdlIkkama gdrad tJ!:lJ1D-dm bailllO 

DET beautiful girl born there was 

'He gave birth to a beautiful girl.' 

3 
za mCJlkkama gCJred jit'oklsrmWot kWuwet SdbotJ bCJssCJmun 
za mCllkkama gClrad ji-tbklsmWot kWuwet sClb-otJ bClss-Clmun 

that beautiful girl ask two person they came 

Two persons have appeared to beg for engagement with that beautiful girl' 
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4 

jitbk'ismWot jdbdssdmuj sbotf inde zigdrdddJl.J1.a wagiba 
Jit'okis-mWot ja-bassa-m uj sabotS inde zi-garad-aj1j1a wa-giba 

beg-3PL come-3PL men DSC that-girl-my to marry 

jannowo ana zi7ak"'uwam bopt:4na jowotf'a ab bankonim annaggebba 

ja-nnawa ana zi-7ak"'uwam bd-pr:ana jd-Wddh tIkd bd-an-konim ann-aggebba 

REL-should DEM-measure PRE-test REL-pass boy REL-NEG-be NEG-give.pv 

"Well, who should marry my daughter from tho se who appeared to engage with her? 

The measure that I would take is, a person who can't pass the test would not engaged 

with my daughter' 

5 

anndbbin jdmannim anninds-am tikdJl.J1.a annw 
anna-bbin ja-m annim anni nas-am tika-j1j1a an-nl b 

don't give of anyone pick girl my don't-give 

'I will not give! I will not allow an anonymous person to engage with my daughter.' 

6 

mimkdm jidddfirejdt bdssa .bejam gdmbo t!dlla Clgdlligil k.wUWd 
minik am ji-ddafire-j at bassa be-j am gambo t!;)lla agalligil kWuwa 
how dare-Is came REL-say jar local beer bowel roasted cereals 

ezzonge attih goggora t:4tta QWo1(1ddom bojizi goggora 
ezz-ange attih gaggara tatta awaradda-m baji-zi gaggara 

hold-GER DET hill slope go down:pv-MvM PRE-this hill 

tiWd rljirot' tijirot' Wdt' zi gdnbo t!dlla 
ti -wata , -jirot' ti-jirot' wat' zi ganbo t'al! a 

go up run run climb DEM jar local beer 

inna zi agdlligil kWuwa jafad3d3a sab garadaj1j1a abbit 

inna zi agalligil kWuwa jcrfad3d3a sab gardd-aj1j1a crbbit 

CONJ DEM bowel roasted cereals REL-finish.M.PF man girl- IS IS-give 

'How dare he come to me?' Saying this he came with a jarful of local beer 

and a bowlful of roasted cereals. Then, he said that he will let him engage 

with his daughter, to the one who would finish the jarful of local beer and a 
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bowlful of roasted cereals, while climbing the hill side and descending 

the slope by running and resting again and again' 

7 

lelanikonim annib bijam za s-abotJ aw-adad-ar-amm 
lela-an-ikon-im an-nib bij-am za sdb-otJ aWddaddr-d-ndm 

other-doesn't don ' t give say that persons Compete-them 

Refusing all other means he puts these two persons into competition to give 

his daughter for the winner of the competition.' 

8 
ti-jaw-adadirim atti r-aga bijam tiw-at' tija7i tis-atI' 
ti-jaWddadi-rim att-i rdga bijam ti-Wdt' ti-ja?i ti-SdtJ' 

compete-them One-the slowly said climb see -drink 

tijibrja tis-atf' tibija annlik' bejanim m-add-ari s-alIo. 
ti-jibij a ti-SdtJ' ti-bij a an-aUk' be-janim mddddr-i sdllo. 

REL- eat REL-drink REL-eat NEG-finish REL-say place-DEF reached 

'While he puts them into competition one of the competitor slowly climbs 

the hill then rests, then eats, drinks the roasted cereals and the local beer 

and reaches the place before finishing it.' 

9 

attiwwe mattina CJtt'addo.f!om jib-addrrew bijam 
att-iwwe mattina td-ttadddff-dm ji-bdddir-ew bijam 

one-the in addition rush surpass said 

m-addori s-alIo 

mddddr-i sdllo 

place the reached 

'The other one hurriedly arrived the place assuming that his opponent will surpass." 

10 

minikom b-ass-aham? aji am w-abija kedkunige g-aj-arikumin 
minikdm bdssd-ham? aji and wd-bija ketikuni-ge gdfuri-kumin 
how come oh! me to eat cannot leave 
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bdssahWi jdhlVuwa bddddrikunim 
bClSS-ahi jClhWu-wa bClddClri-kunim 
come-you of he you surpass 

ash minkdm bdssdha? andm tanf tdbija, tdSdtf 
ash rninkdm bdssCl-ha? and-m t- arif t-d bdj a, t-ClSdtJ' 

you how come-2Su13M? I-also IS-rest IS-eat IS-drink 

'How did you come here? Oh, me! I left it, as I could not finish eating 

drinking it, and I surpass him.' 

tanf 
t-arif 

rest 

tdbdj~ 

t-ClbClj a, 

eat 

taSdtf 
t-ClSCl tJ' 
drink 

'Surpassing him how about you, how did you come? I also come here while 

resting, eating, and drinking all the way through.' 

12 

kemem gdforrkurum bdssahum bijam jib W u7it 
kern-em gClfCl ri -k urn m bClssa-hum bi-jam jCl-bWut 
unable-Is :OM leave-Is come-Is say say 

'He said that he could not finish eating and drinking, thus he left everything 

behind and comes' 

13 

bohama ket'elldm bdji dhum digam lelIa fdt;Jna Wdsslt 
bohama kerellClm bClji-Clhu-m digami leIla fdtClna Wdssit' 
hereafter next REJ..-now-al so again other test in 

nabdmU bijam 
" nabCl-mu bi-jam 

give-3PL say 

'Hereafter ok! He said, 'I will put them into another test once again.' 

fdja Jdja sdniga 
fdja fClja s,miga 
good good stout 

jd1tJZQZd banim wuit 
fdrClzazCl banimwui t 
horses he had them 
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kWuwet scmiga Jarazaza 
k"'uwet s;;miga fClfClzaz 

two strong horses 

'He had two strong and good stallions. With those two big and good stallions 

14 

zakwuwet jdbasamamatJotJ tawaggamu gugis tat! watim bijanamun 
gugis tCl -tS 'WCltim bijan~-mun 

OEM-two rel-come-in-l aW-PL PASS- fig ht-3PL gugis PAss-play:PF tell:PF-3PL 

'He ordered those two in-laws who came to him to play (fight) stallion 

fighting.' 

015. 

wididir 
wididir 

competition 

baSdllege 
bCl-sCllle-ge 

PRE-reach- then 

bint'ari 

b-mt'ar-i 

INST-stick-O EF 

za sabotf 
za sdb-otS 

OEM man-PL 

k:Jna mula 

k;ClnCl mulCl 

kananamim jaforaz wididir matfam adagaJlJlan 
kcmal1-amim jajaraz wididi matJam adaga}1}1a-n 

put-3PL PER-hose competition however dangerous-coP 

madfratn wo7am wadigin madfratn jIWagWuwe 
mad3irat-n wO-fam wd-digi-n md3iratn ji-wdgWu-we 

shoulder-is VN-beat to-fall-is shoulder REL-stub- 2sM.SUBM 

baza madfrat jitiwagamu baJarazi nan sak~janemun 

bd-Z a 

P-OEF 

mad3irat 

shoulder 

ji-tiwagCl-m u bCl-fClfdZ-i 

3PL-fight-3PL horse-oEF 

tisaddim tisaddim tirot' tirot' 

ti-sClddim, ti-sClddim, ti-rot' ti-rot' 

chase Rchase run run 

jiwalimun. 

ji-wClH-mun. 

on 

sClkejCln -emun 
put-3FL 

jaWdmot 

j-aliklmot 

finish.PL 

day all spend -3PL 

(He puts them into stallion fighting game. However, stallion-fighting game is 

dangerous, when one of the opponents reach the other he will beat him by the stick 
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and make him fall from the stallion. Then after they finish fighting, he will put them 

onto the stallion and the chase and run each other for the whole day.' 

016. 

attiwe billit' b<Jj an<J g<Jr<Jd jibuJlJ1<Jt b<JIe j<Jha anWcJgiha 

art-i we biIHt' bClj anCl gClICld ji-bUJ1J1Clt b-ClSe jClha an-wClgi-ha 

one-DEF wis ok girl REL-give PRE-want you NEG-stub-2SUBM 

One of them was wise and said to his opponent, ok! To get the girl I should 

not stub you.' 

17 

aha g(Jwwa n(Jh(J jan(} tiw(Jgat tirat' 

aha gClwwa nClhCl janCl ti-wClgat ti -ror' 

you fool COP.2sUBM me REL-stub REL-run 

aniI<Jnin bijam jiI(Jfinit lmm bijam 

an-iSClnin bi-jam ji-SClSinit imm bi-jam 

NEG-want REL--say IMPF-retreat quiet REL-say 

b Woha?(Jnk' jatt-iwe far<Jz ji?et' t(J-3(Jb<Jr(Jm 

b woha7ank' j-atc-iwe foraz j-i7et' td-Sdbar-am 

later PRE-one-DEF horse REL-tire PAS-return-PF 

za-we 
za-we 

j(Jfc)zinkut 

fClrn-i-n-kut 

te?et' 

te-?et' 

bet jig<Jbo 
bet ji-gClbo 

that-DEF horse-DEF-oM-DISC PASS-tire house lMPF-enter 

ah(J wigit an(J 

ahCl wi-git anCl 

you VN-stub I 

f<Jfinit. 

fClSinit 

retreat 

'He retreats simply retreats saying, you are fool you run after me to stub me and I dont 

want you to stub me. Then after one of the opponents, horse wil be tired and the other 

returned entered home without his horse being tired.' 

J8 

b<Jmink<Jm b<JsS<Jha jibinnit k~tf<Jm w(Jr<Jdo k~tf<Jm b(Jw(Jr<Jd<Jge 

bCl-minkClm bClSS-Clha ji-binnit kl'!tt-Clm WClICld-o kl'!tt-dm bCl-WClICld<>-ge 

PRE-how come-2suBM REL-say tire-PF dismountPF tire-PF PRE-dismount- later 
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and tdbetdj1j1at 

and td-bet-dJ1J1at 

I house-PRo 

bdssa-hWi. 

come-IS 

He asked him: how did you come? He dismount ed being tired, while he was tired 

and dismounted from the horse I came home.' 

19 

jahrmot kht'dm jibindmun. zaJrwe bdmotfon eZdm 

jahlmot k'etr<Jm ji-bind-mlU1. za-Srwe bd-motS~-n eZdm 

you appear-Is IMPF-say-you that-other: DEF p-road-cop hold 

fardz Jab dm jibdSSO. 
fdldZ Jab-dffi ji-bdSS-O. 

Horse pull -PF IMPF-come-3sM.MVM 

He would say: I appeared before you (with respect). How about that one (or 

the other competitor) did not he come? He will come by pulling the failed 

horse on the street.' 

20 

bdl indde ndhdbWuwet bdj bdminkimin gdrdddj1j1a tasitd daddira? 
bdl indde ndhd-bWuwet bdj bdminkimin gdldd-dJ1J1a t-asitddadd-ira? 

ok DISCO come-say ok how girl-PRO PASs-administer -3SF? 

Ok! come on and tell me how can you manage to live with my daughter?' 

21 
dhu bdzilaj indt jand gdrdd aha tasitddadirm tihonat Wdj 
dhu bd-zi-7aj indt j-and gdldd aha t-asitddad-irm ti-hon-at Wdj 

now PRE-this-kind GEN-I girl you PAS-administer-3SF 3SF-be3SF Q? 

'Now, in this case are you -able to afford living with my daughter?' 

22 

ifitdt drot' 
ifitdt drot' 

earlier run-pf 

giJgiJra jtJdSdhdm 
gdgdra fud3dh-dm 

hill finish-PF 
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jCJd:rahCJm tatibCJja bCJssahCJm 
fdd3 h-<lm ta-tib<ljabb bdss-ahdm 
finish-PF PAsS-eat com -2SM. UBM 

'First you have climbed the hill before finishing what is given to you to eat 

and you reached at the place.' 

023. 

CJhum 
<lhum 

mattina CJrot' 
mattina drot' 

now again run-2SM:SUBM 

bCJss-ahCJn-ge 
bdss-ahdn-ge 

come-2SM 

'Now again you can1e while running.' 

24 

jCJroz tCJ-tfb.wCJt bibuk-CJ jCJroz-i wCJrCJd-ikCJm 
PT<lZ td-tflzwat bibuk-a pT<lz-i WCJT<ldikam 

horse PASs-play say-2sM horse-DEF dismount -2SM 

bCJ-gir 
ba-gir 

p-foot 

bCJss-CJham 
bass-aham 

come-2sM 

When I let you play horse riding, you are dismounted from the horse and 

• carne on foot' 

• 

• 

025. 

CJhu aha jCJgCJreJdCJj1j1a bi7u ankonkd 
dhu aha jd-gdrdd-dJ1J1a bi?u an-konk-<l 
now you GEN-girl-GEN apt NEG-be -2SM .SUBM 

Now, you are not apt to marry my daughter.' 

26 

geJreJdCJj1j1a jCJzih id;jin jabikuna bijam zCJniga 
gdrdd-dJ1J1a jdzih id3in j-abiku-na bi-jam zdniga 
girl-GEN this child REL- give-2SM GER-say tell:3sM 

dimCJdamo jibWuwit 

dimdddmo ji-bwuwit. 

decide:3sM IMPF-say 

He has decided by saying r will give my daughter to this boy.' 
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Text Three 

5.3 Riddle 

Introduction to the Material 

In what follows, a sample corpus of texts in Dobbi will be presented. Each dialogue 

• is preserved. entirely as it was recorded during the fieldwork; to provide examples of 

natural speech in the language. Each word of text is written interlineally. The 

first line is written in International Phonetic Alphabet IPA script, the second line 

words analyzed into morphemes (i.e. broken up when a single word comprises more 

than one morpheme) the third lexical definitions or gloss of the morphemes, and the 

fourth a literal translation for each morpheme. The interlinear text is accompanied 

• by a more fluid translation on the fifth line. Two women: Tekabech and Keneni have 

• 

a contest of riddles while attended by a crowd of onlookers. 

Corpus of Text 

'Riddles' (Butajira, March 2011; speakers: 1) Tekabech Sija 2) K,mani Alemu. 

1) 

j;}fi nk Wit 

jdJinkwit 

here you are a riddle! (fonnula for introducing a riddle) 

A riddle. 
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2. 

nuwiJ9 
nuwi1 

tell a riddle 

3 

b;Jgdgdra 

bd-gdg.Ha 

on-mountain 

;Jm jiz;Jra 

ddm ji-zdra 

blood 3SM.SUBM-difuse 

'one who diffuse blood on the mountain.' 
He diffuses blood on the mountain 

4) 

mafila 

maFIa 

sorghum 

'The ans~r is mafila sorghum' 

5) mafila? 

maSUa 

sorghum 

it is sorghum 

'sorghum' you say? 

6) ek 

ek 

yes 

7) 

Tell it. 

9 A response for a riddle /II/wi? 'tell or t<llk a riddle (imperative)!' 
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bdj jdJinkWit 

continue a riddle (formula for introducing a riddle) 

continue a riddle? 

Continue! That is right ... a riddle 

8) 

nuwi7 

nuwi? 

tell a riddle 
Tell it. 

9) 

b<Jzi 
bd-zi 

j<J rega hun gulungul 
jdregdhun gu)unguPO 

addele 

addele 

bonnam ch.mgul 
bonna-mll dungul 

from-here throw a_chunk_oCmud deep_ well enter-PPF disappear 
A chunk of mud I throw from here entered III to a deep well and 

disappeared, what is it? 

10) 

anihinin 

an-ihinin 

I dont know.' 

'I do not know. 

11) 

nemiJl gab<Jja 

lOIt is a tone like chunk of dry mud. 

11 It is very deep well which is usually equated with hell. 
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n mij1 gdbaja 

give me a market (IMPF.) 

Give me a market' 

12. 

~b()ja? 

market? 

gabaja? 

A market? ! 

13. 

ek ek 

yes 

(Yes~ 

14. 
b() k'a Dobbi ~b()ja wised3 
baka Dobbi gabaj a wised3 

ok Dobbi market you(f) take 

ok take Dobbi market' 

'Ok! You take Dobbi market' 

15 

Dobbi ~b()ja jab ije jasitfe 
Dobbi gdbaj a jabij e jasi tj'e 

Dobbi market let it feed me let it make me drink 

Dobbi market will feed and make me drink. J 

'Let Dobbi market feed and make me drink.' 

16 

bimar j()tJlmi jaJ bet b() m;:) kina 
b-imar ja-tJani jaJ bet bamakina 

On-donkey REL-load PRE-you(f) house PRE-car 

innim kut jantJ bet 
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innim kur 

all-thing DISC 

j -and 

p-I 

bet 

house 

'Load on donkey for you; load on car and all other things for me.'All poor quality 
things loaded on a donkey are for you to be kept in your house. While all good quality 
things loaded on a car are for me to be kept in my house.' 

17. 

enin 

eni-n 

eye-cop 

'It is eye' 

'The answer is eye.' 
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Text Four 

New Year Ilolyday Celebration in Dobbi 

bajadobbi gurage ja7aJurami ba7al akababar 

Speaker:- Taddele Bogale 

Date:- March 28, 2011 

1 
bedobbi gurage wisit' ja7ahirami 
be-Dobbi Gurage wisit' jd-?ahi rami 

p-Dobbi Gurage p p-new.year 

bi:9 k'idamtakatal jannani7en 

bi3d klddmtdkdtdl janndni?e-n 

many sequence has-cop 

ba7al akababar tinwina 
bd?a1 akdbabdr ti-nibind 

holyday Celebration REL-say 

'When we say New Year celebration in Dobbi Guarage, we mean that it has 

many sequences.' 

2 

batalajim aJurami wabe zaman malawatfa silahwana jIzIgad3i 
bdtdl djim ahlram i wdbe Zdm dn md-l dWdtfa Sild-hWdnd ji-zigad3-i 

specially new.year means era vN-change REL-be REL-prepar-OEF 

'Specially, since new year means a change of an old year, the type of 

jamrgrb ajmat jamatt'at' ajrnat ma mile minge 

jd-migib ajindt jd-mdtt'dt' ajmdt rna mi?e minge 

p-food type p-drink type CONJ what when 

jipwohema bak'idamtakatal w()t'ik'is jitftfalu 
ji-bWohe-m a bd-k'iddmtdkdtdl wd-t'ik'is ji-tJtJdl u 

REL-eat-3PL p-sequence vn-mention IMPF-able 

food and drink they prepared and when will they eat and drink can be mentioned 

sequentially. ' 
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3 
lamisale ja7ahirami ba?al negq infita taza ift huta 
ld-misale jd-?ahi-rami bd?al negd nJita td-za ift huta 

PRE-examle PRE-new-year holyday day women P- that-before 

j azigadJim IVO jamigib 

ja-zig ad3i -m"o j d-migi b 

reI-p rep are: 3 PL p-food 

ajinat t'aba ja7aribiman ina bet k'et'ama jinisanijlt 
ajindt t'dbd ja-?dribi -m an ina bet k'et'dma ji-nisdniJit 

type morning IMPF-serve-3PLF CONJ house grass IMPF-spread 

'For examp le, on the New Year holyday in the morning the women serve the 

food, which was prepared earlier and grass they will be spread on the floor.' 

4 

zim tinibbina l'dmisale 
zi-m ti-ni bbi nd jd-?una jd-hW dnim jd-zdr giud ld-misal e 

this-DISC REL-say. l PL P-one vN-being p-ancestor p-ex ample 

'When we say this for example anyone ancestral line, 

ba?ut'ir sidist wajim sabat lih Wanim jitfilimuTL 
bd-?utir' sid ist wdjim sdbat li-hwdnim ji-tJili-m un. 

p-number six CONJ seven PRE-being IMpF-able-3PL 

can be six or seven in number therefore, 

inim siri7at huta kejam t''dba bunna nisat[ma 
inim siri?at huta keja-m t'dbd bunna ni-sdtJi nd 

za 
Za 

DEM 

sildhWdnd 

therefore 

b'dli?i 
bCl-li?i 

all norm DISC knOW-DISC morning coffee IMPF-drink-l PL p-elder 

betin jitibaJl.J1.it 
beti -n ji-ti-baJ1J1it 

house-cop IMPF-RESP-say:3PL 

'they say each other, as it is known in any norm; that they will drink coffee in the 

morning in the elders house 

5 

bWohaj'dnk''d k''ddam tijibi j'dzigad3imwuj 
bWohajdnk'd k 'dddm tijibi 

After that earlier 

jd-zig ad3i -mWuj 

REL-prepare 3PL 

j'dmigib 
jd-migi b 

p-food 
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anjinat ji?aribimun 
anji ndt ji-?dri bi-m un 

type IMPF-serve-3PL 
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'Later, they will serve the type of food, which was prepared earlier.' 

6. 

j<Jmigib ajin<Jt k'initf'<J b<Jd<Jnib bok'olo ina jis<Jtfi?e 

j<l-migib ajin<lt k'initS'd b<ld;mib j<l-tJ<lkwe bok'olo ina ji-s<ltJi?e 

P-food type traditional food properly IMPF-cook maize CONJ p-drink 

'They will well cook traditional type of food (k'initf<J). Maiz and drinks like 

t'<Jlla a1d?e ma lela Lelam m<Jt'<Jt'-otj li-n<Jbirim ji-tfili-mun 

t~lla ar<l?e ina lela lelam m<lt!;)t' -otJ 

local bee r liquor CONJ other&other drink-PL 

li-n<lbirim 

REL-be 

ji-tJili-mun 

IMPF -can-3 PL 

local beer (t::Jlla ), liquor and some other drinks can be available.' 

7 

sil<Jh w<Jn<Jm zi b<Jmui<Jm ji?<Jribim m<Jd:pm<Jrij a b<Jli?i betin 
sH<lhW<ln<lm zi b<lmul<lm ji-?<lribi-m m<ld3 <lm <lrij a b<l-li?i beti-n 

therefore OEM all IMPF -serve-DISC first p-elder house-cop 

'Therefore, all these will be served first in the elder's house' 

8 

j<Jb Wu?emk<Jma j<Jli?i bet bWunna jit'<Jrret 
j<l-bWu?emk<lma j<l-li?i bet bWunna ji-t'<lrret 

PAss-being said p-elder house coffee IMPF-call. 

'As it is been said, at the elder's house people will be called, for coffee ceremony.' 

9 

inim za bet jifim j<J?a1dbwu?e jibijaw. 
inim za bet ji-fim j<l-?ardbwu-?e ji-bijaw. 

All OEM house TMPF-gO IMPF -serv e- thing IMPF-eat. 

'All of them will go to that house and eat what will be served. ' 

10 

toza 
t<l-za 

P-OEM 

e?ink'<J b()b,1n<Jm 
e?ink'<l b<l-b<ln<lm 

latter P-eat 

b<Js<Jtfimige 
b<l-s<ltJ'imige 

p-drink 

After they eat and drink the bless each other.' 
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11 
inimmige aTnd t aTndt jasilanQ) ej i:lo]1)1Q no filirina tozi 
inimmige amClt amClt j a-sO a -nCl, e-ji-lClJ1J1Cl -nCl fi?iri-na td-zi 

always year year 3SM-reach-l pL NEG-IMPF-Separate-lpL love-our P-DEM 

jobasa 

jClb asCl 

better 

joh"'un 

jCl-hWw1 

IMPF-be 

'Always year to year let Him makes us appear for the holiday, let Him as not 

separate us, and let Him give us more love to each other.' 

12 

bokifilohagar jannim 
bCl-kifilClhagdr j-annim 

P-province REL-live 

jCJtWarCJk, mfita-na 

jCl-tibafdk, inFta-na 

JUS-bless wives-our 

ji-mCJrarCJ luwit 
ji-mClrard?uwit. 

IMPF-bless:3pl 

denganna 
denga-nna 

children-our 

jCJ- tWarCJ ki-ma, 

jCl-tibardki-ma, 

Jus-bless-3PLF, 

bosolam jCJbisCJmuninCJ) jCJt[CJ.JlJ1Cme 
bCl-sCllam jCl-bisClmunmCl, jCl-tJ'ClJ1J1Cl-ne 

p-peace Jus-come:3PL JuS-deliver-lPL 

zCJmCJnina sCJlam je-h wuninin, 

ZClmCln -ina sCllam 

era-our peace 

je-hWuninin, 

JUs-be 

ji-bWujim 

IMPF-say 

They bless each other by saying, let our children who are in provinces come safely, let 

their offsprings be blessed, let our wives be blessed and let our era be peaceful. 

13 

ma iziziki ijCJtabQ]l]1i ird jisCJ lasil jCJjanidamdi bet 
ina izi-ziki ijCl-tCl-baJ1J1i ird ji-sClla-sil . jCl-jani danid-i bet 

CONJ like. this PROG-RECp-say: 3PL slaughter REL-reach-3sM p-everyone-DEF house 

ijjCJtazazori jibujet jisCJtfit bWohajenk' sCJbat sCJlat 
ijcH ClZ azori ji-bujet ji-sCltSit bWohajenk' sClbat SCl?at 

PROG-round REL-eat REL-drink latter seven o'clock 
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t hWon;;lx um b;;l-li? 

bet 

bet 

bddarrim jand3it 
b;;l-d;;l rrim j -and3i t. 

b come p-big house P-early IMPF-slaughter. 

'And like this until slaughtering time approaches they chat while eating and drinking 

by going to everyone's house, then after when it is just seven o'clock the ox will be 

slaughtered at the elder's house.' 

14 

ma ikki jdblVowe tdliJ bet k'dTdfim iskd innis bet 
ina ikki j;;l-bWowe t;;l-li? bet k';;lldfim isk;;l innis bet 

CONJ like ttEL-say P -eld r house begin up to younger house 

'Like this beginning from the elder's house up to the younger's house, 

15 

mmm digami iribat bdnn-edm jigdddew. 
bWohajenk' inni m bdj;;l-bet-huta digami iri-bat b;;lnn-e;;lm ji-g;;lddew. 

latter every one his-hause-DISC ag ain dinner eat-cv IMPF-sleep. 

'latter everyone in his own house again will eat dinner and sleep.' 

16 

ma . . . 
bdral akdbabdr bdwdbija bdWdSitf bitJa jQXu-aml 

ina j-axirami b;;l?al ak;;lbab;;lr b;;l-w;;l-bija b;;l-W;;l-sif bitf 

CONJ P-new-year holyday celebration P-VN-eat P-VN-drink only 

jatftJdlif"ule 

j-atf tf;;llil'" u?e an-kw;;ln;;l ikkld i-m j-aw;;l tfubw ;;l? tfimiri -no 

ItEL-pass NEG-be plan-DISC REL-extract include-cop 

'And New Year celebration is not passing it only by eating and drinking but also 

by setting plans.' 

17 

lomlsale 
l;;l-misal e 

. ' 

ab 
ab 

ldrib 
Id- tik d 

huta jeklVa amot sm 
huta je-kWa am ;;It sin 
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attIre 
atti-?e 

tfotikdm 
tfotik ;;l-m 



• 
P-ex ample father P-child DISC p-he year Until one-thing work-PF 

atti7e woJokkit jin;ybiko j ibinnit. 
attl-?e wa-Jakkit j l-na biko j i-b-innit. 

one-thing v -do rMPF-shouJd IMPF-say-OM. 

For example, a father will say to his child, until next year you should work and 

do something. 

• 18 

jodobbi Mo domo abitim huta bowotazezI joMijan. 
ja-Dobbi tika darno abitim huta ba-wa-tazez j<l-tikija-n. 

pre-Dobbi child also parent DSC pre-vn-obey PRE-known-cop 

'The Dobbi child is also known for his obedience to his parents." 

19 

boj abbaje boj immaje jobahvum wu7e bomulo oJokkitu 
baj abb-aje b<lj imrn-aje ja-bahiJ1im Wu?e bamuJa a-J<lkki t-u. 

ok father-GE ok rnother-GEN REL-your order All IMPF-do-IS 

• 'Ok! My father, my mother, I will do all that you ordered me.' 

20. 

ahimum titigedemrm hWono itinosa s~lijimunni jibiw. 
ahi-mum ti-tigede-mim hWona ti-tinasa s~1iji-mun-ni ji-biw. 

you-2PL REL-sleep-2PL CONJ REL-rise pray-2PL-oM IMPF-say 

'He would say to them: while you sleep or rise up please pray for me." 

21 

k'ot'ay arnot za jomokori tiko bannow ga]1 tabittim 
k'<lt'ay am at za ja-rn akar -i tika bann<lw g<lJ1 ti-b<lsa t-abi ttirn 

next year OEM p-advice-DEF child where~ n country REL-come P-parent 

'The next year when that child who was advised by his parents comes from where he 

lives in' 

huta jotimakkoroni zonga balowoTlsa jokWa QJTl.Ot j(}bahimU]1]1i 

huta j<l-ti rnakk<lran-i zang a bal a-w<l-ri sa ja-kWa am <It j<l-bahim uJ1J1-i 

DISC REL-advi se-DEF thing without-vN-forg et P-he Year REL-what you say-DEF 
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• 
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'without forgetting what he was advised he said that year what you said to me 

mosse amoti 
mirdk dm'" u-.rim mdsse am dt-i 

bless-me seem year-oEF 

muZo 
muld 

whol e 

t4tfotin 
td-tJoti -n 

REL-work-COp 

joko17dm. 
jd-kdrrdm. 

LMPF-stay 

'it seems to me that due to your blessing, that I have worked the whole year.' 

022 

za silahwona ohu jahim bet wajim tariSim wubo bora aba]l.]l.am 
za sHdhWond Clh u j-ahim bet wCljim t-arisi-mwubo bora ab-a.r.r am 

OEM therefore now P-2PL house CONJ p-plough-3PL ox father-Is.GEN 

jif"o fards aSirdnWot j ibiw. 
ji_£,Vd f"drClz Cl-sirdnW ot j-ibiw. 

LMPF-go horse IMPF-buy IMPF-say. 

'Therefore, the child will say now I will buy a house or an ox for farming and a horse 

to ride for my father.' 

23. 

taza enk' jabijani bamuZa jassakwo mac' Janrm 
tdZ a enk' jd-bijan-i bdmuld j-assakw 0 mdtJ'dfdJa j-ani -m 

OEM after REL-say-oEF all IMPF-accomplish Finally p-I-osc 

jahWana su7 3bfttu· 
jdhWdnd su? d-kdfitu 

some. shop LMPF-open. 

'After he accomplishes all what he promised; at last he says that he will open some shop 

for himself. ' 

24 
dasj()behim ohum mon7rrnu]l. 
dds-jdbe-him dhu-m mdri?i -m u-.r 

happy-feel-3PL now-OSC bless-3PL-Is 

25 

morI7atalum 
mClri?at-ahim 

blessing-2PL.GEN 
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atak 1W aritim 

at-akW'arit-im 
NEG -stop-2PL 

jibim 
ji-bim 

IMPF-say 



• 

• 

• 

j<Jbetds<Jb huta jiwidu bolank' huta jifu. 
ja-betasab hllta ji-widu bo1ank' hllta ji-fu. 

p-parent DC impf-tell after. thi s town o C IMPF-gO. 

'Being happy he says to his parents, bless me again, and do not stop your blessing; here 

after he will go to a town.' 
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Chapter Six: Dictionary new I.doc 

This is a mini Dictionary of the Dobbi Language as the Dobbi native speakers speak it 

currently. It is presented in two ways, in the first Dobbi-English and ,in the second 

English-Dobbi (Dobbi-index). The words and phrases/clauses are extracted from the 

collected texts in the data corpus using language documentation soft wares such as 

Language Explorer (Fieldworks) and Lexique Pro. The dictionary lists words, bound 

morphemes, compound words and some phrases/clauses. For all the listed items, there 

is information on grammatical categories (parts of speech) and meaning(s). Moreover, 

for many of the entries examples are given as necessary. 

Since Dobbi does not have script (or alphabet) of its own, SIL IPA.exe Latin based script 

is adopted to prepare this dictionary. In this Dictionary, the entries or the headwords 

are arranged in alphabetical order and are written in italics. The grammatical 

categories or the parts of speech are all written in the lower case and in italics whereas 

the meanings of the words or phrases/clause are written in the lower case script. 

However, letters which are not similar with the English alphabet such as the ejective 

consonants t', k~ and the affricate f are listed next to their non ejective and non

affricate counterparts, for instance, t' is listed next to t, and k is listed next to k'. The 

• mid central vowel d is listed next to the mid font vowel e and the mid high vowel i is 

listed next to the high front vowel i. The consonant 3 is listed next to z. 
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Aa 
ab n head of a family, father 

ababdllo1 vt he appeases 

ababdllo2 vt he deceives 

abar n dry sea on 

abardfdnit vn to yawn 

abat~gare n caterpillar 

abb vt give (IMP) 

abbdro vi he shines 

abbdzo vt he increases 

abedddro vt lend 

abd n dew 

abdba n colorful plant 

abdnno vt he feeds 

abdsso vt he brings 

abil n necklace 

abilaJo vt. he destroys 

abo vt he gives 

abokado n avocado 

aboko vt he kneads 

addaJl n hunter 

adddnd10 vt he admires 

adddfd n breakfast 

addis adj not old or fresh 

addigo vt he drops 

adesdtto vt he pleases 

addffdtb vi stalk 

addgga n danger 

addfd10 vt spread out 

af n front part of the mouth 

afullo vt he boils 

afdr n 1) soil 2) earth 
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afuwatfo vi he whistles 

agddo vt tether (goats, sheep) 

agdlldfo vt lengthen 

agdJlJlo vt he got it. 

agdtf n chin 

aggat n upper part of the arm 

aggdbo vt got married 

agildgdllo vt he serves 

agobbdtb vt bend, crook, curve 

agodo vi leak 

agudddgddo vt hollow out 

agundbdsdm vi bend down 

aha per. p you (SM) 

aha ras dha ref. p you yourself 

ahedo vt thresh, beat (grain) 

ahim pro you (PL.) 

ahimun pro YOU(PL .M) 

ajindt adj type 

akald gdddllo adj cripple 

akdbabdr n celebration 

akdbdfdm vt respect 

akilla n trap 

akita n phlegm 

akUtJtJdtJO vi he is frightened 

alalo vt loose 

aldbbdrut vt sweats 

aldbbdSO vt he dresses 

aldbo vt he milks 

aldm n the glob 

ald1a n leader 

ald1dt n leech 

ald10 vi he grows up 



• 

• 

• 

aliga n bed, 

aliI 01 n alcohol 

ali-mamdo vt domesticate, 

tame 

ailemat n tongue 

amasalo vt he stirs 

amat n mother-in-law 

ambar n bracelet 

ambatJo vi crawled 

amb ass a n lion 

amb adt n locust 

amb aWd n bone marrow 

ambi n green edible vegetable 

ambu?atdfdm vi straddle 

amalatb vt he evades 

amannam believe 

amanno vi he admits 

amaffdto vt he harvests 

amillalo adj slippery 

aminato vi hesitate 

aminato vi hesitate 

amisaggano vt he thanked 

amiss a adj fifty 

amisr adj five 

amlakkato vt point, indicate 

ammad nash 

ammo vi he whispered 

amogaso vt he praises 

amora n very big flying bird 

amota n bile 

ananas n pineapple 

anek~o vi limp d 
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ane~sarut vi sneeze 

ana pro I 

ana irasa]1]1a ref pro I myself 

anddado vt he burnt it 

ana?o vt chocked 

angidagadarut vn shivering, 

angula n nasal mucus, snot 

anifu n bird 

anigado n cattle pen 

aniktIw a n egg 

anist d3afd n hen 

aniJa bijaw vi refuse 

ank!;) n egg 

anldt n eagle 

ankurafo vi he snored 

anifunna n nose 

-ano pro 1pL. marker 

ansab n uncle (father'S 

brother) 

ansakasakarut vi panting 

ansit i"d]1]1a n nanny goat 

ansit i"dza n mare 

antasakka vi fail 

angatJa n cat 

angat n neck 

angula n nasal mucus 

anguragoro vi hum 

aIJkona pro no 

aIJkifo n spoon 

aragafo vt unload 

aret tibuja n sunset 

afd n fasces, excrement 



• 

• 

------------------~---------------------------

ardffdm vi he rested 

aldma n weed 

ar.migade ad j green 

aIdtb aclj slice 

aribbdt adj four 

arilcdldko n barks 

aro vt defecate 

arld n faeces/feces 

arrddo vt he slaughters 

arldgi n snake 

arldSO vt he cultivates 

asa at:em ddo vt he fishes 

asa a~md3ibd n fish trap 

asaddddo vt he chases 

asinnano vt he condoles 

asiro vt sell 

asirugdgdmo vi mumble 

asitdkakkdlo vt straighten 

asamamo vt he compromises 

asotto vt he smelled 

asrakuwet adj twelve 

assa n edible sea animal 

assdfo vt he enlarges 

assir adj ten 

ass ira amist adj fifteen 

ass ira aribbdt aclj ourteen 

assira siddist ad j sixteen 

assirasost adj thirteen 

assirat aclj eleven 

assildwet adj twelve 

astdkakkdlo vt make smooth 

aSUWd n salt 
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as pro you (SF) 

aSdnit vt need 

aSdnnim vt desire want 

aSdwa n sand 

-a Sin pro 2SF marker 

aSSuwa n sand 

atard?o vt he mediates 

at:ebet n finger 

ate~ro vt shorten 

atezzezo vt he lights 

ate330 vt he showed 

at~bd?o vt tighten 

a~ffo vi he makes mistake 

a~mmddo vt he traps 

atdldffdm vi heal cure 

-ati pro 3SF marker 

atikijaw v he announced 

atikillit n plant 

atimdITO vt he taught 

atindkdro vt he hardened it 

atirakimo vt he stored it 

atit~j1i miSt adj barren woman 

atiwelld?o vt he undressed 

atiwetStSdm v frighten 

atiWdredddnam v miscarriage 

atmessijjo vi imitate 

atJi r adj short 

att adj one 

attakillit n plant 

attebdt n finger 

att'dffo vt he extinguished it 

a~ffo vt he folded it 



• 

• 

• 

atti adj one/a 

attim det none 

act'im n bone 

awara n dust 

awa?i adj adult 

aw;:mo vt he puts it 

aWdIddo vt he lowered it 

aWdtb vt take out 

awillonifas n whirlwind 

awira]1]1a n hare 

-aximun pro 2(PLM) marker 

azaWWdro vi move 

azero vn winnowing 

azigad3i vt prepare 

aziggad30 vt he arranged 

azoro vt he turned over 

azzo n crocodile 

a3dndm vi be sad 

a?ero vt he leaves something 

a?im n physical strength 

a?indt n type 

a?omo1 vt he stops it 

a?omo2 vi obstruct 

a?osdlo vt he wounds 

a?indt n type 

Bb 
bado adj empty 

bahar zafi n wood plant 

balli n bucket, pail 

banno cop he/it was 

bejaw v say 
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benik~ pre back of something 

bet n dwelling place of man 

bet gdffdro vi he left house 

betdkiristijan n church 

betdsdb n family 

bettd pro where 

bettdm adv anywhere 

bettdno vt he scattered it 

bd- pre in, from 

bdbdre n hot pepper 

bddddro vt over take, pass 

bdddmdndfis adj instinct 

bdgdna adj harp 

bdgulbdt wdggam vi kneel 

bdguwwdn pre side of 

something 

bdhar n ocean 

bdkk~lo v it grows 

bdmdhal pre between 

bdndfis jannd VI alive 

bdndn pre outside, top 

bdnn vt eat 

bdnnin pre up 

bdnno vt he eats 

bdr n doorway 

bdIdd n snow, ice 

bdIdkdt n blessing 

bdIdrol n cockroach 

bdIdro2 vi flies 

bdrizaz n dream 

bdrtJbmma n stool 

bdsdrijasiId n butcher 



• 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

bdsd?at nk~ adv afternoon 

bdsir prep w1der, blow 

bdSSd vi come 

bdssdr n meat 

bdssdr ajjibija n h rbivores 

bdssdr jibbija n carnivorous 

bdtdt1 pre bottom, down 

bdtdf adj wide 

bdtlfi Wdkb vt slap 

bdtJlS etd' no vt smoke 

bdttdm adv every where 

bdWissit' pre in/inside 

bdza dem there 

bdzi adv here 

bd?al n holyday 

bd?dnd adj daytime 

bi- prt 

iftbifit prep in front of, before 

bihd n mourning 

bijd n false banana 

bitJh adj yellow 

bidir n debt 

billal n custom, tradition 

bil tl ad j wise 

bifddist n metal pot 

bifdt n iron 

birtu ad j hard 

bisuwa n leopard 

biJa adj red 

biJa gonda n army ant, soldier 

biJa Jinkurt n onion 

biJJa adj red 
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bi~bbdtb vt he shakes it 

bitj1:ja adj yellow 

bi3d giZjd adv often 

bi3d1 adj many (number) 

bi3d2 adj dense or intense 

bora n ox 

borsa n bag 

boJa n leaf 

bugid3d n swelling 

bugir n pimples 

bulal n dove 

bulalwawate n crow 

buld adj sharp 

bunna n coffee 

bunnama adj brown 

bur n hole 

buJJa n leaf 

bututu n rag 

bu?aj n shoot new plant 

Dd 
dakije n duck 

damdnna n fog, cloud 

dar n edge (n) 

da?o vi he laughs 

demmdro vi he adds 

dewdllo vt he rings 

ddbub adj south 

dddddb adj stupid 

ddffdno vt he stopped up 

ddgg n young of a cow !heifer 

ddkkdmo vi weaken 



• 

• 

• 

d;3m n blood 

d;3m;3ss;3t~ 11 chameleon 

d;3ffiffiO v bleed 

d;3nigdJID;3 adj rich 

d;3nn n stomack 

d;3rdhki adj dry 

d;3rd?l n drought 

d;3rd?2 adj stubborn 

d;3rima n colt (of horse) 

d;3rraka n moon 

d;3rrdSO vt he sang 

d;3rs n song or music 

d;3sset nisland 

cli?ala n bastard, illegitimate 

child 

dibal;3?O vt he mixes 

dib;3dd;3bo vt he beats 

dibir n forest 

dig bijaw vi be slow 

diggis n feast 

dikula n antelope 

dilddi n bridge 

dil;3dd;3lo vt he flattens it 

dimb;3r n boundary 

dimmis' n voice 

dinkije adj dwarf 

dirdd;3ro vt play musical 

• insbnlrnent 

• 

Dobbi n (name of a 

language/ and people) 

doma n big hoe 

dudda adj deaf 
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dufillil adj dull 

dunija n belongings 

du?et n flour 

d3;3gina adj brave 

d3;3la n penis 

d3;3rd n chicken 

d3il;3P n kitchen 

d3il;3F n hut 

d3igird n guinea fowl 

d3iraf vt whip 

Ee 
eddeno vt he hunts 

ekk pro yes 

ekk;3so vt remain, stay 

ell;3mo vi divine prophecy 

elli n tortoise 

en n eye 

en;3wir n blind 

enik~ adv later, after 

eJ1;3kko vt chew 

eIJk~fo vt embrace, hug 

ess;3bbo vt thinks 

e~ro vt he fences 

eZ;3ZO vt he ordered 

ezo vt he holds 

;3babut n intestinal worm 

;3ddij;3 n river 

;3ddiki adj heavy 

;3d3d3 n hand 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

dd3dtibdb n weaver 

dd3indsam vi bow, nod 

dfur n rat 

dga n water 

dgagodo vt sprinkle 

dggir n foot 

dgir n leg 

-dhdm pro 2SM marker 

-dhi pro Is marker 

-dhimun pro 2PL marker 

-dho pro 3SM marker 

dhu adv now 

dkuwa adv today 

-dmun pro 3PL.M marker 

-dnno pro IPL marker 

-dno pro IPL marker 

-dJ1J1a pro Is possessive marker 

drabTdnnim vt be hungry 

dresa n corpse 

drguwd ifuwat n curdled milk, 

drib bat n dinner 

drJa n garden 

drul adv far 

dJeJo vt rub 

-d Jim pro 2SF marker 

dte n sheep 

-dti pro 3SF marker 

dtJt~ n wood 

dttdm n sister 

-dttim pro 3SF marker 

dzza adv dhere 

dzzi adv here 
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Ff 
fas n axe 

fal0 vt scrape 

fenth n cricket/grasshopper 

fdd3d30 vt he finishes it fdjjal 

fdjja adj kind, good 

fdk~do vt permit 

fdldtb vt he chops into pieces 

fdlldSO vi he migrates 

fdlldte n headache 

fdllo vi ferment alcohol 

fdJ1J1d n goat 

fdTdddo VI he judges 

fdTdnd3 n white man 

fdTdz n horse 

fdSdS n flood 

fdtdnna n test 

fd~no vi be fast 

fd~ro vt he creats 

fdtfo vt he grinds 

fdttol vt he resolves it 

fdtto 2 vn untie 

fdZZdZO vi (be) dim 

fintith n anus 

fildffdlo n shell (groundnuts) 

finnddo vi brust 

fiJ1J1a n bladder 

firafirijdt n testicle 

firank n money 

firifir n maggot 

firrijjd n harvest 



• 

fisUm adj absolute, be perfect 

fitindt n speed 

fitJd n Easter 

filir vt love 

fokdITO vi he boasts, brags 

foJo n fart 

fuga n potter 

futJd n mole 

fuwdro vt have sexual 

intercourse 

Gg 
gabi n man's gown 

galdmdta n widow 

gan n pot 

gaSJa n shield 

gatb vt gnaw 

-ge conj with 

gWdbbe n brother 

gdbbo vi he enters 

gdbdre n farmer 

gdbija n market 

gddd nomen 

gddin n rib 

gddo vt he spills 

gdfdrew v abandon 

gdffdro vi leave place 

gdffo vt push 

gdgdra n mountain 

gdhandm n hell 

gdlldtb 1 vt he explained 

gdlldtb 2 vt he uncovers it 
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gdllif 1 adj long, tall 

gdllod n knife 

gdmija adj fierce 

gdn 1 pre side, beside 

gdnfuwd n pap, mushy food 

gdni3dmo n type of axe 

gdJ1 n country 

gdrdbet n neighbor 

gdrdd n girl 

gdrdrd n throat 

gdrd33dm vi be old 

gdITam vi be sated 

gWdtdra n granary 

gdtJl:f.3 n hyena 

gdwwa adj fool 

gijd n dog 

gini3d adj back, waist 

gibbi n compound 

gibbit adj half 

gibbot n liver 

gibir n tribute 

gidetta n obligation 

gilad3d3d n trousers 

gildbbdtb vt he pours 

gimdl n camale 

gin conj but 

gindl n log 

gind2 n trunk of tree 

gindbd vt he builds 

gira jdgdbbanin adj confused 

girari n thorn tree 

girigida n wall 



• 

• 

• 

• 

giZjd n time 

gizat n cattle 

gobdz n heifer 

gogga n skin 

golod n lmife 

goma n rubber 

gonda n ant 

goniJl:Jlt n sieve/filter 

gondora n bracelet 

gorif n flood 

gosa n descendant 

gOttdto vt drag 

gOWddddllo adj not full 

gred n girls 

guaddJ1J1a n friend 

gulibdt n knee 

gumare n hippopotamus 

gunndn1 n head 

gunndn2 n hair 

gura n left 

Gurage n name of ethnic 

group 

gunna n stump 

gurz adj old 

guzo n trip 

Hh 
hakk~J1J1a adj honest 

hamus n Thursday 

hardg n vine 

ha3dn n sorrow 

henik~ adj back 

hdm cop be 

higi n virginity 

-hun pro Is marker 

huwet adj two 

I i 
ibara n dung 

id3 wdld n boy 

ifit n front 

ift n face 

iftilift n forehead 

ibab n snake 

idOttijd n aunt (mother's sister) 
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id3eta n handle 

ifuwat n milk 

igizer n God 

-ihimun pro 2PL marker 

ikki n plan 

ikul n equal 

imbd n tears 

imibura?ijd n saliva 

imm1 n be silent 

imm2 n mother 

inddf n stinger 

inndnit vt he has (possess) 

ira adj wet 

immaJ1J1d n stone 

imar n donkey 

immuajd n uncle mother's 

brother 

-imun pro 3PL marker 

-ina poss our 



• 
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i 

inddgdna adv again 

inildbo n mushroom 

inis dfur n mouse 

inisdssa n animal 

iniss adj small 

iniJillalit n lizard 

initlir n stick 

-inna conj and 

innam n cow 

innim sdb adj everybody 

innimge adv always 

innis adj few 

inJita n women 

intlir ijd n fence 

inzin n ear 

iJlJla pro we 

iJlJla rasina refl pro ourselves 

iI]gulli]gul n lump (clay, mud) 

iI]kiballelo vi roll 

iI]ldbinijdt n brain 

iI]ldrfit vt stumbling, block, 

iI)klrt n goiter 

iI]koko n ear wax 

iI]kllrarit n frog 

irdgiraga n swamp 

isatdgomdra n volcano 

isok n thorn 

issat n fire 

itabujd n aunt (father's sister) 

itibit n umbilical cord 

itfoJlJlaindnit n boy friend 
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Jj 
jadddke adj amusing 

jadesittu adj happy, joyful 

jafdr tJild n earthworm 

jafdr Wdnikt'ikit' n earthquake 

jagid3ibo vn strap, tie 

j akenn irn n sickness 

jaklj dm n sickness 

jambdsdld vn not ripe 

janddrd?d vn not dry 

janifu bet n nest 

janJagdtd vn not rotten 

jantiJdbJdb vn not wrinkled 

jatimekka adj difficult 

jatbb n mammal 

j azirndra gize n harvest season 

je- pre of 

jeddib vn disturbing 

jegin3d atirn n spine backbone 

jenrnuJira n pupil of eye 

jenJifan n eyelid 

jd-and poss of mine 

jdaIJIG kana n eggshell 

jdbbdddrd Zdr n harvest 

jdbdsdld ger ripe 

jdbokblo Zdr n kernel of maize 

jdddrdt atirn n breast bone 

jdddrd?d vn be dried 

jddimbdjd n bride price 

jddird adv olden time 

jdgdbbe tikd n nephew 

jdgijd filligil n puppy 



• 

• 

• 

jdhamota 1 is n gallbladder 

jdkllt'dkbt.n. n bush 

jdlala vn loose, slack 

jdla? n growth 

jdllala adj soften 

jdmd?abir mddddr n cemetery 

jdmiss td'nikaj n wizard 

jdmiJdt anifu n bat 

jdmiJt ~nikaj n witch 

jdmuajd tikd n cousin 

jdmut tikd n orphan 

jdmUtd adj be dead 

jdnifdfanin n elephantiasis 

jdnnd pro there is no 

jdSdbitil<d n human 

jdJagdtd vn be rotten 

jdJibdJdbd vn be wrinkled 

jdtafd~ vt cut off 

jd~ndkdfd adj hard 

jdtilijaj1d adj different 

jdwdba tinij1 n mosquito 

jdWdfd abdbba n menstrual 

period 

jdwissiti adj internal 

jdzihon sin n tusk (of elephant) 

jd?e~ adj weak 

jd?ola mdza n ulcer 

jd ?una vi be alone 

jibobd n lip 

jibu?e n food 

jigog adj curious 

jihi n wisdom 
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j irra n moisture 

jisbmi n fasting 

jita~bubd bet n bath room 

jitblds sdb n beggar 

ji- reI relative marker 

jibd?O adj enough 

jibit v it has been said 

jibuji vt is called 

jigddobd bet n bed room 

jigid n liquid 

jimindtJl n spring 

jimar giUigil n young of a 

donkey 

jifdZike adj heavy 

jisimdtibd bet n rest room 

Kk 
kWa pro he 

khl n word 

khl wdgibba vt promise 

kamfa n wing 

kana n crust 

ldrr ija n pepper green 

kat Jllla n bell 

kawa ras ikut pro himself 

kell dbo vt castrate 

kemdro vt he accumulates 

kemmdro vt he heaps up 

kemmo vt conquer, defeat 

kenn dSO vt diminish 

kerro vt he digs 

ket'dlo vt he joins it 



• 

ket'C}m vi be tired 

1 ewa vi (be) barren (of land) 

kC}- pre from 

1 C}bbC}bo vt surround 

k~bbC}ro vt he buries 

~bbo vt he be smears, 

k~ddC}do vt he tears 

kC}ddita adj traitor 

kC}ddo vi he denies 

k~ddo vt he draws water 

kC}ffdlol vt he divides it 

kC}ffdl02 vt pay for goods, 

service 

kC}ffdto vt he opens it 

kC}fi bijaw vi be high 

k~P adj little 

• k~J2 n calabash 

kC}lC}bbC}t n ring 

k~lC}m n paint 

k~lC}t~ n frog 

k~llal adj light 

k~llC}tb vi melt 

k~lli?e adj few 

kC}rnfdr n mouth 

k~mmC}so vt tastes 

k~nC} n date 

k~nnC}so vt he subtracts 

• kC}nno vt he packs 

k~J1J1C} n right 

k~r n hom 

k~Id n navel 

kc}Idb n bug (cow) 

• 
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kC}rC}bo n drum 

k~IdsC}m vt he has started 

k~IdSb vt he carves 

kc}Idt n stone (small) 

k~Idt' n tax 

kC}rijC} n ditch 

kC}rijjC} n fish dam 

k~TIdsO vt he begins 

k~rtsat n basket 

kC}sC}sso vt he accused 

kC}tC}ma n town, city 

kC}tC}mbC}r n courtyard 

k'C}~ro vt hire 

k~tljC}bija adj straight 

k~tj1 n adj thin 

k~tj1 ne n giraffe 

k~ttb vt he punishes 

kC}zC}ra n walking stick 

kija pro she 

kija rasikita refl pro herself 

kijam vt he knows 

kilkila n armpit 

kintarot n tumor 

kis n pocket 

kltfiJ1C} n buttock 

kib adj round 

kibiddC}t n weight 

kibir n splendour, glory 

kidam adj first 

kidan n thatch, cover 

kilil n room, part 

kiftl adj hollow 



• 

• 

kift2 adj open 

ldmal n louse 

kimir n heap up 

ldnatdJ1J1a adj jealous 

kiniffd n wing 

ldnidr n vagina 

kinndm pro they 

kir n thread 

kirb adv near 

kifd n aml 

kifdmit n rainy season 

ldrit.\hl n branch (of tree) 

kiro vt he looks after 

kirrib n eyebrow 

ldsissin adj small 

ki~l n leaf 

kiilitt vn punishment, penalty 

kiZdk~zo v cold 

kbbdfd n jackal 

kofijja n hat 

kokdb n star 

kbmat.a n leprosy 

komt.ate n grapefruit 

kbntfora n cutlass 

kbfd n niple 

korram adj proud 

kosi n fertile soil 

kb SaSa adj dirty 

kb SaSaja~rakimibd n garbage 

kb SaHa n rubbish 

kbt'd n perch 

kbt'dro vt he counts 
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kotJitam adj coward 

kb?a n partridge 

kulalit n kidney 

kuma n heel 

ktund Wdttb vi go up ascend 

ktund~tb vi sour 

ktma adj one 

ktma ajindt adj same 

ktma g izzijd adj once 

ktma ktma g iZjd adv 

sometimes 

ktmat n be together 

ktm itja n flea 

klrrat f adj piece 

kUfdkuWdro vt he tickles 

kUtdkdto vt he hoed 

kilt'ikat' n bush 

kutitSa n earrings 

kutS n work/job 

kutJtJat n fear 

kiltt'ir n knot 

kuwet adj two 

kuwijja adj twenty 

kuwijja mat adj twenty one 

kuwijjam amist adj twenty five 

kuwijjam aribbdt adj twenty 

four 

kuwijjam sost adj twenty three 

kuwijjan kuwet adjtwenty two 

lako vt he sends 

lasso vt licked 

latb vt he peels it 



• 

• 

• 

• 

----~ ------- -.--~- -- ._-- ----------------

la?im vi grown up 

leba n thief 

lekamo vt he gathered it 

lela adj other 

les;;mno vt he plastered 

lewdtb vt he alters 

ld- pre for 

i;;}bbdSO vt wear clothes 

LI 
ldkkamo vt pick up 

ldmtja n twin 

ldsillasa adj smooth 

ldwiz n groundnut, peanut 

libb n heart 

libdlldbo vt singed 

lik adj correct 

li?i adj big 

lomi n lemon 

Mm 
maldlldnim adj shy 

maHo vi he vowed 

mannim ke adj every thing 

mannim sdb pro nobody 

maIJkdbikdbija n great 

grandchild 

masa n field, fam1 

masan n womb 

maslJkb n one string violin 

rna jila n sorghum 

majo n lamp 
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ma~tb vt he scratched it 

meda n field 

merd?o vt he blesses 

messijo vi he resembled 

mettijd n grandfather 

ffidbiTdhk n thunder 

mddanit n medicine 

mddddr n surrounding, 

envirorunent 

mdddidbijja n ancestor 

mdddlldbija n great grandchild 

mdddr n place 

mddoSa n hammer 

mdd3d n upper grinding stone 

mdd3dmdrija adj first 

mdgada n sickle 

mdgaz n saw / a tool used to 

cut wood 

mdhal pre middle 

mdkdro VI he tried 

mdkdrro vt he advised 

mdkotfikotSija n hoe 

mdlata adj bald 

mdlikamma adj beautiful 

ffidlo vt fills 

ffidmdr n nape of neck 

ffidngaga n molar tooth 

mdnifds n spirit 

mdntd n skin animal 

mdnga n herd, cattle 

mdrat n sister in law 

ffidTdttb vt (be) betrothed 



• 

• 

• 

• 

m~r~?i n soup, broth 

m~rf n needle 

m~I"rdro vi bitter 

m~rfdtb vt choose, pick 

m~rro vt he leads, guides 

m~rti n plait, braid (hair) 

cane row 

m~s~lal n ladder 

m~sikot n window 

m~sik!;}l n The True Cross 

m~ssim~r narrow 

m~t' n labour birth pain 

m~to adj hundred 

m~t~ n road 

m~tJ~bija n grandchild 

m~tta adj twin 

m~za n wound 

m~?abir n grave 

m~?am vi get hot 

m~?en pro what 

mido (muSiD n comb 

miJ~ v he hunted it 

midad n cooking stone 

migib n food 

migili n pus 

mikinijat kuta conj because 

milatf n razor 

milikit S~kk~to vn mark out 

mmat~ n bark of a trunk 

minahi pro how much 

min~t:!;}ro vt clear (land for 

planting) 
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minnim pro nothing 

minthl n mat 

mink~m pro how 

misale n example 

misira? adj east 

miss l n male person 

miss2 n husband 

mist' n termite 

miJ~t n night, evening 

miJ~e n woman 

miJt2 n wife 

miz~m~zem vt throb with pain 

mile pro what? 

mi?irab adj west 

mokiJe n namesake 

mot n death 

moto vi he died 

mot~ n street 

-mu par 3pL. marker 

mudid3a n fireplace 

mukat.l1~ n feather 

mul~ adj whole 

mul~ adj full, all 

-mun par 3PL marker 

mut sa n naked 

mutJahutan vt he is naked 

muz n banana 

muzila n music 

mu?ad3a n broom 

mu?~t n h ot weather 

mu?~tsa n mortar pounding pot 

mu?o n hot object 



• 

• 

• 

• 

Nn 
nafidl n gasoline 

narrijC) n porcupine 

na7am vt disdain, despise 

negd n day 

nC)bbC)ro vi he dwells, inhabits 

nC)bir v be 

nC)bs n soul 

nC)ddC)do vi bum 

nC)ddo vt drive, steer 

nC)dC)fo vt it stings 

nC)fds tirr adj pregnant 

nC)ffanit vi swell 

nC)ffo1 vt blow 

nC)ff02 vt hom 

nC)fis n insect 

nC)fis janC) ni7i n living thing 

nC)fisat n insects 

nC)flSC)jljla n life 

nC).furd n blacksmith 

nC)gadde n trader 

nC)gd adv tomorrow 

nC)gC)sso vt he rules over, 

nC)ggC)dohe vt he trades 

nC)gidda n guest 

nC)k~z n moth 

nC)kk~lo vt he digs up 

nC)kkC)ro vt he dips it 

nC)kkC)so vt it bites (snake) 

nC)sso vt lift 

nC)f.;)la n cloth worn by women 
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nC)t~ 70 vt he rapes 

nC)tfo vt pluck (feathers) 

nC)tJl:~ adj white 

nC)tJt~ JilJkurt n garlic 

nC)7C)ba n cheese 

nib n bee 

nifas n air 

nifug adj selfish 

nikisat n tattoo, incisions 

nitikeheno n acquaintance 

nifu 1 adj innocent 

nitll 2 adj clean 

nora n lime whitewash 

00 
-0 par 3SM.SUBM.MVM 

odo vt he tells 

ofiram vt be fat, be thick 

ofiraman3C)t n intestine 

ofit~ n lower grinding stone 

ombC)r n chair 

-otJ num PL. marker 

Pp 
papaje n papaya 

polis n police. 

posta n post, mail. 

pasta n pasta, 

Rr 
rebbC)Jo vt he disturbed 



• 

• 

• 

• 

redda vt understand 

ldddo vt he helped 

ldgat;:)J1J1a adj calm 

ldgdmo vt he cursed 

ldgg;:)tb vt kicked 

rikkaj adj cheap 

rist n inheritance 

Ss 
Salot vt draw (picture) 

Sambw;:)w;:) n lung 

sar n grass 

satin n box 

sekko vt he pierces, stabs 

sera n traditional law 

serlm n evil spirit, devil, 

serlm aw;:)tb vt exorcise, 

setf vt drink 

s;:)b1 n man 

s;:)b2 n person 

s;:)ba adj seventy 

s;:)bbat adj seven 

s;:)bin;:)t n body 

s;:)bin;:)t j;:)?e~w;:) adj Impotent 

S;:)binndt n humanity 

s;:)dd;:)bo vt he insulted 

s;:)dd;:)do vt he shot 

sdf;:)r n village 

sdffi adj wide 

s;:)han n plate 

sdk;:)ITdm vi be drunk 

s;:)kljo vt load 
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s;:)kb vt hang up 

s;:)lam bij;:)w vt he greets 

s;:)laww;:)t vt approach 

s;:)llasa adj thirty 

s;:)llasa amist adj thirty five 

s;:)llasa aribb;:)t adj thirty four 

s;:)llasa atti adj thirty one 

s;:)11asa kuwet adj thirty two 

s;:)llasa sost adj thirty three 

s;:)110 vi he arrived 

s;:)manija adj eighty 

s;:)men n north 

s;:)m;:)tb vi he dived 

s;:)mi n sky 

s;:)mm;:)tb vi it sinks 

s;:)mmo vt he heard it 

s;:)n;:)f adj lazy 

s;:)nib;:)t n Sabbath 

s;:)nga n steer 

s;:)r n grass 

s;:)ldba n thigh 

Sdld?O vt he steals 

s;:)tStf vt drink 

Sd?at n hour 

slm n beard 

sib;:)s;:)bo vt collect 

siddiban n insult 

siddist adj six 

sik;:)r n beer, traditional 

sikur dinitja n sweet potato 

siku?ar n sugar 

sillisa adj sixty 



• 

• 

silUtJa n sack 

sim n name 

simajawi adj blue 

simat n unne 

simato vi urll1ate 

simit' adj deep 

simmint adj eight 

sinfukd n toothbrush 

sini n cup 

sinn n tooth 

sintJl r n splinter 

sir n root 

sirldbijanit n hiccough 

sirro vt buy 

sitbta n gift 

sost adj three 

sotto vi smell 

sJi rasaJi pro YOU(SF) yourself 

subji adv dawn 

suwat n beehive 

JI 
Jabo vt pull 

Jaggdto vi mould 

JaJ1J1a n hump 

Jeffdno vt he covered it 

Jemo vt he hides it 

Jdbal n weddll1g 

Jdhara adj rough 

Jdkdtto vt he acts, 

Sdkila dist n earthenware, 

cooking pot 
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Jdlld?o n valley 

Jdmbdkb n bamboo 

J dmis n shirt 

Jdnigobdt n gray hair 

J(1)kora?agdda n sugar cane 

Jdrijdt n spider 

JiI n fetus 

Jildkekb vt husk (com) 

JirdJ1J1d adj mad 

Jo vn to fetch want 

Sola n fig tree 

Tt 
taddgO vt borrow 

tamdJ1a adv yesterday 

tarija n roof 

tat!;}bbo vi he washes himself 

taw ila n plank (n) 

tazdZO vt he obeys 

tebdn n circumcision (male) 

tefo vt (be) lost 

tegdno vt he repairs 

tej d?O v he asked 

tell dlo vi he prays 

tenefdfu vi blow nose 

tenik!;}t pre backward direction 

tetJikat Jl?o vi he argued 

te?ot!;}bbo vi abstain 

t!;}bab adj narrow 

t!;}basa adj scar 

tdbat fdJ1J1d n billy goat 

tdbat fdrdz n stallion 



• 

• 

• 

t3bbita n drop 

~beld<~lo vt he takes revenge 

~bd adv morninng 

tdbdSSO vt he roasts 

tdbilaJo VI spoil 

tdbUId n stomach 

tdddegdfdm vi lean against 

tddesdtO VI rejoice 

~d3 n mead, honey beer 

~fawwdt vt he loses it 

tdffddro n nature 

~ffir n claw 

~ffi~ vt invite 

tdffo vt spit 

~fir n nail 

~fo VI disappeared 

tdgenno vt cross (river) 

tdgdddem vi lying down 

tdgdddij vi sleep 

tdgddo vi flow 

tdggatfo vt knock against 

tdgistdj1j1a adj patient 

tdgurat pre left direction 

tdketdllo vt he follows 

tdkilakdllo vt he defends, 

protects 

tdkirakiro vt haggle, negotiate 

~kSo v blink 

tdkuldtatdfo v stutter 

tdlalahi n messenger 

tdlatfo vt he shaves 

~ld?o vi dive 
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t~llat n enemy 

t~mama adj wicked 

tdmaro vt he learns 

tdmetJdndhdm vi suit 

~mdnd3a n raffle, gun 

tdn n smoke 

tdnadddddm v be angry 

tdndgd jdnik~ adv the day 

after tomorrow 

tdnisaffdfo vi it floats 

tdnidbadbo vi drip 

t3nkara adj solid 

tdnJdratdto vi he slithers (snake) 

tdreddo v notice 

tdrdt n tale 

t3rimus n bottle 

t3rrdgo1 vt he swept 

t3rrdgo2 vt he polished 

t3rro vt he called 

tdsakko v succeed 

~sibdSdbimun vi assemble 

tdsiffa vt hope 

tdSikajO vi suffer 

dsimamo vi he agrees 

tdsmabdtto v he said goodbye 

tdJabo vi crawl 

tdthllo vt he quarrels 

tdtamdj1j1a ifit adv the day 

before yesterday 

tdt~j1j10 vt be born 

tdtj1 madeddffi vi wrinkled 

tdwago vt he fights 



• 

• 

• 

• 

tC}za dem that 

tdza ifit dem before that 

tC}zaki pre to 

tC}zarnrnC}to vt spread 

tC}3ebbC}ro vi return, go back 

fcl?ami adj important 

tC}?arrC}tb vi cease, stop 

tC}?aWdmo v he contradicted 

tC}?ebijo vt accept, receive 

td?emmo vi (be)defeated 

td?C}dddo vt tom 

fcl?C}lC}lo vt he warped up 

tC}?C}j1j1C}t pre right direction 

tifittC}t pre forward direction 

tmatim n tomato 

thziza n dung beetle 

tlbC) adv morning 

tlbk' n tight 

tlbujjC} n breast 

tifatC}j1j1a v (be) guilty 

tlfo adj bad 

tigist jC}nnC}n adj restless, 

unsettled 

tlja?e vt request 

tikC} n boy 

tikus adj warm 

tlla n umbrella 

tllall n shadow 

tllaF n shelter 

tllC} n quarrel 

tllic} vt fight 

timbawC} n tobacco 
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timbit n prophecy 

timC}t!:lmo vt coil (rope) 

timc}zC}zo vt twist 

tinfaS vi breath 

tlnldJ n stem, stalk (of maize) 

tinkbla n witchcraft 

tirgame n meaning/translation 

tlt' n cotton 

tlwC}llC}go vi wither (plant) 

tizaz n command 

tl?ilil n bundle 

tl?ur adj black 

tjirnC}S n dusk,twilight after 

sunset 

t'obbo vt sucked 

t'ok' C}SSOI vt he pleaded or 

implored 

t'ok' C}SS02 vt beg for money 

t'ok'isi vt beg 

tbro vt carry in arms 

trifirafi n leftovers 

tJhl<a n forest 

tJhl<1<a n bush tJalo vi be 

able to 

tJhma n shoes 

tJhmo vi (be) sweet 

tfet n sun 

tfet jiwC}taw C} adv sunrise 

tJ!:l fa n grassland 

tSC}kijo vt he cooks 

tJ!:l mC}?o vt he sqeezes 

t J!:I nik't ikC} n baby 



• 

• 

• 

• 

t~J1J1d ti vt bear child, give 

birth 

t~ rikl n cloth 

tJ1?ara n mud 

tJ170 vi stink 

tSigfir n problem 

tJl lfa n ladle 

tSilld n worm 

tJllldma n darkness 

tJl ma?i n juice 

tJl rra n tail 

tJl watta v chat 

tJl?i tJl n ar gument 

tfoma adj fat 

tJUhd n spear 

tjUtStJl je n kitten 

tjUwata n game 

tuhan n bedbug 

rlmt Sa n muscle 

thrumba n hom 

fuwarra n load burden 

Ww 
wababill vn to deceive 

wababil2 vn to appease 

wabdddir vn to lend 

wabdn agdbo n ruminate, chew 

cud 

wabi adj generous 

wabuka vn to knead 

waddin vn to hunt 

waddini?i vt admire 

waddsit vn to please 
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wadiffit' vn to stalk 

wadimi1 vn to decorate 

wafilla vn to boil 

wafuwat f vn to whistle 

waga n price 

wagdligil vn to serve 

wakibir n reverence (for God) 

WakutSdtS v to frighten 

wald?i v to grow up 

walibis vn to wear 

walldgid vi immersed 

wamasil vn to stir 

wamdsigin vt to thank 

wamirit vn to harvest 

wamogis vn to praise 

wandid1 vt burn 

wandid2 n fever 

wararut' vt to drive away 

warisa n brother-in-law 

Warrd vt avoid 

wasaddid vn to chase 

waSdfd vi to sell 

wasimama vn to compromise 

wasotta vt smell 

waSint n flute 

waSJa n cave 

wat n work 

watarld vn to mediate 

watlfa vn t 0 make mistake 

watikke VI to announce 

watlrnid vn to trap 

watb vt swallow 



• 

• 

• 

-------------------- - ---------

watte n servant 

wawili?i vn to undress 

wawina vt to put, to place 

wazir vn to winnow 

wa?isul vn to wound 

wa?urn vn to stop 

weSdnndm vi decide 

wessa n shaping axe (fas) 

wefc:lro vt strech 

we?irara vi to boast 

wdbba n malaria 

wdbe n means 

wdbik vn to cry 

wdbuwatJi r vn scratching 

Wdddddo vt love 

wddddll adj heavy 

Wdddd12 adj big 

Wdddrd n string/rope 

wddibalik' vn to mix 

wddiris vn to sing 

wddiwdl vn to ring 

wdfen n bull 

wdfillis vn to migrate 

wdfitta vn to resolve 

Wdflit' vn to chop 

Wdfrid vn to judge 

wdgdd vn to tether 

wdgdn n clan 

wdgdruba vn to build 

wdggem n pain 

WdggO vt he stubbed 

wdggud vn bleeding 
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wdgillit' vn to explain 

wdgirra n glut 

Wdhe vn to know 

Wdkad vn to deny 

Wdkhwdm vn to contradict 

Wdk~sso vt he complained 

wdk~tb vt he pounds 

wdkir vn to dig 

wdltiffil n payment 

wdkilakdl vn to defend 

Wdkisis vn to accuse 

wdkitta vn to punish 

wdkkhm add dgO vt knock 

down 

wdkkdtdl vn to follow 

wdkb vt he hits it 

wdkorikur vn to tickle 

wdlak vn to send 

wdlamo n slave 

Wdlatf vn to shave 

wdlatt'i vn to peel 

wdla?i vn growing 

wdld n child 

wdldb vn milking 

wdldl n floor 

wdldssin vn toplaster 

wdlgid vn to touch 

WdmaF vn to oath 

Wdmal 2 adj shame 

Wdmdn vn to admit 

Wdmdri?i vn to bless 

Wdmibir1 n life 



• 

• 

• 

w~mib~ vn to dwell 

w~mi1it' vn to evade 

w;;mura vn to lead 

~misi adj resemble 

wdmkir vn to advise 

~mut vn dying 

~nettam adj sleepy 

~nikis vt bite 

~nikt' ikit n shimmering 

~nisafd vn floating 

~nn~?and n movement 

wdJ1J1dm vi he cries 

WdJlJlO v he shouted out 

Wd~Sl vn to cultivate 

WdSdn n frontier or ethnic area 

wdsif v to sew 

~siddib vt to insult 

wdsima vn hearing 

w~simama vn to agree 

wdsiri?i vn to steal 

~ssddo vt he took it 

wdssdka vn to pierce 

wdJab vn to pull 

WdJdkkit vn to act 

~JdJ1 vn to accompany 

W~ Ji Ii vi flee 

wdtadddr n soldier 

wdthlla vn to quarrel 

Wdtat adj yOlmg 

wdta~b vn to wash 

WdtaZdZi vn to obey 

wdta?i n pain 
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wdf,;)b v to wash 

wdlJgis vn to rule, to dominate 

wdrad3 n beam, rafter 

wdrda vn to help 

Wdre n news 

Wd~l vn chatting 

Wd~2 n month 

wd~bbiJ vn to disturb 

wd~d vn to slaughter 

wd~f n rest 

Wd~SSO vt he inherited 

w~~t' vt to cut 

w~riggim vn to curse 

wd~do vi go down 

Wd~ggin vn to repair 

wd~ji?i v to ask 

w~tdnifis vn breathing 

w~~r vn to fence 

wddb vn washing 

wdtifa vi vomit 

w~tifata vt divorce 

~dla n hatred 

~dlif vn to rape 

wdtimdllikdt vt to look at 

Wdtb vi come, or go out 

Wdt~? at~ vi to argue 

w~ttl vn killing 

~ttifa vt spit 

Wdwa J v to lie 

wdwigga vn to stub 

w~wilds vi to complain 

wdwikit' vn to pound 



• 

• 

• 

i 

• 

wdwiJ1J1 vi crying 

Wdwwaga vn to fight 

WdzeIJg vi to say 

WdZdZi vn to order 

Wdziga v to close 

Wdzi,gdb n door 

Wdzur vi wander 

Wd3 vt to look at 

wd3dbbirm vt to answer 

Wd3 vt to see 

Wd ?ad vn to tell 

Wd ?dfd vn to look after 

Wd ?ida n pouring 

wd?idda1 vt he fetched 

wd?idda2 vn to draw 

wd?ijd nape 

Wd ?imis vt to taste 

Wd?in n grappes 

wissa n axe 

wid adj dear, expensive 

widina n tail 

wiga vt to pierce 

wijd n honey 

wildwdlo vt he washes 

wir d3dfd n cock 

wiratabet n thumb 

wifdwdro vt throw 

WiJdt adj false 

wire n diarrhea 

wit~ n bee wax, bee bread 

wusimar n nail 

wuzat n sweat 
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Zz 
za dem that 

zanid3dfd n monkey 

zar n spirit (of dead person) 

zega adj poor 

zego vt lack 

ZdggO vt he closed it 

zdjit n oil 

zdjituna n guava 

zdmbaba n pahn tree 

zdmdd n relative 

ZdndZdna n pestle pounding 

stick 

Zdr n seed 

Zdro vt sow plant 

Zd~na adj ninty 

Zdt~J1 adj nine 

zi adv this 

zifit adv here 

zifdzzdfo vt he soaked it 

zigdt n rust 

zllon n elephant 

ziki bijaw vi be low 

zimb n house fly 

zinab n rain 

zindo n python 

zineg vt say 

zinego vt he spoke out 

zinna n reputation 

3dbbdro vt return, give back 

3dt~ adj nine 



• 

• 

.. 

3iligillig adj sticky 

zogara n leopard 

ZOl'dJTI efo vi go round, detour 

33 
3imbar n bruise 
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• 

( 

• 

• 

Reversal Index 

Aa 

a kind of bone n ?agat 

, lbandon v gdfdrew 

;lbsolute, be perfect adj fisum 

abstain vi te?o~bb 

a~cept, receive vt td?ebijo 

accompany vt WdJdJ1 

accumulates vt kemdro 

accused he accused vt kdSdSSO 

acquaintance n nitikeheno 

acts he acts vt Jdkdtto 

add vi demmdro 

admire, to admire vt waddini? 

admit, to admit vn Wdmdn 

adult adj awa?i 

advise, to advise vn Wdmkir 

after or later adv enk~ 

afternoon adv bdsd?at eIJk~ 

again adv inddgdna 

agree, to agree vn wdsimama 

agree, he agreed vt tdsimamo 

air n nifas 

alcohol n alikol 

alive adj bdndfis jannd 

alter, he altered vt lewdtb 

always adv innimge 

amusing adj jadddke 
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ancestor n mdddidbijja 

and inna coord conn 

animal inisdssa n 

announce, to announce vt 

watikke 

answer, to answer vt Wd3dbbir 

ant n gonda 

antelope n dikula 

anus n fintlrll 

anywhere adv bettdm 

ape n Wd1ijd 

appease, to appease vn wababil 

approach vt sdlawwdt 

argue, to argue vt wdt~?atf 

argument n tJi?itf 

arm n kild 

armpit n kilkila 

army ant n biJa gonda 

he arranged vt aziggad30 

he arrived vi sdilo 

arrow n mdssimdr 

article of clothing n t~rild 

ash n ammdd 

ask, to ask vt Wd~ji? he 

asked, tejd?O 

assemble vi tdsibdSdbimun 

aunt n (father'S sister) itabujd 

aunt n (mother's sister) idotijd 



• 

• 

• 

avocado n abokado 

avoid vt warICl 

awe, reverence (for God) n 

wakibir 

axe n fas/wissa 

B b 

baby n t~nik' tikd 

back n ginni3d 

later adv henik~ 

back of something pre benik~ 

backward direction pre tenik~t 

bad ad j ti ffo 

bag n borsa 

bald adj mdlata 

bamboo n Sdmbdkb 

banana n muz 

bark n WdJ1J10 

bark of a trunk n rnillat~ 

bark n arikdIClko 

barren (ofland) n kewa 

barren adj woman atit~J1imiSt 

basket n k~rtrat 

bastard n di?ala 

bat n jdmiSdt anifu 

bathroom n jita~bubd bet 

be able to vi tSalo 

be alone vi jd?una 

be angry vi tdnadddddm 
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be born vi tdt~J1J10 

be dead, adj jdmutd 

be dried vn jdddICl1d 

be drunk vi sdkdrIClm 

be fast vi fd~no 

be fat, be thick adj ofiram 

be high adj kdfi bijaw 

be hungry vt drabIClnnirn 

be low adj zik'bijaw 

be old adj gdICl33dm 

be rotten vn jdSagdtd 

be sad a3dndm vi 

be sated vi gdITam 

be silent adj mun 

be slow adv dig bijaw 

be tired vi ke~m 

be together v ldmat 

be wrinkled vn jdSibdSdbd 

beam, rafter n wdrad3 

bear child give birth vt t~J1J1dti 

beard n s'im 

beat vt dibddddbo 

beautiful adj mdlikamrna 

because conj mikinijat kuta 

bed n aliga 

bed room n jigddobd bet 

bedbug n tuhan 

bee n nib 



• 

• 

• 

bee wax, bee br ad n wit~ 

beehive n suwat 

beer, traditional n sikdr 

before that adv tdza ifit 

beg I or beseech vt tbk'is 

beg2 for money vt tbk~sso 

beggar 11 jitbkis sdb 

begins vt k~rfdso 

believe vt amdnndm 

bell n katfilla 

belongings n dunija 

bend down vi agundbdsdm 

bend, curve vt agobbdtb 

beside pre gdn 

be smears vt k~bbo 

between pre bdmdhal 

big adj Ii?i 

big adj Wddddl 

big hoe n doma 

bile n amota 

billy goat n tdbat fdJ1J1d 

bird n anifu 

bitter vi ffidrfdro 

black adj d?ur 

blacksmith n ndfi.rrd 

bladder n fiJ1J1a 

bleed vi ddmmo v 

bless, to bless vn wdmdri? 
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bless, he blessed vt merd?O 

blessing n bdfdkdt 

blind n endw±r 

blink vt ~kso 

blood n ddm 

blow vt ndffo 

blow nose v tenefdfu 

blue adj simajawi 

boast, brag vi wdfokir 

body n sdbindt 

boil vn wafilla 

bone n attlm 

bones join n attlmjigdtta~mo 

bone marrow n ambdWd 

borrow vt tadddgo 

bottle n ~rimus 

bottom pre bdtdt 

boundary n diimbdr 

bow, nod vi dd3indsam 

box n satin 

boy n id3 Wdld 

child n tikd 

boy friend n itfoJ1J1aindnit 

bracelet n ambar 

brain n iI]ldbinijdt 

branch of tree n kiritJhl 

brave, hero adj d3dgina 

breakfast n adddfd 



• 

breast n dbujjd 

breast bone n jdddrdt atim 

breath n tinfaj 

breathing vn wdtdnifis 

bride price n jddimbdjd 

bridge n dilddi 

he brought it vt abdsso 

broom n mulad3a 

brother n gWdbbe 

brother-in-law n warisa 

brown adj bUlmama 

bruise n 3imbar 

burst, it burst out vi fmnddo 

bug (cow) n kdrdb 

build vn wdgdniba 

bull n Wdfen 

bundle n tl liIil 

buried, he buried it vt k~bbdro 

burn vi ndddddo 

bum, to burn vt wandid 

burn, he burnt it vt anddddo 

bush n jdkllt!3kbt.\1 

but conj gin 

butcher n bdsdrijasird 

buttock n kltUJ1d 

buy vt SlITO 

Cc 

cabbage n ambi 

calabash n k~l 

calf young of a cow n ddgg 

calm adj rdgatdJ1J1a 

camale n gimdl 

carnivorous n bdssdr jibbija 

carry in arms vt t'oro 

carve it vt k~rds'o 

castrate vt kelldbo 

cat n aIJgatja 

caterpillar n abat~gare 

cattle n gizat 

cattle pen n anlgddo 

cave n waHa 

cease, stop vi tdlaIIdt'o 

celebrate v kdbdr 
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celebration n akdbabdr 

cemetery n jdmd labir mddddr 

chair n ombdr 

chameleon n ddmdssdt~ 

chase, to chase vn wasaddid 

chase he chased it vt asaddddo 

chat n tJiwatta 

chatting vn Wdrd 

cheap adj rikkaj 

cheese ndldba n 

chew eJ1dkko 

chin n gunt~ 

chicken n d3drd 



• 

.. 

• 

• 

child n wdld 

chin n agdtS' 

chocked vt an 70 

choose, pick vt mdITdtb 

chop to chop vn Wdflit' 

chops into pieces vt fdldtb 

church n betdkiristijan 

circumcision n tebdn 

clan n wdgdn 

claw n t:!;)ff if 

clean adj ruth 

clear land for planting vt 

mindt:!;)ro 

clitoris n bakela 

close, to close vn wdziga 

close vt he closed it ZdggO 

cloth n tfc>r ild 

cloth worn by women n ndt:!;)la 

cock n wir d3dfd 

cockroach n bdfdro 

coffee n bunna 

coil vt timdt:!;)mo 

cold Vi kizdk~zo 

collect vt sibdSdbo 

colt (of horse) n ddrima 

comb n millo, muSit' 

come vi bdSSd 

come, or go out vi Wdtb 
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command n tizaz 

complain, to complain vn 

wdwilds 

complain vt Wdk~sso 

compound n gibbi 

compromise vn wasimama 

condoles, comforts vt asmnano 

confused adj gira jdgdbbanin 

contradict vn Wdkawd m 

cooking stone n midad 

cook vt he cooked tSdkijo 

corpse n dresa 

correct adj IiI< 

cotton n tit' 

country n gdJ1 

count vt kbt:!;)ro 

courtyard n kdtdmbdr 

cousin n jdmuajd tikd 

cover, vt Seffdno 

cow n mnam 

coward adj kotSitam 

crawl vi tdSabo 

creat vt fdt:!;)ro 

cricketlgrashopper n fenta 

cry vi WdJ1J1dm 

cripple akald gdddllo adj 

crocodile azzo n 



• 

• 

• 

cross (river) tdgenno vt 

crow bulalwawate n 

crust n klrfit kana 

crying vi WdwiJ1J1 

cultivate, vt WdIldS ger 

curdled milk n drguwd ifuwat 

curious adj jigog 

curse vn he cursed woriggim 

custo ffi n tradition billal 

cut, to cut vn Wdldt' 

cut off vn jdtald~ 

cutlass n kb ntfora 

Dd 

danger n addgga 

darkness n tJilld rna 

day n negd 

daytime adj bd1dnd 

deaf adj dudda 

dear adj wid 

death n mot 

debt n bidir 

deceive vt wabab il 

deceive vt ababdllo 

decide vi weSdnndm 

decorate vt wadimi? 

deep adj sirnit' 

defeat vi td1emmo 

defecate vt aro 
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defend vi wdkilal(dl 

deny h vi kdddo 

dense adj bi33d 

descendant n gosa 

desire vt aJdnnim 

destroy vt abilaJo 

dew n abd 

diarrhea n wite 

die vi mota 

different adj jdtilijaJ1d 

difficult adj jatimekka 

dig, vn wdkir 

digs up he dag up vt ndkk!;)lo 

dim, (be)dim vi f'dZZdZO 

diminish vt kenndso 

dinner n dribbat 

deepen it vt ndkkdro 

dirty adj kbJaJa 

disappeare vi ~fo 

disdain, despise vt na1am 

disturb, to disturb vn WdldbbiJ 

disturbing vn jeddib 

disturb he disturbed vt rebbdJo 

ditch n kdrijd 

dive vi ~ld10, Sdffidtb 

divide, he divided it vt kdffdlo 

divine, prophecy vt elldffio 

divorce, to divorce vt Wdtifata 



• 

dog n gijjd 

domesticate vt alimamdo 

donkey n imar 

door n wdzigClb 

doorway n bClr 

dove n bulal 

down or low pre bdtdt 

drag vt gOttdtO 

draw, to draw vn wd?idda 

draw (picture) vt salot 

draw he drew water vt k~ddo 

dream n bdrizaZ 

dress vt aldbbdso 

drink vt setro 

drip vi tdnitlbatlbo 

drive away, vt wararut' 

drive, steer vt ndddo 

drop vt addigo 

drought ddfCl? n 

dram n kdfdbo 

dry adj dClfdhki 

dry season n abar 

duck n dakije 

dull adj dufillil 

dung n ibara 

dung beetle n tlnziza 

dusk n tjimdJ 

dust n awara 
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dwarf adj dirJkije 

dwell, vn Wdmibir 

dwelled vi ndbbdro 

dying vn Wdmut 

Ee 

eagle n anklt 

ear n inzin 

ear wax n irJkoko 

earrings n kutitJa 

earth n afur 

earthenware n Jdkila dist 

earthquake n jafur Wdnikt'ikit 

earthworm n jafur tJild 

east adj misira? 

Easter fitJd n 

eat vt bdnno 

edge n dar 

egg n anildlWd 

eggshell n jdaIJk~ k ana 

eight adj simmint 

eighty adj sdmanija 

elephant n zilion 

elephantiasis n jdrlif"dfanin 

eleven adj assirat 

embrace, hug vt eIJk~fo 

empty adj bado 

enemy n ~llat 

engaged, betrothed vt mdfdttb 



• 

• 

• 

• 

enlarge vt ass fo 

enough adj jibd?O 

enter, go in vi gdbbo 

equal n ikul 

evade, to evade vn dmilit' 

evening n miSdtl 

every thing adj mannim ke 

every where adv bdttdm 

everybody adj innim sdb 

evil spirit, devil, n seta'n 

example n misale 

exorcise, vt sedm aWdtb 

explain, to explain vt wdgillit' 

explaine, he explained vt gdlldtb 

extinguishes it vt att:!3ffo 

eye n en 

eyebrow n kirrib 

eyelid n jenSifan 

Ff 
face n itt 

faeces/feces n arrd 

fail vi antdsakka 

false adj wiSdt 

false banana n bijd 

far dem dru? 

farmer n gdbdre 

fart n foSo 

fasting n jisbmi 
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fat adj tfoma 

father, head of a family n ab 

fear n kutStSat 

feast n diggis 

feather n balle 

feed vt abdnno 

female n miSt 

fence n mrtrr ijd 

fence, he fenced vt e~ro 

ferment vi alcohol fuUo 

fertile soil n kosi 

fetch vn So 

fetch, he fetched it vt Wd?idda 

fetus n sn 
fever vn wandid 

few adj innis 

field n meda 

field, farm n masa 

fierce adj gdmija 

fifteen adj assira amist 

fifty adj amissa 

fig tree n Sola 

fight vt dlld 

fight, he fought vt tdwago 

fills vt mdlo 

finger n atebet 

finish he finished it vt fud3d30 

fire n issat 



• 

• 

fireplace n mudid3a 

first adj 1ddam, mClcl3Clm Clrija 

fish, n edible sea animal ass a 

fish clam n kClrijjCl 

fish trap n asa a~md3ibCl 

fish he fishes vt asa atemCldo 

five adj amist 

flattens it vt dil ddCllo 

flea n kl.rnitfc1 

flee vn wClSiSi 

flee flies vi bClfClro 

floating vn wClnisafCl 

flood n gorif 

floor n wCllCll 

flour n du?et 

flow vi tClgado 

flower, colorful plant n abClba 

flute n wa Sint 

fog, cloud n damClnna 

fold vt a~fo 

follow, to follow vn WClkkCltClI 

follow, he follows vi tClketClllo 

food n jibu?e 

fool adj gawwa 

foot n Clggir 

for pre lCl 

forbid vt kClno 

forehead n iftilift 
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forest n dibir, tfaka 

fortuneteller n balClwikhbi 

forward direction prep tifittClt 

four adj aribbClt 

fourteen adj assira aribbClt 

friend n guadClJ1J1a 

frighten vi atiwetStSClm 

frog n iI)kllrarit 

from pre bCl-

front n ifit 

frontier or ethnic area n WClSCln 

full, all adj mulCl 

Gg 

Gallbladder n jClhamota kis 

game n tJUwata 

garbage n dump 

garden n ClrSa 

garlic n nCltSt~ S iI]kurt 

gasoline n nafith 

gather vt lek~mo 

generous adj wabi 

get hot vi mCl?am 

gift n sitbta 

giraffe n k~tf me 

girl n gClfCld 

give vt abo 

give birth vt t~J1J1Clm 

give IMP vt abb 



• 

grow it grew vi bdkk~lo 

grow up, to grow up vn wal;3?i 

growing vn w;3la?i 

grown up vi la7im 

grows up, he grew up vi al;3?o 

growth n j;31a? 

guava n z;3jituna 

guest n n;3gidda 

guilty adj tlfatdj1j1a 

guinea fowl n d3igifd 

Gurage n name of an ethnic 

group. 

Hh 

haggle vt t;3kirakiro 

hair n gunn;3n 

half adj gibbit 

hammer n m;3doJa 

hand n ;3d3d3 

handle n id3eta 

hang up vt s;3kb 

happy be joyful vi jadesittu 

hard ad j birtu 

hard adj j;3~n;3k;3fd 

harden vt at1n;3k;3ro 

hare n awiraj1j1a 

harp adj b;3g;3na 

harvest n firrijj;3 

harvest n j;3bb;3d;3fd Z;3r 
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harvest season n jazim;3ra gize 

has vt inn;3nit 

hat n kofijja 

hatred n w;3tlla 

have sexual intercourse vt 

fuw;3ro 

head n gunn;3n 

headache n fdll;3te 

heal cure vi at;3fdffdm 

healthiness n fdjja 

heap up n kimir 

heap, he heaped up vt 

kemm;3ro 

heard it vt S;3mmo 

hearing vn Wdsima 

heart n libb 

heavey adj ;3ddild 

heel n kuma 

heifer n gOb;3z 

hell n gdhan;3mn 

help, to help vn Wdrda 

help, he helped vt fdddo 

hen n anist d3;3fd 

herbivores n b;3ss;3r ajjibija 

herd,cadle n m;3Dga 

here adv b;3zi 

here; ;3zzi adv here 

herself kija pro rasikita 



• 

.. 

• 

hesitate vi aminato 

hiccough n sirklbijanit 

hide vt Jemo 

himself pro kawa ras ikut 

hippopotamus n gumare 

hire vt IGt~rro 

hit, he hit it vt Wdkb 

hoe n mC}kotJikotJija 

hoe, he hoed it vt kutC}kC}to 

hold vt ezo 

hole n bur 

hollow adj kift 

hollow out vt aguddC}gC}do 

holyday n bC}?a1 

honest adj hakk~j1j1a 

honey n wijC} 

hope vt tdsiffa 

hom l n k~r 

hom2 vt nC}ffo 

horse n gIdZ 

hot object n mu?o 

hot pepper n bC}bC}re 

hot weather n mu?C}t 

hour n sC}?at 

house n bet 

house fly n zimb 

how pro miI]kC}m 

how much pro minahi 
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hum VI aJ)guragoro 

human n jC}sC}bitikC} 

humanity n sC}binnC}t 

hump n Jaj1j1a 

hundred adj mC}to 

hunt, to hunt vn waddin 

hunter n addaj1 

hunt, he hunted vt eddeno 

husband n miss 

husk (com) vt JilC}kekb 

hut n d3ilC}1 

hyena n gdtJl:~ 

I i 

I pro anC} 

I myself ref.pro anC} irasdj1j1a 

imitate vi atmessijo 

immersed vi wallC}gid 

implore, to implore vn Wdtbk'is 

important adj ~?ami 

impotent adj sC}binC}tjC}?e~wC} 

in] pre bC}-

in2
, inside pre bdwissit' 

increase vt abbC}zo 

infront of, before pre bifit 

inheritance n rist 

inherit, he inherited vt WdIdSSO 

innocent adj ruth 

insect n ndfis 



• 

• 

insects n nC)fisat 

instinct adj bC)d~mC)nC)fis 

insul t n siddiban 

internal adj jC)wissiti 

intestinal worm n C)babut 

intestine of n irarnan3C)t 

invite vt ~ff ir 

iron n bifdt 

is called vt jibuji 

is frightened vi akut JtJC)tJo 

is naked vt mutfclhut an 

island n dC)sset 

it bites (snake) vt nC)kkC)so 

it floats vi tdnisaffdfo 

it has been said vi jibit 

it sank vi sc)lTIITIC)tb 

it stings vt nC)dC)fo 

Jj 

jackal n kbbc)fd 

jealous adj klnatC)j1j1a 

join, he joined it vt ke~lo 

judge, to judge vn wC)frid 

judges, he judged vt fdfdddo 

juice n tJima?i 

Jump vt tC)tfellC)fo 

Kk 

kernel n jC)bokblo zC)r 
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kicked, he kicked vt fdggdtb 

kidney n kulalit 

killing vn wC)tti 

kind adj fdjja 

kitchen n d3ilC)1 

kitten n tJUtJtfije 

knead, to knead vn wabuka 

knead, he kneaded vt aboko 

knee n gulibC)t 

kneel vi bC)gulbC)t wC)ggam 

knife n gdllod 

knock against vt tC)ggatfo 

knock dwon vt Wdkkhm addC)go 

knot n kUrt'ir 

know, to know vn wC)he 

know, he knew vt kijam 

LI 

labour birth pain n ffiC)t' 

lack n zego 

ladder n mC)sC)lal 

ladle n tJilfa 

lamp n maJo 

later adv enik~ 

latrine n jisirnC)tibC) bet 

laugh vi da?o 

lazy sC)nC)f adj lazy 

lead, to lead vn WdnUra 

leader n alC)?a 



• 

• 

• 

lead, guide, he led vt mdrro 

leaf 11 boJa 

leak vi agodo 

lean against vi t ddeg;;>fdm 

learn, he learnt vt tdmaro 

leave place vi gdffdro 

leave house vi bet g;;>ffdro 

leave something vt a?ero 

leech n ald?dt 

left n gura 

left direction pre tdgurat 

leftovers n trifirafi 

leg n dgir 

lemon n lomi 

lend, he lent vt abedddro 

lend, to lend vn wabdddir 

lengthen vt agdlldfo 

leopard n zogara 

leprosy n kbmata 

lick, he licked vt lasso 

lie, to lie vi Wdwa J 

lifel n ndfisdj1j1a 

life2 to live vn wdmibir 

lift vt ndSSO 

lightl adj k~llal 

lighe (fire) vt atezzezo 

lime whitewash n nora 

limp, he limped vi anek~so 
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lion n ambdssa 

lip n af 

liquid n jigid 

little adj k~l 

liver n gibbot 

living thing n ndfis jand ni?i 

lizard n iniJillalit 

load vt sdldjo 

load burden n fuwarra 

locust n ambdta 

long adj g;;>llif 

look afterl vn Wd ?drd 

look afte~ vt klro 

look at vt wdtimdllikdt 

loose, slack vn jdlala (lik) 

loosen vt alalo 

loose, he lost it vt ~fawwdt 

lost, (be) lost vt tHfo 

louse n Idmal 

love vt fi?ir/ wdddddo 

lower vt aWdrddo 

lower grinding stone n ofit~ 

lump (clay, mud) n iI]gulir]gul 

lying down vi tdgdddem 

Mm 
mad adj Jirdj1j1d 

maggot n firifi r 

make mistake vn watifa 



• 

• 

• 

make smooth vt astakakkalo 

malaria n abba 

male n rrliss 

mammal n jatbb 

man sab n 

man's gown n gabi 

many adj biza 

mare n ansit gza 

mark out vn milikit Jakkato 

market place n gabija 

marry vt aggabo 

mat n rrli nthl 

meaning/translation n tirgame 

means n wabe 

meat n bassar 

mediate, to mediate vn watark' 

medicine n madanit 

meet vt agaJ1J1o 

melt vi k~llatb 

menstrual period n jaward 

ababba 

messenger n talalahi 

metal pot n birddist 

middle pre mahal 

migrate, to migrate vn wafillis 

milk n ifuwat 

milking vn walab 

miscarriage vt atiwareddanam 
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mix, to mix vn wadibalik' 

moisture n jirra 

molar tooth n mangaga 

mole n futJa 

money n firaI]k/ waga 

monkey n zanid3ard 

month n ward 

moon n darraka 

morning adv tlba 

mortar pounding pot n mu?atJh 

mosquito n jawaba tiniJ1 

moth n nak~z 

mother n imm 

mother-in-law n amat 

mould vi Jaggato 

mountain n gagara 

mourning n biha 

mouse n inis afur 

mouth n kamfar 

move vi azawwaro 

movement n wanna?ana 

mud tj1?ara n 

mumble vi asirugagamo 

muscle n dmtJa 

mushroom n inildbo 

music n muzi?a 

Nn 

NaiP n t~f if 



• 

naiF n wusimar 

naked n ffiutJa 

name n sim 

namesake n mokiJe 

nanny goat n ansit fdJ1J1C) 

nape of neck n ffidffiC)r 

narrow adj fc>bab 

nasal mucus n a.I]gula 

nature n tdffdtiro 

navel n IGld 

near adv kirb 

neck n a.I]gC)t 

necklace n abil 

need (v) vt aJC)nit 

needle n mC)rf 

neighbor n gdldbet 

nephew jC)gdbbe tikC) n 

nest n janifu bet 

new adj addis 

new year n ?ahirami 

news n wC)re 

night n miJC)t 

nine adj zC)fc>J1 

ninty adj zdfc>na 

niple n kbld 

no pro a.I]kC)nC) 

nobody pro manniffi sC)b 

none det attim 
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north n sC)men 

nose n annifunna 

not dry vn janddld?c) 

not full adj gowC)dddllo 

not ripe vn jambC)sC)lC) 

not rotten vn janJagdtd 

not wrinkled vn jantiJdbJdb 

nothing pro minnim 

notice vi tdreddo 

now adv C)hu 

number n bi33d 

00 

oath vi wC)mal 

obey, to obey vn wC)tazC)zi 

obligation n gidetta 

obstruct vi a?omo 

ocean n bdhar 

of je- poss of pre 

of mine poss jC)-anC) 

offer (v) vt waga odo 

often adv bi3C) gizjC) 

oil n zC)jit 

old adj gurz 

olden time adv jC)dild 

omen n gddd 

once adj klma gizzijC) 

one adj att 

one string violin n masiI)kb 



» 

• 

onion n biJa Jinkurt 

open n kift 

open, he opened it vt kdffdto 

order, to order vn WdZdZ 

order, he ordered vt eZdZO 

orphan n jdmut til{d 

other adj lela 

our -ina poss 

ourselves refl iJlJla rasina 

out side pre bdWitf 

overtake, vt bddddro 

ox n bora 

Pp 

pack, he packed vt kdnno 

pain n Wdggem, wdta1i 

paint n k!:lldm 

palm tree n zdmbaba 

panting vi ansdkdsdkdrut 

pap, mushy food n gdnfuWd 

papaya n papaje 

parent n betdsdb 

part n kifil 

partridge n kb 1a 

patient adj tdgistdJlJ1a 

pay for goods, service vt kd.ffdlo 

pay for payment n wdkiffil 

peel, to peel vn wdlatt'i 

penis n d3dla 
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people n hizb 

pepper green n ar ija 

perch n kb~ 

permit vt fdk!:ldo 

person n miss, sdb 

pestle pounding stick n 

ZdndZdna 

phlegm n akita 

pick up vt ldkk~mo 

piece adj kl.rratf 

pierce, to pierce vn wdssdka 

pimples n bugk 

pineapple n ananas 

PL number marker n -otJ 

place n mdddr 

plait, braid cane row n mdrti 

plan vi ikid 

plank n taw ilia 

plant n atikillit 

plaster, to plaster vn wdldssm 

plate n sdhan 

play musical instrument vt 

dirdddro 

play, he played vt tdtJhW dtO 

plead or implore vt tbk!:lsso 

please, to please vn waddsit 

pluck vt ndtfo 

pocket n kis 



• 

• 

point, indicate vt amlakkato 

polish, he polished vt ~ITdgo 

poor adj zega 

porcupine n narrija 

pot n gan 

potter n fuga 

pound, to pound vn wawikit' vt 

pouring n wa ?ida 

pour, he poured vt gilabbatb 

praise, to praise vn wamogis 

pray, he prayed vi t.ellalo 

pregnant n nafas till 

preare vt azigad3i 

prevent vt a?erro 

price n waga 

problem n tSigfir 

promise vi kal wag ibba 

prophecy n timbit 

proud adj korram 

pull Sabo vt 

punish, he punished vt k~tt'o 

punishment, penalty vn kiilltt 

pupil of eye n jenmuSira 

puppy n jagija filligil 

pus n rnigili 

push vt gaffo 

put, place, to put vn wawina 

python n zindo 
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Q q 

Quarrel n tUa 

quiet vi immijabija 

R r 

raffle, gIDl n ~mand3a 

rainy season n kiramit 

rape, to rape vn watllif 

rat n afur 

razor n milatJ' 

red adj bifa 

refuse vi anifa bijaw 

rejoice vi tadesato 

relative n zamad 

remain, stay vt ekkaso 

repair, to repair vn wa~ggin 

reptiles n batabura jiSabi 

reputation n zinna 

request vt tlja?e 

resemble vn wamisi 

resolve, to resolve vn wafitta 

respect vt akabaram 

rest n waraf 

restless adj tigist jann~m 

return vt 3abbaro 

rib n gadin 

rich adj darugaj1fla 

right n k~J1J1a 

-



• 

• 

right direction pre ta?aj1j1at 

ring n kalabbat 

ring, he rang vt deWdllo 

ripe vn jabasala 

river n addija 

road n mat~ 

roast, he roasted vt tdbasso 

roll vi iI]kiballelo 

roof n tarija 

room n kifil 

root n sir 

rough adj fahara 

round adj kib 

rub vt afefo 

rubber n goma 

rubbish n kbfafSa adj 

rule, to dominate vn waI)gis 

rules over, dominate vt nagasso 

ruminate, chew cud n waban 

rust n zigat 

Ss 

Sabbath n sanibat 

sack n sillitfa 

said vi ibwu 

said goodbye vi tasmabatto 

saliva n imibura?ija 

salt n asuwa 

same adj klina ajmat 
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sand n afSuwa 

saw tool used to cut n magaz 

say vi bejaw; to say wazeI)g 

scar n f,:)basa 

scatters vt bettano 

scrape vt fa?o 

scratch vt maf,:)tb 

scratching vn wdbuwatfir 

see, to see vt Wd33 

seed n Zdr 

selfish adj niffug 

sell vt asiro; to sell WasdId 

send, to send vn Wdlak 

send, he sent vt lako 

servant n watte 

serve, to serve vn wagdligil 

seven adj sdbbat 

seventy adj sdba 

sew, to sew vt wasif 

shadow n tllal 

shake vt bif,:)bbdtb 

shame adj wdmal 

shaping axe n wessa 

sharp adj buld 

sharpen vt abbdlo 

shave, to shave vn Wdlatf 

she pro kija 

sheep n dte 



shell (groundnuts) n fildffdlo 

shield n gaSSa 

shimmering vn wdnikt'ikh 

shines vi abbdro 

shivering vn angiddgdddnit 

shoes n tsarna 

shoot vt sdddddo 

shoot new plant n bu?aja 

short adj atftf ir 

shorten vt ate~ro 

shoulder n aggat 

houted out vi WdJ1J10 

show he showed vt ate330 

shy adj maldlldnim 

sickle n mdgada 

sickness n jakennim 

side pre gdn 

sieve/filter n gonitftJit 

sing, to sing vn wddiris 

singe vt libdlldbo 

sister n dttdm 

sister in law n mdrat 

six adj siddist 

sixteen adj assira siddist 

sixty ad j sillisa 

skin n gogga 

skin of animal n mdntd 

sky n sdmi 
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slap vt bdtifi wdkb 

slaughter vn wdrdd 

slave n Wdlamon 

sleep vi tdgdddij 

sleepy adj Wdnettam 

slice adj ardtb 

slippery adj amillalo 

slithers vi tdnSdratdto 

small adj inissi 

smell vi sotto 

smoke vt bdtJiS et!mo 

smooth adj ldsillasa 

snake n arrdgi 

snake n ibab 

sneeze vi ane~s dillt 

snore vi ankurafo 

snow, ice n bdrdd 

soak, he soaked it vt zifdzzdfo 

soften adj jdllala 

soil n mr 
soldier n Wdtadddr 

solid adj ~nkara 

sometimes adv Idma ldma giZjd 

song or music n ddrs 

sorghum n rna Sila 

sorrow n ha3dn 

soul n ndbs 

soup, broth n mdrd?i 



• 
sour n Idlmdt~tb 

south n ddbub 

sow plant vt Zdro 

spear n tJbhd 

speed n fitindt 

spider n Sdrijdt 

spill, he spilled vt gddo 

spine n jegin3d attim 

spirit n mdnifds 

spirit (of dead person) n zar 

spit vt gffo 

splendour, glory n kibir 

splinter n sintJir 

spoil vi tdbilaSo 

spoke out vt zinego 

spoon n aIJldfo 

spread vt tdzammdto 

spread out vt addrd?o 

spring n jimindtf 

sprinlde vt dgagodo 

squeeze vt tfdmd?o 

stalk vi addffdt'o 

stalk, to stalk vn wadiffit' 

stallion n tdbat fdrdz 

star n kokdb 

starting vn k~rdSdm 

steal, to steal vn wdsiri?i 

steer n sdIJga 
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stem, stalk n t:inld S 

stick n initar 

sticky adj 3iligillig 

stinger n inddf 

stink vi tJl?o 

stir, to stir vn wamasil 

stir, he stirred vt amasdlo 

stomach n tdbUrd 

stomack n ddnn 

stone n immaJ1J1d 

stone (small) n kdrdt 

stool n bdrtJbmma 

stop, to stop VIi wa?um 

stop, he stopped it vt a?omo 

store vt atiraldmo 

straddle vi ambu?atdrdm 

straight adj k~t'ijdbija 

straighten vt asitdkakkdlo 

strap, tie vn jagid3ibo 

strech vt we~ro 

street n motfd 

strength n a?im 

string/ rope wdddrd n 

stub, to stub Wdwigga ger 

stubborn ddrd? adj 

stub vt WdggO 

stumbling n iIJkirfit 

stump n gurma 



.-:----------------------------------------------

stupid adj dddddb 

stutter vi tdkuldtatdfo 

subtracts vt k~Jmdso 

succeed vi tdSakkO 

sucked vt tbbbo 

suffer vi tdsil<l:ljO 

sugar n siku?ar 

sugar cane n JdIJkora?agdda 

suit vi tdmetJdndhdm 

sun n tfet 

sunrise n tfet j iWdtaWd 

sunset n aret tibuja 

surround vt kdbbdbo 

surrounding n mddddr 

swallow vt wat'o 

swamp n ifdgiraga 

sweat n wuzat 

sweats vt aldbbdnit 

sweep vt ~ffdgO 

sweet vi tfamo 

sweet potato n sikur dinitJa 

swell vi ndffanit 

swelling n bugid3d 

Tt 

tail n t.\1rra/widina 

take out vt aWdtb 

take revenge vt tdbeld(~lo 

tale n tdfdt 
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tall adj gdllif 

taste vt Wd ?imis 

taste vt k~mmdso 

tattoo, incisions n nikisat 

tax n k~fdt' 

teach vt atimdrro 

tears n imbd 

tear vt k~ddddo 

tell vn wd?ad 

ten adj assir 

termi te n mist' 

test n idtdnna 

testicle n firafirijdt 

tether vn Wdgdd 

tether vt agddo 

thank vn wamdsigin 

that dem tdza 

thatch, co ver n kklan 

there dem bdza 

there is vi enno 

they pro kinndm 

thief n leba 

thigh n sdfdba 

thin adj k~tfin 

thing n -?e 

think vt essdbbo 

thirteen adj assirasost 

thirty sdllasa adj 



thirty five ad j s;:)llasa amist 

thirty [our adj s;:)llasa aribb;:)t 

thirty one adj s llasa atti 

thirty three ad j s;:)llasa sost 

this dem zi 

thorn n isok 

thorn tree n girar 

thread n kir 

three adj sost 

thresh vt ahedo 

throat n ~I<}I<} 

throb with pain vt miz;:)m;:)zem 

throw vt wiI<}w;:)ro 

thumb n wiratabet 

thunder n m;:)biI<}hk 

Thursday n hamusi 

tickle vn w;:)korikur 

tight vn tlbk' 

tighten vt a~b;:)?o 

time n gizj;:) 

the True Cross n m;:)sik~l 

to pre t;:)zaki 

tobacco n timbaw;:) 

today adv ;:)kuwa 

tomato n timatim 

tomorrow adv n;:)g;:) 

tongue n allem;:)t 

took vt w;:)ss;:)do 
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tooth n sinn 

toothbrush n sinfuk;:) 

top pre b;:)n;:)n 

torn vt t;:) ?;:)d;:)do 

tortoise n elli 

touch vt w;:)lgid 

town, city n k;:)tC}ma 

trader n n;:)gadde 

traditional law n sera 

traitor adj kC}ddita 

trap n akilla 

trap vn watlmid 

tree n bahar zafi 

tribu te n gibir 

trip n guzo 

trousers n gilad3d3;:) 

trun over vt azoro 

trunk of tree n gind 

try vt m;:)k;:)ro 

tumor n kintarot 

tusk n jC}zihon sin 

twelve adj asrakuwet 

twenty adj kuwijja 

twenty five adj kuwijjam amist 

adj twenty one adj kuwijja mat 

twist vt tim;:)zC}zo 

two adj kuwet 

type n ajinC}t 



• 

tYPe of axe n g~ni3C)mon 

Uu 

ulcer n jC)101a l11C)za 

wnbilical cord 11 itibit 

wnbrel1a n tUa 

uncle n ansa b 

uncover vt gC)llc)lb 

under pre bC)sir 

understand vt redda 

undress vn wawili1i 

unload vt aragC)fo 

untie vn fdtto 

up pre bC)nnin 

upper grinding stone n mC)d3d 

urinate vn simato 

urine n simat 

Vv 

punish vn wdkitta 

vagina n klnitlr 

valley n JC)l1C)?o 

village n sdfdr 

vine n hardg 

virginity n hig 

voice n dimmis' 

volcano n isatC)gomC)ra 

vomit vi wC)tifa 

voture n amora 
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Ww 
waist n gin3C) 

wai t vt ek1<dso 

walking stick n kC)zdra 

wall n girigida 

wander vi WdZur 

want vt Jo 

warm adj tikus 

warp up vt ~1dldlo 

was/there was cop banno 

washing vn wd~b 

water n dga 

we pro iJlJla 

weak adj jd1e~ 

weaken vi ddkkdmo 

wear vn walibis 

wedding n Jdbal 

weed n ardma 

weight n kibiddC)t 

west adj mi1irab 

wet adj ira 

what pro mC)1en 

where pro bettd 

whip n d3iraf 

whirlwind n awillonifas 

whispere vt ammo 

whistle vn wafuwatf 

white adj ndtJl:~ 



white man n fdr;:md3 

whole ad j muld 

wicked adj ~mama 

wide adj bdtdt 

widow n galdlTIdta 

window n mdsikot 

wing n kamfa 

winnow vn wazir 

wisdom n jihi 

wise adj bild 

witch n jdmiSt ~nikaj 

witchcraft vn tinkbla 

with conj ge 

wither vi tiwdlldgo 

wizard n jdmiss td'nikaj 

woman n miSt 

womb n mas!m 

wood n dtJtf.3 

word n khl 

work n wat 

world n aldm 

worm tSiJld n 

woundn mdza 

wrinkled vi tdtJ1madeddm 

Yy 

yawn vi abafdfdnit 

yellow adj bitfa 
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yes pro ekk 

yesterday adv tamijlJla 

you (PL) pro ahim 

you (SF) pro aJ 

you (SF) yourself pro asJ rasaS 

young adj wdtat 

young of a donkey n jimar 

gilligil 

other 

-ano IPL pro marker 

-dnno pro 1 PL number 

-ahwi Is SUBM 

-dJlJla pro Is 

-hun pro Is 

-aximun 2PL SUBM 

-dhimun 2 PL pro 

ahimun 2 PL.M pronoun 

-a Jin 2SF pronoun 

-d Jin 2 SF SUBM 

-dhdm 2SM.SUBM 

-dmun 3PL.M. SUBM 

-ati 3 SF 

-dti 3 SF .SUBM 

-dttim 3 SF SUBM 

-aho 3SM. SUBM 

-0 3 SM. SUBM.MVM 
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